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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank
OF ELLSWORTH,

pioneer National

WKKK

M I ngersoll —Bakery and lunch-room.
Liquor tudlcUnents.
Lantern Steamship Co—Change in schedule.
Thurston 8 Cunningham—Caution notice.
John Malone kt'Ktnurant for sale.
Melville L Alien— Notice of foreclosure.
A

MAINE,

to commence business October 24, If>7, the

AAuthorized

ADVKRTIhKMfrN rt» THIS

NKW

Dank

of ElUwortb, Maine.

O A Pareher—Apothecary.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
J A Haynes —Market.

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS ini) CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SFAE
AND legitimate banking.

B H Mayo-Sheriff's sale.
Sullivan, Mb:
Dr F W Brldgham—Horse for sale.
Basoor, Mb:
Noyes A Nutter Mfg Co—Klneo range.

National Shawmnt Bank of Boston; National ComNow York.
Bank.
Albany,
mercial

Corn-1'onilenta.

SCHKDULK

AT KLLSWOKTH POST-OfFlCS.

In

effect December 4, 1906.
MAILS

Copies

Companies?

of Telegrams Received by F. Carroll Hurrill, (ieneral Insurance Agent,
from Companies Represented by him,

|

who died

in San

m.

J. H. Patten, of Amherst,
Ellsworth Monday.

was

in

of a Modern Major-General,’ w^as
recalled so vigorously that Mr. Parker
delivered a verse in local topics, notably
on Sam Morrill,
the vzeather prophet.
This was followed by one on the Sturgis
commission.
Mr. Parker’s
work
was
appreciated by numerous recalls.”

repeated
evening.

last

for

week.

the

The show

public

next

will be

Monday

Howard B. Moore got in with the EllsHardwood Co.’s drive from lower
middle branch
He
Saturday night.
brought in about 360,000 feet of hardwood
and about 500,000 feet of stavewood from
landings below the middle branch fof
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. and Charles J.
worth

Irving Hart, son of Herbert Hart, is very
with consumption.
Pierce E. Laffin, who has been working
“If San Francisco la wiped out the Continental’s loss cannot exceed two
in Brockton, is at borne for two weeks.
ud one half million dollars. After paying our losses we will have at least
Rev. P. A. A. Killam returned Monday
of
assets
etc.’’
dollars
left,
fifteen million
from a trip to eastern Washington county.
Treworgy.
CONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.,
The sprinkling cart made its first apHenry Evans, President.
j Miss Zelda Holt, formerly of Ellsworth,
as
!
with
Clifton
Royal
pearance today,
died Monday at Dover, aged sixty-five
"Absolutely no Information from San Francisco. Our Company losses driver.
years. She was a sister of Capt. Henry B.
will be paid as promptly as can be adjusted and if entire city la destroyed our
Improvements made at W. J. Clark’s Holt, of Bayside. The remains were
fund will not be exhausted."
aud
contingent
surplus
Water street store, recently, include a new brought here for interment. Funeral serINSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA,
vices were held at the schoolhouse at Bayand cosy office.
Kimball & Parker, Mauagers.
A. F. Burnham, who has been here for a side this forenoon, Rev. P. A. A. Killam
"If newspaper reports are correct, the HOME’S loss will not exceed 02,- few days on business, returned to Brock- officiating.
Rev. J. P. Simonton arrived home Tues000,000 and after paying all claims npon us the surplus remaining will be ton Mass., to-day.
R. B. Holmes left Monday for Portland day from the East Maine conference at
upwards of seven million dollars, etc.’’
Simonton, who received
and New* York on business for the EllsHOME INSURANCE CO. OF NEW YORK,
from the church here,
worth Hardwood Co.
E. O. Snow, President.
has been returned for bis ninth year.
The schoouer O. M. Porter, Capt HuntThis is the longest pastorate ever held in
ley, of Calais, arrived yesterday from New
the East Maine conference, and probably
Insure with an Old Established Agency representing such York with coal for F. 8. Lord.
■ORAL:
!

Companies

as

above.

low

There will be

a ball game next
between Bluehill

in Ellsworth
and

F. C. Burrill,

General Insurance

Agent,

24 Main Street, ELLSWORTH, ME.

Saturday
academy

Ellsworth high school teams.

Three of the Union river power boats
are already in commission—those of B. B.
Walker, W. E Whiting and A. D. Stuart.

Leroy
school

’03,
a

high
in-

position
reform school at Meriden,

has

structor in

Ellsworth

Sweeney,

E.

taken

as

a

Conn.

the ladies of
vestry Wednesday, May IB, to which the public is

supper will be given by
the Unitarian church in their
A

state that all

"D KPOUTS from our insurance companies
losses from the conflagration at San Francisco will b®

paid in

full.

The companies represented by ns paid out in the Baltimore conflagration over six million dollars $i),000,<XX>', and
may have to pay ten million Jlo.OOo.ouo. in San
ami will

Francisco,

keep on doing business.

Your business is perfectly Side in

our

hands.

l’lace yo*r business with the leading agency

Moral:

in Hancock county.

invited.

Half a dozen or more members of E. P.
Young camp of Modern Woodmen will go
to Bangor to-night for the jubilee meeting of Woodmen.
E. L. Kingman, w ho lias been spending
the past two weeks at his home here,
to Lakeview, where he
returned this w
has charge in a spool mill.
Mrs. Eugene Male is home from Washington for the summer. While her house,
“The Pines,” is being put in readiness,
Mrs. Hale is the guest of Mrs. A. P. Wiswell.
The schooner Otronto, which has been

The GEO. H. GRANT CO.,

on

railway at Curtis’ yard for repairs,
to-day. The schooner Carrie

the

off

came

May

will go

to be recaulked and

on

re-

p tired.

ELLSWORTH. BAR HARBOR and BUCkSPORT.

Mrs. Maria Bartlett has returned from
Hanover, N. H., where she spent the winter with'her son, Dr. Percy Bartlett. Miss
Marion Bartlett will return home in about
two week.

'
To Orn Ci

insurance:

stomkes
are pleased

notice:.

:

to state that we are in receipt of advices, from the several
Companies represented by us, stating that their financial standing will not be
seriously impaired by their losses in the .San Francisco conflagration.
That they will be able to pay all losses In that lire, in full, and still have
Maple surplus to meet all other liabilities.
...
...
Ellsworth.
lm.C. W. & F. h. M ASOX.
We

April 24,

The woman’s relief corps of Wm. H. H.
Kice post, G. A. R., will serve a dinner at
Grand Army hall on May 17, for the purpose of raising money for flowers for

Day.
telephone girls’ dance,

Memorial
The

become an annual affair and a very pleasant
w ill take place this evening at Odd

one,

Fellows

HAVE heard from every company represented by this agency; and
while I had no fears as to their ability to take care of San X rancisco’s losses, they assure me that in no case will the surplus be

I

exhausted.

X solicit your business for the

largest companies doing
O.

W.

business.

TAPLEV.

hall.

have been

ever
■

”

grew.

Superlative in
everyway!
i

“SUPERBA”
CANNED PEAS
—Nature’s best;
the

canner’s,

most

extra

sifted at

up in the
wholesome way.

and

approved

put

Folks tell us our “Superba”
Canned Peas are far and away
Guess YOU’D
“the best yet”.
better have some right away !
Why not order TO-DAY V

H A V\IP<J The
JA
Ae n A I i Co*
1

•

ALICE

M.

aud

Gradus and Thomas
Laxton Varieties.

The

LADIES’ TAILOR,
■

Mh*.

chool St.,

KUswurtb.

34 Main Street.

SEED PEAS.

HOOPER,

DRESSMAKER

FL0VD & HAVNES ST0RE-

I

ELLSWORTH

GREENHOUSE.

Several hundred

invitations

issued.

The date has not

hall.

yet been fixed.

Ellsworth Masons

H. B. Phillips is extending his hooppole business, and is now equipping a mill
at the Cunningham farm on the Toddy
pond road, Surry. A band saw, with
Mr.
whir.
Phillips has successfully
solved the problem of splitting hoop poles,
bos been set up in the new shop. Mr.
Phillips has manufactured ubout 150,000
hoops during the past winter, and has orders on hand now’ for about fl0,000 worth.
Dr. and Mrs. George A. Phillips were in
the city last week, removing their household goods from their house on Main
street, recently purchased by Judge J. B.
Redman, who is expected home from
Washington this week. Henry M. Hall
and family are moving to the Higgins
house, corner of Main and High streets,
which Mr. Hall has recently purchased.
Mrs. Higgins is moving to her other house
on High street.
Emory F. White, of New York, the
tenor soloist, whose sadden illness necessitated the cancelling of an engagement
to appear here last March, will give a recital at Hancock hall Wednesday evening
The recital is under the
of next week.
auspices of the Helpsomehow society of
Mr.
White will
the Baptist church.
present a select programme of classical
music. He will be assisted by Miss Eleanor W. Pomeroy, reader, and Miss Lora
V.

Parsons, accompanist.

The fair and supper by Sunrise council.
Da lighters of Liberty, last Friday even-

ing,

was

in

a

Supper

success.

was

Rowe.

Thursday, May 10, there will be a
-eting in Hancock hall at 8 p. ni., which
will be addressed by Miss Mabel T. Boardman, of Washington, D. C., on the work
of the National lied Cross society throughOn

m

the w orld.
David Friend, when he sells out the
stock of goods in biB present store, will
open a repair shop in the building on
Main street formerly occupied by P. H.
Bonscy’s bakery. The building ia now
being put in shape for his occupancy.
out

Mrs. William H.Crippen, who has been
spending a few weeks in Ellsworth with
her parents, Thomas J. Holmes and wife,
left here last Thursday for New York,

Saturday for
husband, who has

whence she sailed

join

her

Cuba

to

business

there.
The

grand lodge,
POO

has forwarded

A.

O. U. W., of Maine,

to the local lodges in
to aid the members in their

Francisco
distressed condition. This prompt action
suggests the fraternal spirit which ever
enters into the heart of this and kindred
orders.

Han

relatives have received word
Mrs. M. J. Emmons, of Han Francisco, sister of the late Gideon S. Cook, of
this city. Mrs. Emmons and her family
all escaped injury in the earthquake, but
their home was destroyed in the fire which
followed. The family of Lester 8. Cook,
Ellsworth

from

a

decided hit.

Very

Am the

Pat-

tern

by

an

by Percy

L.

Higgins,

Samuel

Davis, the carriage builder, for thestorage.
of <urriages and sleighs, and he is the
heaviest loser by the fire. He had fifteen
to twenty vehicles of all kinds in the
building, and estimates his loss at above
f2,000. He had only a small insurance.
F. H. Osgood had about four tons of hay
and a road wagon in the building. He
had no insurance. The building, which
was not valuable, was owned by the fair
association, and was uninsured. The

wreck.

Mr. Newman’s wagon

was a

com-

Mr. Remick’s was a close
second. The third team escaped injury.
Mr. Remick settled w ith Mr. Newman for

plete

|12

wreck and

and took what

was

left of his wagon.

get one wagon out of the two.
Fulton J. Redman, son of Erast9s J.
Redman and wife, formerly of Ellsworth,
He may

caught

from

burning

debating team from Army.
Hon. Louis A. Pradt.
on Friday evenMedical-Director John C. Boyd,
ing won in the debate with Clark college,
Hou. Hilary A. Herbert.
of
The
Kennebec
Worcester, Mass.
Hon. James R. Garfield.
Journal, in its report of the debate, says:
Miss Mabel T. Board man.
“Fulton Jarvis Redman, ’07, of Dorchester,
MAINE BRANCH.
is
the
second
member
of
the
team.
Mass.,
Officers.
Bowdoin

college,

He has been

w'hich

prominent in debating work

throughout

the

well known

as

college course and is also
an athlete, having made

his “B” last fall in football. He acted as
alternate in the last year Bowdoin-Amherst debate. Mr. Redman was president
of his class freshman year and was also
recently elected a member of the Ibis society. He is a member of the Psi llpsilon

fraternity.”
business is brisk.

horse

engine,

home

w

and has sailed for her

here she wil 1 be

Sparling Bros.,

used

in

new*

fishing.

Cranberry Isles, are now
in the river with their auxiliary sloop, havher
Mr. Davis, of Marloverhauled.
ing
boro, lias brought his Bucksport dory
here to be equipped with a two and onehalf horse engine at the foundry.
of

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, May 2, at Odd Fellows hall —Shirt waist party by Ellsworth
Tickets, 50 cents a
“telephone girls”.
couple; extra ladies, 25 cents.
Monday, May 7, at Odd Fellows hall—
Minstrel show and dance under auspices
of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F. Admission, 35
cents; dance ticket, 25 cents.
Wednesday, May 9, at Hancock hall—
Song recital by Emory F. White, of New
York, under auspices of Ilelpsomehow so-

ciety

of

Baptist

church.

Tickets,

35 and

25 cents.

Wednesday, May 16, at Unitarian vestry—Circle supper at 6 o’clock; 15 cents.
Thursday, May 17, at Grand Army hall—
Dinner by woman's relief corps.
xlti&crtisfmmta.

U. S.

Navy*

President—Mrs. Eugene Hale.
Vice-President—Mrs. F. E. Boothby.
Executive Committee:
Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain.
Gen. Selden Connor.
Dr. D. A. Robinson.
John F. Thompson.
Mrs. George 8. Hunt.
Mrs. Chauncey R. Burr.
Treasurer—Frederick E. Boothby, 288 St. John
*
St., Portland.
Mrs. Frank H. Briggs, Auburn
Secretary
Maine.
Finance Committee:
Gov. Wm. T. Cobb, Rockland.
A. P. Wiswell, Ellsworth.
John F. Hill, Augusta.
Morrill N. Drew, Portland.
E. G. Merrill, Bangor.
John Hyde, Bath.
—

Business Notices.
WATCH CONTEST AT FLOYD

MARKET.

The

voting contest for gold watches to be
given away by Floyd Market, is fairly on.
Many votes have not yet been turned in, but
several of the contestants have made a fair
start. Following is the standing of the contestants as announced up to Saturday night
last:
Girls.
Boys.
John R. Doyle,
278 Marg’t Harrigan, 131
Edward Downey,
260 Winifred Doyle,
120
90
240 Lida True,
Geo Blaisdell,
88
Lawrence Sinclair, 112 May Wilson.
32
Kenneth Royal,
75 Clara Shorey,
68 Eliz'th Morrison,
19
Walter Mason,
51
Herbert Foster,

misname

BAKERY.’

NEW

I wish to announce to the citizens ol

Ellsworth, that I shall,

on

May 23,

open a

FIRST-CLASS HOME

BAKERY,

where you can buy good Home
Cooking at lowest prices.
I make a specialty of the highest
of home-made milk bread.
Free dish ice-cream given with each

quality

purchase on opening day.

mi's

Soda Fountain

mrTand

Dirigo

(Cottage style),

Hall

Lumoou,

Building,

Eli.sworth, Me.

Main St.,

■

--

--

Marble Slab, Counter,

4

Franklin Street

lce*Cream Cabinet,

Refrigerator,

POOL ROOM,

Tumblers and Holders,

E. E. DOYLE, Manager,

For Sale Cheap,

Franklin Street,

BY

ELLSWORTH*

Up-to-date appointments.
Conveniently located.

Q. A. PARCHER,

Drop in and enjoy yourself.
a full line of Cigars, Cigarettes and

ELLSWORTH, ME.

We carry
Tobaccos.

SEED

GRASS

OF ALL KINDS.

GOOD NORTHERN TIHOTHY SEED
$i,85 A BUSHEL.

grass.

In

MOMKS, FLORIST,
BAR HARBOR.
Open all the year ’round.

Treasurer—Hon. Charles Hallam Keep.
Counselor—Hon. Louis A. Pradt.
Secretary—Charles L. Magee.
Chairman of Central Committee—William K.
Van Reypen, Surgeon-General U. S. Navy,
jetired.
Executive Committee:
Hon. Francis B. Loomis,
Brigadier-General George B. Davis, U. S.

member of the

was a

of the tire is unknown. It may have
been incendiary, but the large area of
grass burned around it suggests that it

its report of the production of the
“Pirates of Penzance” at Lewiston last
week, the Journal says of E. E. Parker’s
work: “Much of the burden of the comedy falls on Major-General Stanley. This
role was presented by Elvert E. Parker, of
Lcw'iston. Mr. Parker very accurately
appreciates the humor of the modern
major-general, to satirize whom the
“Pirates” was chiefly written. The chief
trouble of the British war department in
those days, was with the pedant in uniform, the fussy old-maidish official who
could do everything but the practical.
Mr. Parker very cleverly steps into the
role and assumes the type. He sang well,

in Maine.

Maine State branch is already thoroughly organized, and intends to carry on
its work through the State by subdivisions, each county to constitute a subThe

—

cause

may have

organization

There was a lively runaway on Main division, and each to have a president
this morning. A horse owned by appointed by the president of the Maine
S. H. Remick, of Marlboro, started near branch.
It is proposed to hold a meeting in
the depot, and ran dowrn Main street. In
front of Austin H. Joy’s store the run- Manning hall next Saturday afternoon,
at 3 o’clock, when it is earnestly
away collided with Road Commissioner May 5,
Newman’s team. Another team standing hoped there will be a large attendance of
all w ho are interested in the work.
near was also mixed up in the mess. Mr.
The officers of the organization are as
Newman’s horse
started down Main
street with one wheel and the thills of his follows:
NATIONAL OFFICERS.
wagon, but was stopped before going far. President of Board of
Hon.
Incorporators
Mr. Remick'» horse was stopped near the
William II. Taft.

E.

Chapman, Frank Echenagucia and Miss
Addie Tinker, recitations by Nettie Fullerton, Lucy Stevens, Walter Barron,
Mary Leighton, Alvin Barron, Hattie
DurClark, Cora Stevens and tableaux.
ing the evening fancy articles and home-

Ked Cross.
Red
Cross
American National
society, known the world over for its invaluable work in cases of war, pestilence
and famine, is about to extend its work of
The

street

served

o’clock. This was followed
entertainment which included

from 5.30 to 7

following
Portland attending the annual meeting of made candy were sold.
several
the
grand lodges: Curtis R. Foster.
Fire at 11 o’clock last night destroyed
James E. Parsons, L. H. Cushman, A. W. the dance hall at the fair
grounds in this
E.
and
Brimmer
H.
Harry
King, John
city. The building was used by Henry E.
are

was

Down at the Ellsworth foundry spring
Mr. Walker during the
winter built twenty engines, large and
in tha State.
small, and within two weeks after the
Walter J. Clark has not yet heard from opening of spring business, sold all of
his brother John whose family reside in them. He is now* building three other
San Francisco. His brother is captain of engines on orders.
Most of the engines
a barkentine sailing between San Francisco
shipped have gone to the island tow*ns,
and Tacoma, Wash., and it is not known where
the rage for fitting up fishing
whether or not he was at home at the time sloops w’itb auxiliary pow*er continues.
Another
of the earthquake.
brother, The sloop Annie Lee, recently sold by A.
Byron Clark, lives in Mendocino, 130 D. Stuart to Charles G. Rice, of Outer
miles from San Francisco.
Long Island, has been fitted with a four-

songs

E. Cooke is arranging for the production of the drama “Way Down in
Maine”, by local talent, to be given to
raise funds for new’ scenery at Hancock
Fred

The

None better

which has

apprecia-

The minstrel show* given last Thursday
eveningin connection with the anniversary
celebration of Lejok lodge will be repeated next Monday evening for the public as a benefit for sick members of the
lodge. A dance w'fll follow*. Higgins'
orchestra will furnish music.

American

l>r.

delivered the lines with unusual

tion, and in general
His opening solo: *1

The anniversary celebration by Lejok
lodge last Thursday evening was a very
pleasant affair. A minstrel show was followed by a social dance. The programme
of the minstrel show was printed in The

m.

MAIL CLUSK* AT TOSTOFFIC*.

Coin© Kast—7 a m and ft.SO p in.
GOING W’Ksr-IIJ10 a m, 5 and 9 p
No Sunday mall.

Ellsworth,

SuriV

KECKIVKD.

From Wrht-7.18 a m, 6.11 p m.
From Kast—ll.ffta m, 5.8® and 10.17 p

Are you Insured In Reliable

of

Rev. t. B. Mower, State secretary of the
missionary convention, occupied the pulpit of the Baptist church last Sunday
morning and evening, in the absence
of the pastor, Mr. Kilium. Mr. Mower
gave excellent sermons at both services.
In the afternoon be conducted a service at

MAILS

or

formerly

Francisco in December Last, has not been
heard from.

FK RTIIvI/EK
PACIFIC

6 lbs.

j

GUANO.

Laundry Starch

25

Cents.

LARGE SHIPMENT OF GRAIN Of ALL KINDS JUST RECEIVED.
Bought advantageously,
will be sold at
CASH

C.

RAID

W.

FOR

narrow

and

margin.

HIDES

AND

PELTS.

GR1NDAL.

•

AN

1

EDITED BY “AUNT

frftjpr McetlnR Topic Fop the Week
UcfCinnluK May 6.
By HEV. 8. H. DOYLE.

It* Motto:

The parable of the tares is one that
Is easily understood aud also easy of
Interpretation. It is one of the sad
parables of Christ. It sets forth the
fact that God has an enemy and the
further fact that man has an enemy
willing aud desiring to destroy his soul.
An enemy of the body is bad enough,
but an adversary of the soul is infiniteGod sows wheat, but amid
ly wor
this very wheat sown by God Satan
flows tares, and tares are not only
worth!* s in themselves, but also injurious to the best development of the
wheat. But to bodily uproot the tares
endangers the very life of the wheat,
and hen o Christ declares that wheat
are to be allowed to grow
and tar
until tin
vest, when they can safely
be separated.
able of the tares seems to
The i
declare
gainst all discipline in the
church. But this cannot be its signifii csciplitK* is clearly taught in
cance.
other portions of the Scriptures, and
nn »t contradict Scripture,
Scripture
for that would be God contradicting
Himself, which is an utter impossibilIt must menu, therefore, that
ity.
there must be a patient, tolerant spirit
In the church of. Christ because of the
Impossibility of having a perfectly pure
church in this world aud because extreme intolerance always does more
harm than good. Not every trivial offense must be made a subject of discipline by the church. No standard
of perfection is to be set up or demanded. If so the church would soon
have no members and no adherents.
for no one lives a perfect life.
The weakness of human nature is to
be taken Into consideration and instead
©f the church being in a continual ngi
tation by thedlscipllnement of its members it is to be cautious and conservative, forbearing and long suffering, trying to win back by “the spirit of meekness” all who have gone astray. The
church is not infallible. What seems
to It to be tares may be wheat, and
what seems to be wheat is very often
found to be but tares. The apostles
may have been suspicious of Judas,
but they waited for God to expel him
The early
from their fellowship.
church may have had some doubts as
to the character of Ananias and Sapphira, but it waited for God to expose
them aud to punish them.
The topic puts the question of wheat
and tares where it should be put. There
always have been and are today in our
churches and Endeavor societies two
classes of members—the good and the
bad. And each one should answer for
himself the question as to which class
be belongs. We ourselves know or can
know by self examination whether we
are wheat or tares. We know our motives in confessing Christ. We know
why we are members of Christ's
church. We know the kind of lives
that we are living aud whether our
hearts are really right with God or not.
Let us search ourselves deeply and
pass judgment only upon ourselves and
leave the judgment of others where it
belongs—with God. Ask yourself the
question in the most searching way
possible, Am I wheat or tares? If
wheat, thank God and do more for
Him. If tares, do not even pull yourself out of God's vineyard. God can
transform tares into wheat. In any
field he could make the stubbles and
thistles good grain. Desire that He
transform you. Ask Him to do so, aud
He will do it, and you’ll be no longer
a hindrance to the growth of others,
but a help to them. Do it, and do it

THK AMERICAN.

KUsworth, Me.
.~~

BACH IN HI» OWN TONGVB.

Committee

I

*•

know how

the

reading

above

poem will affect you all, but it

to

it will

me

bring

a
a

of the
seem*

I'in^ani.

So many good nieces as I have! Sure
never an aunt was blessed with so many
and so helpful ones! A half-dozen of deletters received within

a

week!
me

in

this number and later.

Meb,

I have been

and

by

wondering

where you
hear from you.
Mutuals you have

found It very benefl-

Women who are troubled with painful or irregular periods, bloating tor
flatulency), weakness of organs, displacements. inflammation orulce ration,
can be restored to perfect health and
strength by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
If
ia
Vegetable Compound.
^Ivice at
needed write to Mrs.
is
She
Mass.
daughfir-in-law
Lynn.
of Lydia E. Pinkham and for twentyfive years has been advising sick
No other living
women free of charge.
person has had the benefit of a
wider experience in treating female
She has guided thousands to
ills.
health. Every suffering woman should
ask for and follow her advice if she
wants to be strong and well.

hush into your souls,
word, fearing to mar

And you will all enjoy them with

daughter

and strength.
I freely advocate it as a most reliable specific in all diseases to which women are subject, and give it honest endorsement”

impression each of you will receive
Many thanks to the sender of It.

lightful

Mv oldest

daJ fora female trouble some time ago. and my
youngest daughter is now taking it for a female » eakntws, and is surely gaining in health

from it.

!

did not

though (the read daily

some of
their productions, but there are things that all housewives like to know about and perhaps would
not take time to find out unless required to.
A sister has given us “trifles” as a subject.
Sxowhboan. Me., April 20. 1906.
Webster tells us that the word means things
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
How are you all? Well. I hope, and enjoy- rf little value, and Shakespeare says that
-‘Trifles light as air are to the jealous, coning your house-cleaning. So far 1 haven't
firmations strong as proofs of holy writ.” A
had much of it to do, so will write a letter for
cobweb is a trifle, yet it saved tbtltfeof a
the column. Since I last wrote I have been to
Bruce. An apple falling to the ground is a
Bostc n, stopped^n Roxbury six weeks, came
but it did not seem so to Newhome, stayed one week, then went down with trifling thing,
ton.
How many destinies have depended on
my father and mother three weeks, then came
of an emperor’s thumb.
the
turn
Trifle*
back here, and have been sewing.
we turn and look, and yet they can
Was glad to see Anon's letter and hear everywhere
made important.
about the styles from New York. Down here i be
How many housewives in their daily duties
in the country we don't get short sleeves until
ever bother their heads to s*k where and how
they have passed by, but let me tell you I
and substances that they dally come
have made me a shirt waist which fastens up articles
in touch with grow or are manufactured?
in the back, and 1 can fasten it up alone, too.
There is our homely broom, wielded so often,
I am now making a dress for my daughter.
the sugar, salt, spices, soda, gelatine, and
This morning I took the fashion book, a
cream of tartar used in each meal; the glass
newspaper, tape measure and the shears, cut
on our tables, the rugs on our floors; camme a skirt pattern, then cut my skirt and put
it together, and so far it's O. K. The plaits phor, rubber, sulphur, gunpowder, saltpetre,
and hundreds of things, the names of which
hang all right. Anon, don’t you think I did
we often use, and
yet how many of us could
pretty well?
answer up sharp and explain the w hence and
Well, sisters, I don't know as I have any
how? They are not exactly trifles, but it is a
very interesting things to tell about my trip
to Boston. I went to help out a friend who trifling thing to study them a bit, if not for
our own emolument, still it might help some
had blood poison in her thumb, and she lost
child who was of an inquiring mind.
part of her thumb, so didn't go round much
Now. Aunt Madge, this may not meet with
I made calls in
except in the evenings.
but you asked for suggesSomerville, Cambridge, Brighton, New Dor- approval by any,
tions and I give you mine, that you portion
chester, South Boston, and
would
liked
oat to each one a number of practical subto have gone to lots of other places.
and in such ways we can become
Aunt Maria, how are you
now? Well, I jecta,
familiar with what some may call trifling
hope. I have sent in two soap£orders. Have
in our lives, but which, in reality, go
sold some of the goods over the telephone. 1 things
far toward making an important and interestlike that way doing
business; it's great
Khnk Stise.
ing
study.
fun. but my goods haven't arrived yet.
You have given us a fine list of subjects
Dell. I hope you will have good luck with
your chickens. My daughter has two incuba- to write upon, and we might gather up
tors going; the chicks in one will hatch out
much information. For this time, 1 will
in a few days. She only has twenty-three ask if
any of the nieces can write up any
chickens now.^but don't they grow! You can
one of these “substances”
which Erne
pick them up; they seem to like to have you Stine has
mentioned, 1 hope they will do
take them up; everything on this farm is a
so.
The sisters who were at the reunion
pet.
C., I believe I owe you a letter, but can't tell have Erne Stine’s address, and if others
desire
you when you will get it. I often think of you
it, if they will send me a card of
and hope we will all meet at this year's inquiry, 1 will send the address to them.
reunion, I meant to have written to the oolAunt Maixje.
uxnn before, but put it off until I read this
week's paper, then 1 said I will write If I can't
write a very interesting letter, with the hope
1 can do better next time.
(The editor Invites secretaries of local union*
Now I want you sisters to try the way I
of tbe W. (j. T. U. In Hancock county, and
make doughnut* and report how you like white rlbboners
generally, to contribute to this
them. With best wishes and much success to column reports of meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to workers In other parts of the
all.
Mkb.
you
county. We would like this to be a Uvecolumn.
Thanks for your help and good wishes; ! but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T
U- women to make It so. It Is a column of their
also to Alexia and Aunt Ernrnh for Easter
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
items and communications shoukl be short,
remembrances.
and are, of course, subject to approval of tbe
Men's Doughnuts—One and one-hall cups
editor.|
sour milk, one and one-half cup* sugar, two
eggs, one teaspoon soda little more than level
full, one-fourth cup Indian meal, one nutmeg,
SOUTH W1EOT HARBOR.
one teaspoonful salt, flour to roll.
Have your
There were over thirty present at the
fat hot and don’t turn them until they are
done on one side. 1 “scant” the milk a little,
meeting of the Ys at the home of Miss
as I like the doughnuts sweet.
The meal is
Jessie Lawton Friday night.
One new
for shortening and to make them light and
not be greasy.
member was added, Miss Inez M. Hills,
were

w

we

Like many of the other
been enjoying an onting.

J

|

HI. C. i. II

vLolumn.

|

<

_

East Husky, April 28.
A letter fron£Mis«|Brenda Ginn this morning brings the cheering report that Aunt
Maria is improving. Hhe has been very, very
ill, which is the, reason we have missed her
I cheery letters. Hope Brenda will write, as
she inherits her mother’s talent for interestDei,l.
ing letter writing.
#

ers.

Lookout committee—

I

|

You

Missionary—
You Put Some Christianity Everywhere.
TemperanceProhibitionists
Young
Shall
Conquer
Evils.

|

*#*

e**#r pa#ts

primary school. A
committee was appointed to write resolutions of sympathy on the death of Miss
£dith Ralph, a former member.
the teacher of

the

The programme consisted of an interesting paper on law, by Seth W. Norwood,
followed by discussion; solo, Miss Rebecca

E.

Happy Results

join

In response to the question, “How much are
the pictures?” I will answer, they are twelve
cents each, which includes the mount and
postage. If any others desire a picture will
they kindly manifest it. as it costs less to
develop several at one time.
Aunt Maria, what about those gladioli
bulbs? I am anxiously awaiting a reply to
my last letter. Bister B, I have not forgotten
your request for a picture and one shall be
forthcoming when ! hear from other members.
Aunt Madge has asked us to “get busy” on
literature suggestions. Not every one is
interested in biographies of authors, even

twenty-four hours or more. To
pint add one and one-half pounds of
sugar. Boil until clear, usually about one

stand
each
and

one-fourth hours.

Just

as

fast

as

it grows easier for

a man

without friends he finds that their
numbers increase.

to do

Judge

and Mias Alice

a

K. Blake has gone to Patten to

A.

husband,

her

who

employed

is

there.

Mrs. Hattie Allen KadcHffe, of Rockher parents, Henry Alien

.Stanley came home Friday from
has been employed the

number

Miaa

and

Abbie

Stanley are at home from Everett,
they spent the winter.
Rev. A. W. Bailey preached an
esting
Fellows at
afternoon.

to the

sermon

hall

here

Odd

Sunday

Blanchard Bowden, of South Bluew ith her parents, W.
H. Tibbetts and wife. Hhe was accompanied by her sister, Beatrice Tibbetts.
Mrs.

NORTH RROOKL1N.

hill, spent Sunday

F. L. Cole has lately joined the masonic
lodge at Brooklln.
Mrs. Annie Coombs, w ho has spent the
winter in Castine, has returned home.

L. F. Hooper came from Ellsworth
She will make her home here.
All are glad to welcome Mrs. Hooper
back after an absence of a number
of years. She was
accompanied by
Mrs. L. A. Watson, who has made her
home with her the past month.
Mrs.

j Saturday.

Mrs. Benjamin Cole and son, of Long
Island, spent a few days laat week with
Arthur

Cole, Mrs. Cole's
Emma Sherman

Mrs.

aon.

has gone to Boaa week or more,

ton, where she will spend

visiting

friends and relatives.

Setwy

and

Arthur Cole left Monday to Join the
Maine at Brooklin. Captain R.
Stewart, the owner of the vessel, will sail

possible for Mil bridge.
steamer Percy V., of the Ellsworth

as soon as

route,

seems

to be do-

ing thriving business. We are glad to
see this boat, w ith such a popular captain
and crew, successful.
a

30.

StB.

J., wife of Harvey Heath,
Tuesday night of last week, after a
Inez

Ass A.

Freeman,

w

a

where he

where he had

been

pilot

the steamers

on

River line for many years.
Capt. Powers was warmly attached to
his old home and early friends. Much
oympatby goes out to the wife and four
children
Mrs. Clarence Billings, Mias Lou
Powers, and Lea H., of Boston, and Harold I)., of Fall River.
He leaves two
sisters, Mrs. Abbie Heath, of Beverly, and
Mrs. A. H. Mayo, of this place, and one
brother, Charles, of Germany, who feel

died
few

husband and

ho has had

a

leg

am-

the hospital in Bangor, has
sufficiently to be brought to his
home st North Hucksport.
The funeral of Otis H. Small, who died their sorrow keenly.
Sunday, April 22, was held at his home in
The floral display at the funeral waa the
East Bucksport Tuesday of last week.
largest and most beautiful ever seen
Mr. Small had been in failing health for
here, and shows the
place of high

putated

at

recovered

several years, but was
usual the day of his

about the house

death,

which

as

came

failure. He leaves
widow, one son, William Small, and
daughter, Mrs. N. B. Colby.

suddenly

from heart

a

love he held.

honor and

piece*

follows:

were as

A

few of

An anchor

the

from

City of Providence, of which he
a
was pilot at his death; a large bouquet of
American Beauty
roses, from steamer
Boston; a broken column, from steamer
STONINGTON.
Pilgrim; a cross and crown, from
Joshua Sweetser has moved to West Hutton commandery, New Bedford; a
keystone, from R. A. chapter, New BedStonington from Bar Harbor.
a pillow from What-cheer Harbor,
News has been received here of the ford;
Leominster, Maas., on Monday,
Townsend, formerly of this
place. He was thirty years of age.
Lafayette Collins died Wednesday, April
25, aged seventy-four years. Mr. Collins
had been in failing health for some time.
suicide at
of

Mrs. Charles E.

Fred

steamer

New Bedford, and many other beautiful
pieces from family and personal friends.
Services

were

held at the

Baptist

Memorial Resolution*.
Whereat, God has, in His infinite wisdom,
removed from among us one of our esteemed
brother members, Charles H. Closson, and
R7»ereas. The long sod friendly relations
held with him as a life-long resident and
neighbor make it eminently befitting that we
ecord our appreciation of him, therefore
Resolved, That Columbia chapter, O. E. 8..
No. 66, while bowing with humble resignation
to the Divine will of an Almighty God, fully
realizes the loss it has sustained in the death
of its brother.
Resolved, That we extend to our bereaved
fister and immediate friends our heartfelt
sympathy in this their time of sad affliction.
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon the records of our chapter and a copy
printed in Thb Ellsworth American; that
the charter of the chapter be draped for
thirty days in emblems of mourning out of
respect for the one that we have lost.
Nbllib C. 8a bo bnt,
Anuik 8. Dobity,
John F. Gray,
Committee on Resolutions.

Friday,

Pills

\y.ter

Kidney

excellent remedy for the
kidI procured them at E. Q.
Moore’,
drug store snd used them with very benearc an

neys.

My bark ached so that it
difficult to lie, sit or stand with comfort. There was a dull, heavy
aching

st

timee, and then again it would be
sharp
pains, especially when I made a sudden
move, and for some little time after getting up from a chair I was oblig-d to
about in

bent-over position. The second
night after commencing to us- Doin',
Kidney Pills I had a good restful night'*
a

sleep, something l had

been able to

not

get for two month*. The use of Doan',
Kidney Pills cured me, and si
completing the second box I have not leva
troubled

a*

I

was

before.”

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent*.
Foster-MU burn Co., Buffalo, N. y., sol,
agents for the United States,
Remember the
no

name

—Doan's

taks

and

other.
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rucwj

Train* tearing Ella wort b TdO
rn, and arrlrtng EtWworth II X a m,
connect with Washington Co Ry
tStop on algoal or notice to Conductor.
These train* connect at Banger with t.irooak
trains oo Wain Line, to and frum Portland, Sc*
ton and St. John.
a

Passenger*

are

w

earnestly requested

au

before entering the trains, and e*}iwlAty
El la worth to Kail* and Kali* to Ellsworth.
K. K. BOOTH BY, G. V A T. A.
GKO.* K. EVANS.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Man&xcr

tickets

_,

EASTERN

Rev. A.

sufferer* who aay they have tried
everything without benefit are the people we are
looking for. We want them to know from
glad experience that Ely's Cream Balm will
cure Cold in the Head, Hay Pever and the
moat advanced and obstiuate forma of Naaal
Catarrh. Thia remedy acta directly on the
inflamed aeuaitive membranes.
Cleansing,
soothing and healing. One trial will convince
you of iu healing power.
Priee fiOc.
All
druggist*, or mailed by Ely Bro*., 56 Warren
8t., New York.

2l*brctigrn.nu*.
<

of 1*

church

W. Bailey officiating.
The bearers were J. J. Bridges, R. W.
Smith, Capt. G. W. Herrick, Austin Herrick, 8. E. McFarland and G. F. Gott.
Mr. Collins was the lirst postmaster at
Special music was rendered by the male
Green’s Landing, and held the office for
quartette. The family has the sympathy
about thirty years. He leaves one daughof a wide circle of friends.
ter, Mrs. Charles C. Thurlow, of this place.
Uyg Femme.
April 30.
Mr. Collins' wife died only a few months
ago.

Higgins,

St., Ellsworth, Me., says: "Doan's

of the Fall

BUCKS PORT.

weeks’ illness. She leaves
four small children.

by

[loan's Kidney Pills.

Capt. Elijah

was held in high reaped and beloved by all who knew him. He waa 'a
member of Naskeag lodge, P. and A. M.,
Jchn F. Giles met with quite a misforof this place, also of R. A. chapter and
tune lately. One of his work horses was
Hatton commandery, of New Bedford,
taken sick last week, and G. F. Candage,
Pilot's association “What-cbeer Harbor”
the veterinary, says it will be some little
No. 13. Several years of his life were
time before he will be able to use him
spent in Virginia, where he made many
again.
friends. From there he went to Fall River,

April

are

here for

were

schooner

The

R. Power*
interment Friday,
brought
April 27. Oapt. Powers died very suddenly at his cottage at Lakeville, Mass.,
April 21, of heart disease, aged fifty-eight
years and ten months. The remains were
accompanied by Mr*. E. R. Powers,
Clarence Billings and wife, Lee H. Powers
and wife, Harold D. Power* and wife and
Miss Lou Powers.
Capt. Powers was a native of this place,
The remains of

home.

and Swan's Island

lowing

OBITUARY.

wife, who have
spent the winter in Stonington with their
daughter, Mrs. Grace Gott, have returned
Adelbert

Public statements like the
f0l.
hat truthful
representations of
the daily work done In
Ellsworth

suffering.

go

Inter-

Rebekaha and

Fellows

Odd

w

Ellsworth citiMn»

of

It is enough to
m,ks
anyone happy to find relief after vean
of

was

where he

.cores

enthosisstic.

ficial results.

past year.
Mrs. Nellie Htanley

Rockland with him Wednesday. In the number were Mrs. Katie
Murphy and Mrs. E. B. Reed and Willie
Saw yer. Mrs. Reed has been in Attleboro,
Mass., for her health. She came back very
much improved.
Thei.ma.
April 30.

No wonder
gr.iw

and wife.
Clarence

Many Ellsworth Resj.
Enthusiastic.

dents

land, la visiting

Boston,

from

fWejpoaw*iy otwia Q. g. and i- <>rti»ov"v1

Steamship Company.
SUMMER 8CHEIHXK.
Six

Trips

a

W**k

to ltoston.

Slmne, J T Mon* W»t«« B«r ,1*rb0.t
except Monday, at 1 30 p m for *****„,uYhI’
r.
Nort. east Harbor Southwest Hat
Redgwtck. l>eer Isle, Sargeutvllie
Harbor, cod rectlug at Rockland with
for Boetoa.
u._
Steamer Moneghan leave* Bar Haror
N
day* and Thursday* for S**al Ilarl* f.
Harbor, southwest Harbor, otooli t*t->c
*
Rockland, leaving RoctWnd al 4 p rn. *r
land.
For Prospect Harbor. MbwW
done*port Wednesday- and Saturda)*■
Steamer leave*- ltluehlll dally, e\- W
at
p m. for South Hlut-hlil, Mvt<»»gbo
North Haven, connecting at Rocklsud
steamer for Boston
RETURNING
From Boston dally, except Hundsy. *l 3PS.
From Rockland at ft.So a ui, dally. fjcctp*
dav. via way landings.
R
From Portland Tuesdays and
4
p m, Rockland Wednesdays and gaturvsj
a m, via way landings.
lThurt.
sr
From J one# port at 6 a n>, Mondsv«
days, via Mllbrldge and Pros*** t H**‘w>r
All car$o, except live stock. via the
of this Company, Is Insured against flrv
marine risk.
9. Sherman, Superintendent. HocklM-

BrooWJ
rlt~7j
...

...

..

Frl'^f***

11 Send model,onsketch or photo of lnTraiKti for <
freereport

wdenrabiuty.

For fire

bock. <

:!g^TRAD^MARKS*gj

^F.

CA.LT1N Austin. Preset A Gen’l MV*#*'
Boston, Maas.

Proper Care of Linoleum.
household economics authority says:

A
“In

to

Where milk is

Orange Marmalade.

in

friends.

the linoleum.

One dozen oranges; cut ends off two
two lemons. Slice all fine. To each pint
of pulp add one quart of water. Get it

days

Mrs. Augustus Cousins and Mrs. E. K.
have gone to Lawrence to visit

24.

large

few

a

Tap ley

Mrs. Lydia Farrell, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Dow, the
past week, is now on the Poiut visiting
her granddaughter, Mrs. Ina Sawyer.
a

Judge

in Boston

Mrs.

now

had

Bos-

to

few days last week.
The master mason's degree was worked
on one candidate Wednesday evening.

visiting her
Kumill, having
taken the last sleigh ride of the season

Murphy

trip

Have Made

on

last week.

Mrs. Susan
were

work.

Isaac

last week

business

a

Miss Edith Allen spent

Harg^ntville

Gertrude Kelley bss taken the place of
Addie Belle Pomroy at the home of Alton
Pomroy. Mrs. Pomroy is able to do light

Capt.

Kane made

H. 8.

them.

come

Bangor

in

ton last week.

Croix, Oapt. Murphy,
called here for his mate, Oscar Tinker, to
get his wife, who has gone the trip with

April

was

business.

St.

Mrs. Zulma 8. Clark is
daughter, Mrs. L. W.

E. Bent

R

All the scallop fleet have returned from
Rockland except Oapt. (lard. Lawson.
Capt. Thomas and Elias Rich came homo
with their schooner the past week, and
will dt her up for coasting.

caring for linoleum do not use soapsuds, as for scrubbing a floor. It Htands
reason that soap is going to injure the
Gilley; reading, Miss Lulu Mayo; solo,
Aunt Maria would like to have letters
varnish and the finish. On a farm where
Fred J. Higgins; solo, Dr. George A. Neal.
from the mutuals, now that she is better.
there is plenty of milk, a cloth wrung out
The next meeting will be at the home of
of skimmed milk is the best means of
All hope she will soon be well again.
Fred J. Higgins Friday, May 4.
taking up the dust and brightening up
Cor.
Press
Dear Mutual$:

lYou Pray Silently Concerning Endeavor-

—Australian Christian Endeavor T-ink

don’t

the

To president—
Presidents Should Counsel
Earnestly.
Officers—
fTour Powers Shall Crown Endeavorers.
Prayer meeting committee—

Sunshine and flower—
Pour Sunshine Continually Effectual.
Your Plants Surely Cheer Everybody.

duty.

and I dare not add

pTou

[You Pay Some Calls Evenings.
You Pacify Some Cranky Endeavorer.

on

Dear M. B. Friend*:

come

Workers.

picket frozen

ever

Marvelous cures are reported from
all parts of the country by women who
have been cured, trained nurses who
have witnessed cures and physicians
who have recognized the virtue of
Lydia E. Pinkhara s Vegetable Compound. and are fair enough to give
credit where it is due.
If physicians dared to be frank an l
open, hundreds of them would acknowledge that they constantly proscribe
Lydia E Pi ok hams Vegetable Compound in severe cases of female ills, as
thev know by experience it can be relied upon to effect a cure. The following letter proves it.
Or. S C. Brigham, of 4 Brigham
Park. Fitchburg. Mass., writes:
It giros me great pleasure*to say that I
hnvi- found Lydia E, 1 inkham's Vegetable
Compound very efficacious, and often prsacritte it in my practice for female difficulties.

—

into

to

discovered to act directly
upon the generative organs, positively
and restoring health and
disease
curing
vigor.
structor

A mother starved for her brood.
Socrates drinking the hemlock.
And Jesus o nit he rood:
And millions who humble’and nameless.
The straight, hard pathway plod,
Some call it consecration.
And others call it’God.
William Herbert Carruth.
Sent by A H. H., Boston,

John
arts, from the sketching of a
design for a convention badge
drafting of a constitution for a
national union.
The latter has
recently been
claiming his attention, and as
a result they are
to have a capital constitution
for the European Christian
Endeavor
union, which will

One of our Victorian societies sends
these original and ingeniously arranged
messages to committee workers:

The wonderful power of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound over
the disease* of womankind is not beI cause it is a stimulant, not because it
is a palliative but simply because it is
the most wonderful tonic and recon-

Like tides on a crescent sea beach
When the moon is new and thin,
Into our hearts, high yearnings
Come welling and surging in—
Come from the mystic ocean.
Whose rim no foot has trod.
Some of us call it longing.
And others call it God.
A

5«f»,

County

BROOK UN.
J. Carter, of Btonington, it in town.
Mrs. Belle Blake is visiting friends in
Patten.

WEST TKEMONT
F. W. Lunt is suffering from a bad cold.
Otis Ingalls has sold his team and gone
out of the farming business.

Schooner

hare on the far horizon.
The infinite, tender’sky.
The ripe, rich tint of the cornfields.
And the wild geese sailing high.
And all over upland nnd lowland
The charm of the golden-rod.
Some of us call it.autumn.
And others call it'Ood.

the Irl»h I/nion.
Pollock is a past master in

Huugea

Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

A

of

existence
next July, when
.the
world s
Christian
Enkev. john pollock.
deavor convention meets in Geneva. Rev. John Pollock is chairman of the provincial committee. He has written many of the
Christian Endeavor songs most used in
the British isles. His present pastorate
is in Belfast. Ireland.

MANY PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE

Some call it evolution
And others call it God.

BIBLE READINGS.

probably

--

A fire-mist and a planet.
A crystal and a cell.
A }elly-fi»h and a saurian.
And caves where the cave-mcn'dwcll;
Then a sense of law and beauty.
And a face turned fromlthe clod.

Job XX, 4-9; Dan. xii, 2, 3; Matt. vi.
1-7; vii, 1-6; xxv, 31-46; John v, 28, 29;
Acts v, 1-11; I Tim. iv, 1-5; I Pet. ii.
1-3; Rev. ill, 1.

Rev.
many
pretty
to the

'•

—

now.

President

Hopeful

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated lu th title and motto- It is for the mutual
benefit, and alaie to be helpful and hopeful
Rein* f< r the common good, it Is l«r the com
mun use—a public ervant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for l*:elnlerchange of ideas. In this capacity It aollcRa
com mun brat4 on a, and Its success depend* largely
on ne support give* u In this reaped, tom
mualeatloti* must i*e signed, but the name *»<
writer will not ik* ptluted except by permission
Communications arid he subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be reject«•«> without good reason
all commitnteatltiBs to

Topic.—Among the wheat or the taros—
Where am I ’-Matt, acid, 24-3M- (Consecration meeting.)

(id it ion a

A
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MAUOR”

and

“Helpful

*e* **m

fl|b.Ng«i> Hiwttti

JRrttial.

COUNTY NEWS.

NEW*

COUNT*

atrtJCTtisrmmtt.

fllutnal Dcncfit Column.

KNOKAVOR.
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8afe,
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food,
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Borne

this
all

reason a

clean cloth

that is necessary.

slightly damp

Pauper Notice

w,th tb® Cftf of BU»
HAii£!feOOIltraeted
worth to support and
for ukmo who
••►d
assistance
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care

during the next live years
K»*wortl‘- l fSebTS

trusting them

ror>m
'!Pj«gy
them at the

care lor

New York.

Regulator

Superior to other remedies sold at high price*
Cure guaranteed. Prlc*
Oats aturus
euiaor by r.iRji Teatuaoi..*
-n.l
La Franco,
Mpbla, Pa

added

good furniture polish. Wring the
cloth rather dry from this and go over the
linoleum after sweeping, and it will be
quite new' and bright and the finish uninjured. Most housewives scrub oilcloth
and linoleum as though it were a bare
floor; it is dusty rather than dirty, since
everything remains on the top, and for

Fourth Avenue and 21st St..

—Or. LaFranco'a—

lukewarm water to which has been
half a cupful of kerosene oil or

use

New Amsterdam Hotel

on my j>©count, as
and accoinniodaUooa to

City harm bouse,
M.
bUDMIllT.

is

Subscribe for The American

,

Located in the heart of *he
city, one block east of Broadfr°m
way, two blocks south
newly
Madison Square. House

decorated

and

refurnished-

Rates $1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S.

Willard Ml
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.•JOHN BAKKIt.”
A M"

told by One
tr..m Siberia.

Kn»l>

Bf

(is-sind
tend

as

Oled by Mlaa Annie «*• Voun*
is fore Uuwrta* Orange.)

In the Ural mountains their friends
met
them, • ottering the troops and
aiding
them to escape. On the return Mr. Baker
saw
the graves of the three men with
wh >m had changed
numbers, so he is
fairly well concealed by having been
buried three times.
He entered one
entered a l>ar-

Russia had issued

.''non

“r,
I

oftener,

ynit.

“lohn

_jon

«

name.

Baker Is not my
real
by I do not tell you my
own

One
name

it contains seventeen syllables
it.
wou|d break your jaw to pronounce
reason is that, should it become

V,
v', other

who I really am, it would
„ in Russia
*
So no one in
ocrUin death lor me.
It but m.v wife. How 1
knows
world
.y
1 will tel! you
the name of Baker,
in.

sled at

H»
They tmveiled
was

“college on wheels”.
wcok "•“dying, and

a

on®

“It is a very expensive drink, and I
feared he would ask for the second
bottle,
we were

interrupted by a man dashing
up to the door, his hone*cove**ed w*ith
foam, and, coming hastily in, he told the
sheriff that a liand of
thieves, murderers
and cut-throats who had
Siberia, had escaped, and
traced to that town.

“Imagine
astonished

my

he

feelings!

was

that

one

been
one

sent to

had

been

are

But, however
of them

should

t-t

■

not

that

Russians,

we are

orrtiermrtt»

Although

now'

CROUP ROBBED OF ITS TERRORS

A midnight visitation of that dread disease
“croup” strikes terror into the heart of many an anxious
mother. There is no time to send for the
doctor—something must lie done at once—relief must be immediatc. In such cases there is no remedy that will give surer or
relief than

and I

than

am more

it is for internal

As

as

well

as

external

nave

ami

Kept h, iw,

though tortured unmercifully,

as

1 shall

croup when aid was immediate and imperative. Invaluable Also in severe cases of colds, coughs, bronchitis or
tonsilitis—relieves colic, cholera, and diarrhoea—cradicates the pain from wounds, cuts, burns, bruises, chaps,
chilblain or frost-bite. A wonderful remedy for rlieumatism, lame back, lumbago or sciatica. Should be
“first” in every home medicine chest.
25 cents; 3 times as much 50 cents.

I. S. JOHNSON &

Boston

CO.,

glad

“You perhaps have mistrusted that we
were, a* you call it, nihilist*, but we are
•imply working for our liberty the freedom of Poland from the Russian oppression. This chamber was our meeting-

pUoc;

th*

spook*, guards.

We

were sus-

pected, however, and soon after, with never*! others, I was captured and the report
which was sent on to the government was
teptored with arms in his hand**, and all
the arms 1 carried at that time was a copy
of the N

\

vv

Testament.

ship

as an

interpreter.

He says, “unfortunately, I was very ill
about that time, so could not go. Had 1

stepped foot

of those ships I should
ground, and should
have been arrested and carried back to
Russia, and no power in this country could
have been

have

on

on one

helped

citizen.

the

me, as I am not a naturalized
1 could not become one, a* I have
consent of my government t<>

being in the country at all.
“Tney do not know who I am there, but
they do know that one John Baker in this
country is aiding the revolutionists. I
am, thank God, I am! Only a few week*
ago 1 scut a very bad, seditious, revolutionary document to my people—and what
A copy of the ‘Bill
do you think it was?
of Rights and the Constitution of the
State of Massachusetts’! The word ‘constitution* is a forbidden one in Russia.
There is only one public library in Russia,
my

books

Petersburg-but
“We w-re all placed in a fortress, and
taken out of it. Should a book
while there one of the first flags of free- every
to have the words ‘constichosen
chance
dom osdy a red, white and blue rag ever
tution’ or ‘freedom’ in it, the person w bo
was
floated
of
to
the
breeze
Russia,
Can*
chose it would be closely w atched, and, in
from our cell window.”
two or three weeks, under some pretext or
Mr. Uaker himself drew hi* own life’s
would be arrested as a nihilist, and
Wood to make the red stripes on this poor other,
sent to Siberia.”
little emblem of freedom.
All escaping Russian* who have come
Th*n came torture w hich would have
here have found a home with Mr. Baker
done credit to the days of Nero! The
till he could make a home for himself,
guard-- f the prison entered the cell, and
and needless to say his home is the headas
over
some
of
those suspected
naming
of the movement for freedom in
being leader* in the party, tried to g«*t quarters
All returned Russians are
him lot-tray himself aud them. When this country.
watched w ith suspicion for fear they will
hr refused to
the
torture.
speak they began
and should
When he sailed for food, they gave him a teach the people indejiendenee,
an American have gone there, before the
•lice of the black bread of Russia, and a
war with Japan, unprotected, and acted
T-.*ry salt, aalt herring or sardine, to make
as he does here, he would
him thirsty. Water was then denied him. his natural self
have been arrested a* a nihilist inside of a
He whs chained to the wall on one side
cl thr cell, tiefore him out of reach, was month.
When the Christian Endeavor Society
Plased running water, and the floor slanted
celebrated some anniversary in Boston not
*w»y from him ao none could run near
as a
Christian
him. This did not make him speak, so many yjears ago, Russia,
of course had to send representathey stripped him and laid him in the country,
tives. She sent some of her priests who
wow (and Russian winters are not mild)
their eyes closed while
then made him get immediately into a hot were paid to keep
mouths shut when they
bath. What agony this is can be imagined here and their
Russia. Mr. Baker addressed
iownall part, perhaps, from the feeling returned to
one of them, and upon being asked who
of one s hands on a
cold, cold day when
he was, replied: ”1 am known a* John
plunged into hot wpter. Still he refused
Baker.”
to confess, and the lash was ordered,
forty
The priest turned as if to run, evidently
■tripes, or thirty-nine rather, as the last
having been warned to keep out of the
■troke is always omitted
by the leniency (?)
Baker and his revoluhis gracious majesty, the Czar. Should way of one John
tionary ideas. However, Mr. Baker had
**3 •tripe* be
ordered, he said, and a man a three hours’ conversation with him that
died under the first fifty, the 400th would
night in a private room in a hotel, and as a
•tUl be withheld
by the leniency of hi* result that
priest, Father Uapon, was one
■»J«»ty the Czar.
of the leaders in the latest effort of the
Aiier me
lashing came the dread word
10 prepare for Siberia. Think of rnareh- people for freedom.
Mr. Baker says: “In helping along me
,ng from St. Petersburg to the wilds of
I would first wipe out
Siberia, chained together like dogs—worse cause of freedom
not the
than dugs—dressed in heavy yellow coata the Russian church—mind you,
Christian church, but the Russian.” He
in<* thick leather
boots, each one numwhich every
bered and known only by his number, then read the catechism
has to learn, in which they are
Arching more than ten and sometimes Russian
love, honor, obey and cherish
twenty miles a day. Women and children, exhorted toone
would the God of the Unitoot many of whom died before half-way the czar as
taxes he puts upon
there! The chaina were loosed only at verse Himself. All
them must be paid without a murmur, all

During

this tune, however, Mr. Baker
°uad a chance to
change numbers with
three different
men, thus concealing his
°wn
identity. He says, “My right hand
®®*ghbor, to whom my ankle was chained,
hd, and I was obliged to drag his body
three whole
days before the commander
°«nd it his
pleasure to release me of the
Often I wished myself in his

J|Jrden.n°l

5*®®*

knowing help

hand.
Over 2,000,000 people
0

Liberia—only

®Qd ten of

these

was

have been

so near

at

banished

about 360 ever escaped,
in the United States.

are

Heaths from

Amwodii ll i*

0

p
H
II
n

!■

Mass.^1

free-born American citixens.

gramme.

--

There

was

Ice-cream and cake were served.
a
good attendance and alien-

joyed the evening.
April 30.

Russian

that at St.

sight.

0
■

To Cure

Cold
Laxative Bromo Quinine

One

in

a

Day

I

b Two Day*.
on

every

box. 25c.

I

I

The Wabash Railroad Go.
NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

for him to go board

not

tell you.

■

cases

—

Explanation

I
0

its virtue ia

use

its 95 years of “practice” %3ohnson*a
apparent—during
of
Anodynr Unlmsni has cured thousands of

I

took their oath,

I

data LINIMENT

COUNTY

my fath* r among these ghosts!
“1 was ihen asked 11 I would take the
cath snd join this universal brotherhood.
billowed, and I said 'yes’; I

|

JOHNSON'S

I be-

TORPID LIVERS and SALLOW COMPLEXIONS
and bed have the audacity to enter bis town and
.fchi-seeing the next week,
A jaundice colored skin that
disturb his peace of mind, I was still more
goes with a sluggish liver, sick headache, biliousness, indiseven different nationof
;
NEWS.
„ ()r.-,lessors
gestion and constipation, can be easily banished if
you know thesecre}, If you wish to
under. He then went to a astonished, and further stated that if he For h i'Hiional County Neva aee other fa gen
nave a rosy complexion, a clear
study
t„
qHi*
eye, buoyant spirits and perfect healthriRt* Parsons' Pills
would give me a mount, 1 would, in his
from which he was recalled by
frequently. They tone up the liver, aid
saivcriity
who wrote him that the gov- company, scour the country in search of
digestion and assimilation of f«*»d,drive imNORTH SEDGWICK.
^P~^P
g
his mother
this
murderer
and although very
and cut-throat! He
thief,
all men Into aervlce
PP^^\g BmMmm^ ^P^^g g ^ purities;,etfrom the blow!
j Mrs. Myrtle Closson, who has been quite
froment **« pressing
did so, and for three days I rode with him,
S3
m gg m
quickly ami surely—making
a
MP
* *3
war.
m EM*
ill since Thursday, is better.
you feel and look as if you enjoyed life.
lor
Mm mm
m
his return, hunting for myself and the peoplo who
2.1 cents a box; 5 boxes $1.00, postpaid.
His htb-r was absent upon
Albert Shorey, the high school teacher
had placed themselves under my leaderwas, at
«ss not told where he
**®^*^®®^*
& CO., Boston, Mass.
wdhc
1
at
was
the
If
of
we went in a direction in which
Mrs. Ada
Sedgwick,
guest
Before long ship.
which he w ondered greatly.
I knew my friends to be, 1 was sure to see Allen Sunday.
were appearthat
j
minors
ghosts
h heard
them moving way off in the opposite ;
Mrs. Nellie Sargent and little daughter
near and people were
!
jjj in in cemetery
direction.
were
Catherine, of Sargentville, were the
they
(as
frightened
Bry much
“At the cml of three days I told him 1 guests of Miss Ella Thurston Saturday to
the supernatural), as
j
taught to believe in
was very sorry, but my estates now claimed
Monday.
| Ihis jlwsys foretold some great disaster to
I then \
my attention and I must go.
Miss Hattie Orindle and Miss Mercy
etc.
war.
the country
so ! shook off t;»e dust of Russia from my feet j Torrey, who have been in Boston for the
Take
lie resolved to (album the mystery,
Tablets. JS /ru
ho visited the forever, and made my way to London. I winter, arrived home
Friday to spend the
withscv rsl ol his friends
Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.
But I must have a name. Standing on summer.
This
Sure
Mias
has
been
ill
with
St midnight.
enough! |
signature, ^
j
Torrey
The one of the streets of Loudon, I turned : the grip, but is better.
There were about flfty spooks there.
j three
times, and the first sign upon which j Mr.
in'
other boy* Red, but though trembling
Morrison, with his two sons, Oliver
my eye fell was ‘Mr. 8o-and-8o- a baker’. j
near enough to grab
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
and Howard, and his housekeeper, Mrs.
orcry limb, he crept
Baker should bo my name. 1 tried
Well,
The s|«Tok immediately disappeared,
at South BiuehiU.
one
ill,
Petting
spent
Sunday
again, and another sign gave me the name The
Strawberries Are Now Quotable
sod as Mr. Baker expressed it, “1 disboys and Mrs. Pettingill will reof John. John Baker 1 was thenceforth.
String Heutis and Asparagus.
main for a week’s visit.
appeared also down a stone stairway!"
I wrote the name on a slip of paper and
Strawberries may now be said to be “in
“When consciousness returned, I found
The
of
regular meeting
Sedgwick grange the market”, in Ellsworth. The
put it inside my hat. 1 then became very
price has
was
aywll in s large underground apartment
held Friday evening at its hall.
taken a sudden drop, and this week fairly
THE DIRECT LINE FROM
380 more polite, raising my hat to everyone so that
The
lighted with lanterns, with about
three
Annto
L.
lady officers,
Allen, good berries are selling at 20 to 22 cents a
One who appeared to I should not forget what my name was.’’
Bertha Oreutt and Sadie Allen, enterapooks around me.
Since living in Boston, the Russian ships
box.
String beans and asparagus have
be the chief of the spooks then spoke.
tained. They had a very interesting pro- also made
their appearance.
accord! His were in that harbor, and the mayor sent
‘Became to us of his own
biccsl !e upon hi* own head!’ Then anI
other cried, ‘Halt! This 1* my son!
Here was
seat (or him!' More mystery!

]ft

quicker

‘his gracious majesty’ has raided
their pay to |6 per year.
“As far as the revolution is concerned,
that has not yet begun. All that has been
is only a little local quarrel compared to
what is coming before long. The French
revolution will not be a circumstance to it.
And God grant the day may come soon
when Russia will be free from all
tyranny
and Poland restored to those who have
fought and suffered for her.”
Mr. Raker is a verjr interesting person
to meet, and if anyone richly deserves to
live to see his cherished plans carried out,
I think he does. I am
certainly glad we

paid:

but

six months?

lieve

**B«M>d
Os

strict order that all

a

coming from this country

should be onened before delivery. There
were spies in
that audience who had
really believed that yarn, and this was the
result.”
When questioned about the late war
with Japan, he replied: “We ali knew
that Russia would lose that war. How
could she help it, getting her soldiers as
she does? Can they fight heartily for a
government they hate and which pays
them only 93 cents every three months, or,

Melroae Highland*,
village,
known u "John Baker'. He
needles* to say. this room, and ran straight into the high
Russian-so,
u
sheriff
of
the town. He had his
**
He name to Amerie*
story to
hjJ r,.»i name.
tcdl of himself as a rich
young nobleman
man. ami fought in the Civil
with
broad estates, etc., and had a passHe i. a noted
hand
losing hi. *«
port to show- (fictitious of course). He
a great student ol Russian
p c and
called
for a cup of tea, and threw* in
demand at the prespaym is in great
ment what would be here a five-dollar
gold piece. Then to carry out the idea of
th' story of hta life before the
his wealth, he invited the sheriff to drink
Society, recently, and
hrrst Historical
with him, ordering champagne, which
to
tell
to
am
1
try
you.
„ the story
every Russian is very fond of. Mr. Baker
in

n,-ton.

..

of sardines

cans

laws he makes obeyed,
these laws actually

no

although

some

Rae.

REACH.
Levi Knight made
Belfast this week.

trip

business

a

to

Cuter,

of South

week.

Mrs. Myrtle Lowe went to South Hope
Monday to visit her {smuts for a few
Lowe

Swan's

made

Island this

trip

business

a

week

to

in his launch

the New

England

to

1715

Lih'W.
Baled.

|

None Such.

v

8

are endorsed
enced cooks,

8)

I
IS

table*.

Letter Gray left for Swan’s Island Saturto join the yacht commanded by Capt.
Seth Greenlawe, which is being fitted out
at that place.

day

30.

L.

DEDHAM.
Mrs. Amos
in

Maynard

is

visitiug

relatives

Groceries.

the Provinces.

Black, who has work in Orono,
Sunday.
J. A. McLaughlin, after a few days at
home, has gone river-driving.
L. R.

was

home

Clermont

Cormier and Frank Johnson

Boston,

have gone to

where

they hope

to j

find employment.

Maynard Thompson,
town

some

who has

been in

days with relatives, has
Eastou.

re-

Miss Alice Black is teaching the village
school; Miss Lora Kenney at Green Lake;
Miss Carrie Johnson, the Peaks school and
Miss Ethel Wharff at No. 7.
30.

B.

WEST GOULDS BOBO.
Mrs. Edward K. Bunker, who is
sick

F.

list,
K.

on

slowly improving.
Shaw and wife, of Old Town,

the

is

visiting John

.160.25

Klo,

Mocha,
Java,

Ten—per
Japan,

art-

Shaw* and wife.

Thomas B. Reed league had an
election of officers Friday, April 27. The
following were elected: President, Miss
The

85

Oatmeal, per lb
Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,

0.65
.300 65
tt>—

GranultteJ,
Coffee—A A
Yellow, C

05 §05*

B,

.<6

05*

08§lo
Powdered,
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Havana,
I'urto Rico,

.06 0.08
20§25

Cracked wheat,

45

Oolong,
Sugar—per
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Vinegar, gal

35
fi>—

Syrup,

turned to his home in

April

Klee, per

Coffee—per

Kye meal,

.uc
.oi
,2."
.IM
.04

Granulated meal,lb 02S
Oil—per gal—
.650.70
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,

steak,
Koasts,
Corned,
Tongues,

Tripe,

Bacon,
Salt
I*rd,

Veal:

Cod,

I fail dock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt

Cfains, qt

06
06

U

10 § 12

Scallops, qt
Flounders, dOZ

32*

Flunau haddtc,

3n

10

Coal—per

ton—
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LAW REGARDING WRIGHTS AND MEASURES.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
P.

H.

Staples

is

able to go

about

on

crutches.

opened here April 22. Miss Alice
Castine, is teaching.
Thomas Grindle, E. S. N. S. ’06, spent
Sunday at home. Mr. Nash, of Harrington, accompanied him.
Mr. Perkins has painted his launch
black. He towed the new* boat which he
and Mr. Snow built to Bucksport April 28,
with the Mianus.
G.
April 30.
School

Cox,

of

A Mountain of

could not bring

much

Gold

happiness

to Mrs.
Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, WuL as did one
25c box of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, when
it completely cured a running sore on her
leg, which had tortured her 23 long years.
Greatest
antiseptic healer of Piles,
Wounds and Sores. 25c at E. G. Moore’s
Drug store.
as

being loaded

Bangor

be

salt shall weigh 60
A bushel of Liverpool
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.

on

Postmaster Robbed.

Fouts, Postmaster at Riverton, la.,

was robbed of all
to his letter, which
“For 20 years I had chronic liver
complaint, which led to such a severe case
of jaundice that even my finger nails
turned yellow; when my doctor prescribed
Electric Bitter*; which cured rae and have
kept me well for eleven years.” Sure cure
for Biliousness, Neuralgia, Weakness and
all Stomach, Kidney and Bladder derangeAt E. G.
ments.
A wonderful Tonic.
Moore’s Drug store. 50 cents.

nearly lost his life and

comfort, according
says:

Drop steel forging for connecting rod.
Interchangeable bronze bearings can be replaced in five

vessels at Banof

minutes.

harves will feel this

w

Irridtum
3 better.

business.

certificate of incorporation of the
Maine & New Hampshire Railroad Co.,
The

organized
statute,

at

Portland

been

has

under

filed.

The

company

electric road between
on

the

w*est side

of

&

filed.

of

the

Matta-

Northern Railroad Co. have

proposed road extends
from Mattawamkeag to Millinocket, a
distance of twenty-two miles, and is inbeen

The

tended to connect the

latter town with

railroads at

Mattaw amkeag. The capital
$100,000.
The three-masted schooner William F.
Campbell, from New York for Belfast and
is

Bangor with fertilizer, sank in Penobscot
bay near Camden Sunday. The vessel was
sailing up the bay at an eight-knot clip
when she struck
hole

was

a

stove

large log end-on. A
in the vessel's port

obtained from spraying; the
menace of the forest caterpillar; the oyster-shell bark louse; apple scab; pink rot;
unbalanced fertilizers, and the winter injury of trees. Bulletin 128 will be sent
free upon application to the Maine agricultural experiment station, Orono.

some

We can deliver engines, marine or stationary, 2 to 1500
II. P.—nothing better made.

Agents for Maine for Schebler carburetor
and fit

price

our

is

engines with the

same.

results

everything for Gas Engines and
right.
Tel. 1817-11.

Portland

Pier, Portland, He.

^ive CATARRH

*

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly.
stores the Senses of 99 O 9 9” be V 9s»_>
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at
Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 5G Warren Street, New York.

FOR

Piles,

KTABCK,

Serenil good business Horses, new and secondhand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent for H.
A.
Moyer’s Fine Carriages. Kverythiug as repre^
sented or no sale. Tenns reasonable.
P. H. UODLD.

EELS WORTH

Steam

Laundry

Goods called for and
WEST

and Bath Rooms.

PAT, NO

A Guaranteed Cure for Files.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding

SALE

At HANCOCK HOUR

“NO

Druggists are authorized to refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT !aiis to cure lu 6 to U days.
30c.

our

G. D. THORNDIKE “'"SKS,

the Maine Central and Canadian Pacific

large

spark points—nothing

We carry

Articles of association

wamkeag

i

special

a

bow, and she filled and sank in a few*
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes minutes. She lies in 115 feet of water.
In good order and tit for slilpptug, Is 60 pounds, 1
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The Maine agricultural experiment staThe standard weight of a bushel of beans In
tion is sending out Bulletin 128, “Orchard
good order and 111 for shipping, Is 62 pounds; ]
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and pons, ft* | Notes,” by Prof. W. M. Munson.
The
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52 | bulletin is supplementary to the
“Experiami
of
rye
carrots,
FngPsh
turnips,
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsntps, 45 pounds; 1 ments in Orchard Culture” recently isof barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds: of oats, sued. It treats in a
plain, practical man32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
ner of the reason for spraying fruit trees;
G. W.

1906
NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED

annu-

shipped by way

Me.

MIANUS MOTORS

Manufacturing Co.,

Ashland

diversion of

4
25

7 5t
5 00 §6 60
Broken,
Dry hard,
Lewis; vice-president, Miss Margaret A.
7 50
8 00 35 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Wood; secretary and treasurer, Leon M.
7 60
Egg,
Roundings per load
7 60
1 OOfll 26
Nut,
Orcutt; executive committee, Mildred
Blacksmith's
7 0*
5.00
hard
Buttings,
Noyes, Frances Wood, Geneva Young;
Floor, Grain and Feed.
financial
Dorcas
committee,
Wood, Flour—per bbl—
50
oats, bu
Blanche Kingsley, Chandler Noyes; con4 7536 00
Shorts—bag—1.2001 26
Mixed
125
b*«.
food,
Corn,1003
bag
stitution committee, Lydia Sargent, Edna
1 25 § I SO
126 Middlings.bag 1 SO91 40
Corn meal,bag
Bunker, Doris Leighton.
165
see* 1 meal,
125
Cotton
Cracked
corn,
L.
April 30.

of

150,000,000 of lumber shipped

the Saco river.

Fish.

Vast.

Wood—peroord

building# of Andrew* Small,
China, were struck by lightning
and burned Monday, with fifteen head of
cattle. Loss, $3,000.

Bangor,

South

proposes to build an
Standish and Hollis

12313 Smelts, lb!
50
-hrlmps, qt
20

18
15
160.22
1C
If 020

Mfg. Co.,

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

Stockton.

tb.

Steak, lb
Chop,
Ham, per*
Shoulder,

they

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.

The farm

heretofore

.13 0.30
.12 §j.25
A60.1O
18
.05 008

20 § 22
Steak,
Koasts,
-lua.lt
Lamb
C5
Tongues, each
13 425
Lamb,
Fresh

Noyes

gor, will this year

Provisions.

Pork,

Beef,lb:

F. B.

& Nutter

ally by the

.60

Meat* and

for

upon sure results,
and sure results are obtained from these ranges.
The dampers and admirable flue arrangements in a
K i n e o make cooking
easy. They burn equally
well wood or coal.

The

.35
.50

by experi-

depend

01
ftj§75 Onions, lb
IS Beets, lb
3
n
10 Cabbage, lb
Lettuce,
05
"5 Newcabbagc.fi*
Kadi be**, bunch
01
*2
Carrots, lb
Squash, lb
0*
1'urnlps, tb
1* Parsnips, lb
20
>a!nleltou grn>*, pk 3" Spinach, pic
30
20 §25
Beet green*, pit
Tomatoes, B*
.o
75
Bunch beets,
Asparagus, bunch
U
12
Khubitrb, U.
.string beans, qt
Cucumbers, each OS gin Beans—oerqt—
s wctt potatocs, lb
05
Yello w -ey e
12 § 15
10
Pea,
Fruit.
Strawberries,bx 20*23 Apples,(cooklng)pk
25 §30
25 §30
Oranges, doz
lemons doz
20§25 Apples, (table)pk 35§t5
15
Grapefruit, each

Potatoes, bn
elery, launch

■

Nancy Greenlawe and daughter
Miss Greenlawe, who have boon visiting at
Swan's Island, returned home Thursday.
Mrs.

April

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

Straw.

weeks.
T.

For particulars, write

Boston,

Kicks.
Fresh laid, per do*.. 18 320
Poultry.
ChlM-ns..y..18 1? 25
Fowl
18 3‘20
«s>
Best loose, per ton.It 312
Baled.
\b

her daughter, Mrs. Samuel Lowe, this

S.

RATES

LOW

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS.

Choese.
Best factory (new) per lb.It:flitBest dairy (new).It
Dutch (\mported). .yp
Nenfcimtel.

vis-

Hope,

Chicago.

IN EFFECT IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

Country Produce.

Isle.
Mrs. A. A.

Boston to

Sleepers

VERY

Creamery per lb.2.1 £28
Dairy.'.2320

A. R. Campbell has launched his steamer
Sycamore to begin spring business.
I). W. Torrey is digging the cellar for
Mrs. Lydia Greene’s new house at Deer

ited

Tourist

Butter.

Miss Carrie Greenlawe has gone to Boston to visit friends for a few months.

are

contradict others,
leaving the poor people no escape in any
are supposed to be
way. All dead czars
seated at the right hand of God, while
Jesus and His angels have to take the left
aide. All this in a so-called Christian
a
country. As he said: "Russia is called
Christian country, but they are heathenish
heathen
Christians; Japan is called a
country, but they are Christian heathen.”
To show how closely he Is watched by
Russian spies, he tells this fish, story:
"One night, at the close of one of my
docutalks, a lady asked mo how 1 get my
would tell,
ments to my people, as if I
that when
you know. I instantly replied
sardines were packed for Russia, I knew
and just who
just who was to pack them
and sent them
was to receive them there,
an anin that way. Shortly afterward
nouncement appeared in a paper that

Prices on farm produce remain unchanged from last week, though the tendency of eggs is downward. The prevailing retail price is 18 cents, with the producer getting 15 cents.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

WA8HKB."
donB

»hort notice.

delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A
CO„
END BRIDGE,
KLLSWOBTU, NS.

nib*

vtllsujovtl)American.

4

\L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

AT

MAINE,

ELLSWORTH,
BIT

rule

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
»
W. Rollins, Editor and Manager,
w. B. Titus, Associate Editor.

1906

MUY

1906

The ice is out, and reels

regret of the clewing of the Lynam
Bar Harbor extends far beyond
The
the confines of Hancock county.
hospitality of “LynamV’ is famous far
The

and

A1AAAA11
_[3 J4 j5 J6j7 j8J8
20 21 22 23 14 25 26

_

J. Drummey, of Ellsworth, has a
quartette of baby foxes at the city farm
which be found near the sand pit last

Sunday.

27 28 29 30 31

Those familiar with the

habits

iney and hi# boarders.

There

anti-enforcement riot at

was an

bunday.

Bar Harbor last

It

waa

partici-

pa ted in by a gang of Italians employed
on the water company job at Eagle lake,
I
and grew out of the refusal of the water

established is that a
state cannot grant a divorce when but
one party to the marriage is a resiA dident within its jurisdiction.
The

near.

M.

Many Marriages Void.

ZZZ iZZl

whizzing-

house at

A

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr. Sa.

are

ho rat'times.

of these animals say that the mother fox
was dead, otherwise the little ones would
not have been out of their hole. They are
growing rapidly and are already very tame,
and create no end of sport for Mr. Drum-

sweeping blow was delivered
against the divorce evil by the supreme court of the United States last
week when a decision, written by
Justice White, was handed down declaring that no state has the right to
dissolve a marriage when but one of
the parties to it is a resident of the
state where the decree is sought.

company’s storekeeper

principle

beer.

Two

men

scious by blows

were

sell the

to

knocked

men

uncon-

the head with bottles.
A hurry call brought out the police
reserves from Bar Harbor, but the fight
was over when
they got there. They
made four arrests.
on

be of such a character as
be respected by all other states.
3:0i
Third
2:07
c
First
a
;
I p.m.
5 Quarter 10 a.m I The decision was by a vote of five to
Quarter
New
A
Full
no *■*« ; four—Justices Harlan, Brewer, Brown
A.
Q 9:09
A FLYING SQUXKRKL’S NK9T.
<60 a.m
O a.uu
W'Mo^'i
Vi Maoa
and Holmes dissenting.
Out at Camp Aiken on Patten’s pond a
a.
m.
Quarter 01
The problems that are involved in flying squirrel this year built a nest in
the decree of this, the highest tribu- the dingle. For the unsophisticated who
This week’s edition of The nal in the land, are these:
may not know what a “dingle” is. it is
American is li.U.K) copies.
A man who secured a divorce from well to explain that it is a small outside
his wife in any state where both were cupboard which, at camp, serve* instead
2,313 not legal residents, if he married of the commonplace ice-chest or cold celAverage for the year of 1905,
lar in civilized housekeeping.
again, has two wives upon his hands,
This particular dingle consists of a box
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 1906.
or his second wife is not his wife at
about fifteen inches square and twelve
all. This places the second wife in a inches deep, fastened to the shingled side
pitiable plight. If she has had chil- of the camp, about four feet from the
vorce must

MOON'S PHASES.

to

-i

STATE OF MAINE.

are branded as illegitimate.
Where a wife has secured a divorce
under similar circumstances, it would
seem that even if her husband negatively assented to the decree by not

dren, they

1

1 PROCLAMATION.

the courts to be

Both sentiment and considerations of practical ultility were the causes that induced the
legislature of Maine to set apart one day in
the spring as Arbor Day. The wise purpose
of this law is to promote the planting of
trees, vines and shrubs for adornment and
grateful shade, and in accordance with its
provisions, I hereby designate

ihe Fourth

Day
Arbpr Day.

of

May,

as

and recommend its observance to our people
generally, and urge that the teachers and
'children of our schools make special effort to
broaden this beautiful and necessary custom.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta.
this twenty-fourth day of April, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and six. and the Independence of
the United States of America the one bandred and thirtieth.
WILLIAM T. COBB.
By the Governor.
Byron Boyd,
Secretary of State.

REPUBLICAN

THE

rorsn

convention
FOR

THE

COUNTY OF
WILL

BE

HANCOCK,
HELD AT

HANCOCK HALL,

On i

IN ELLSWORTH.

Juiie o, HHMi

ueMliiy,

AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M„
for the purpose of nominating candidates for
two senators, clerk of courts, judge of
probrate. sheriff, county attorney, one county
commissioner, register of deeds aud county
treasurer.
At

the conventions of

lowing resolutions

18*4

were

and 18JW. the fol-

adopted:

Resolved, That hereafter the delegates in
all cases shall be voters in the town which
they respresent.
Resolved, That a renomination to any office
to which any person may have been elected
can not be claimed as a matter of custom and
usage: personal fitness alone being the test.
Revolved. That in future calls for County
Conventions, the committee are requested to
make the foregoing resolutions a part of the
same.

The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and olantation will be
entitled to one delegate: and for each forty
votes cast for the republican candidate for
governor in 1904, an additional delegate: and
for a fraction of twenty-five votes in excess
of forty votes, an additional delegate.
The following Hat shows the number of
delegates to which each city, town and plantation in the county is entitled in the convention:

Amherst,

2
I
6
3
4
8
4

Aurora.

Bluehill,
Brooklin,

Brooksville,
Bucksport,

fastine,

Cranberry Isles,
Dedham.
Deer Isle,
East brook.

2
6
2

Orland,
Otis,

Penobscot,
Sedgwick.

Sorrento.
Southwest Harbor,

stonington.
Sullivan,
Surry.
Swan’s Island,

Tremont.
18 Trenton.
18 Verona.
4 Waltham.
6
Wiuter Harbor.
4
Plantations:

4
1
4
5
1
4
4
3
2
8
1

Eden,
Ellsworth,
Franklin,
Gouldsboro,
8
Hancock,
Isle au Haut,
1
Long Island,
Lamoiue,
3 No. 8,
Mariaville,
1 No. 21,
Mount Desert,
5
No. 38,
The county committee will be in session at
Hancock hall on the morning of June 5. at 9

o’clock

a.

delegates.

m.,

to

Per order of the
tee-

HOUSE CLEANING

Bargains

(2.10), by Bingen (2.06% >, dam by Nelson
second dam by Hambletonian Knox
j (2.00), and third dam,
if we remember
(22381
correctly, a thoroughbred daughter of
Mr.
will mate BinGreely
Lexington.
First (2.10) this season w ith Colombo,
j agen’s
son of Bingen (2.08%), and the result
j should be one of the fastest trotters ever

designs

Carpets

Breeder.

llerwind Mutineers.
of the mutineers of the
schooner Harry A. Berwind has not yet
ana
| been decided. The appeal of Adamii
before
I Sawyer for a m w trial, was heard
the United States supreme court several
weeks ago, but the decision has not yet

as

to

w

hat

they

trial

Young

going
granted

would be too late to try the

was

The

receive the credentials of

quickly

A Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN

City Hall, Portland,

Wednesday, June 27, 1906,

AT 10.80 O’CLOCK A. M.,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Governor to be supported at the
September election, and transacting any otl ;r business t hat may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows.
Each city, town aud plantation will
be entitled to one
delegate: and for each 75
votes cast for the republican candidate for
governor in 1804, an additional delegate: and
for s frac tion of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
a further additional delegate.
Vacancies in
tiie delegation of any city, town or plantation

But in

The questions that the decision
raises will bring grief and consternation to many homes. The edict of the
court is flat and positive, without
or

loophole

of

hope

went

from

natural

PERMANENt'Y

present term of federal court means
that the men will hang.
They probably will be resentenced at
the

INCREASING

to

an

evil moment

a

terrible

man

the dingle, and discovered Mis-

had

to

been

born, and who

had

not

yet

grown
furry
The mother left the nest and watched
proceedings suspiciously from a tree.
The little ones were not disturbed, and
the

the

coat of

their

mother.

squirrel soon returned to
A liberal supply of bread was left
peace offering, but though tba bread
eaten. Mistress Squirrel’s peace of
mother

a* a
was

mind

too much disturbed, and when
later the nest was visited, it was
anxious
empty. It is presumed the
mother carried them to some other home,
as a mother cat w ill frequently do with
her young when disturbed. Let us hope
the little family found another home
a

Special attention is called to the announcement to be found in another
column of the meetings—one at Manning hall next Saturday afternoon,
and the other at Hancock hall on the

was

week

the!

contemporary,

Hancock County Democrat, thinks the
salaries paid to county officers are too i
But in spite of that it is valhigh.
j
iantly urging voters to fill these of-cee wim democrats.
Wonder if we
shall hud a plank in the democratic
platform demnnding a redaction all
around, or the democratic nominees
promising, if elected, voluntarily to
reduce their salaries?

j

physicians

Doubtless thousands of the

necessarv.

women who have
1 expect to pass through this life but1
tcaen advantage of Dr. Pierce’s offer of free
once, therefore, if there is any kino ness I | consultation by letter, have been led to do so
can show, or any good J can ao
any fellow’ by the escape thus offered from a treatment
being, let me do it now; let me not defer ! repugnant to modesty. Any sick woman may
it. for I shall not pass this way again.— write to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y., in perfect
confidence; all letters being treated as strictly
Mrs. A. B. Hegemon.
private and sacredly confidential, and all anThe world delights in sunny people. The swers being sent in plain
envelopes with no
old are hungering for love more than for advertising or other printing upon them. Dr.
bread. The air of joy is very cheap; and, Pierce’s Favorite Prescription has been long
hailed as “a G «dnend to

if you can help the poor on with
ment of praise, it will be better for

than blankets.— Henry Drummond.

a

gar-

them

women”. It makes
weak women strong and sick women well.
“Favorite Prescription” contains no alcohol,
neither opium, cocaine or other narcotic.

men

apply

to official

promoted

in. r

or

mtvi

positl.,;,.

write to

or

St, Boston. Mass.

Hentlon this paper.

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
(las. Ether and
Cocaine for Painless ExWork,

!

We have

!

fancy

traction.

H.

SEED OATS.

Bridge

Crown and

work.

Call «imI

DENTIST.

For

seeding

only.

GREELY,

*pp

us.

Wholmlf* sni! Uofnll.

Ellsworth.

.Main Street,

full carlo 1 of

a

wed oats.

purpose

M.

Whether if. a
nace—If It is a

NOW

sure

OUT

Hancock

COWS AT

ME.

some

of them

registered Jerseys

and

Guern-

seys, also one 3-ve*r old registered Guernsey
ball. This herd is the result of a die years of
careful breeding with the best registered bulls,
two of them costing over $100 etch when little
calves. The present bull coming from the
noted Hmitb herd of Pennsylvania; his mother
gave 14 qts. of milk as a two-year old.
Also a manure spreader, one DeLaval separator. one Babcock tester, farm wagon, corn
planter, two siloe, milk cans, etc. Have not
aold « cow this year and will not at p/ivate
sale All must go under the hammer.

Oriental Rug Works.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

F

(J. M. Halo hous.').
STREET, ELLSWORTH. ME

Office and Residence
60

MAIN

TILBPHOJIK.

3L(gul Xaticcs.
NOTICE OK KOKEd.OSI KK.
Gilbert H. Hodgdon.ol Mount
Desert- Haaccck county, Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated February 26, a. d. 1906,
Hancock
recorded in
county, Maine, registry
of deeds, in book 417, page 877, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real
aaid
estate situated in
county of Hancock, to
which deed, so recorded, reference is hereby
given for a more particular description. Ana
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken and remains unperformed, now,
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purMelville L. Allkh.
pose.
April 26, 1906.

WHEREAS

a

&

Oreel>'<

:

Qrlit Mill.

furit is

Bishop Co.,

DRIVE BRIDGE

ELDIIIDGE,

CARDS.

SCORE

Ellsworth

jlor Salt.
RESTAURANT-On account of Illness I
A wish to dispose of my restaurant business on
Water til., eltbe^ by svle or rental.
Terms easy. John Malone, kllaworth.

I

1.(00 lb*.;
HOKUR-HUck
for cash.
ham,

CENT

I

horse, five years old; weight
2 ban<t«; good roadster.
to Da. P.
W. Hhido-

EACH.

15

Apply

Cheap

roi

Bullivan, Me

SALE AT Tlir

WAGON—Second-hand rubber tired

HOAD
Practically
Apply
P. Nkwmah, Jm., Ellsworth. Me.
road wagon.

”11

new

to

AMERICAN

ho.

-25 at re*, good houx- 2 tenement*
never failing well rear bouse; floe snore,
;
Good barplenty of w<>od for family's use.
I). Chatto, or Mas.
gain
Inquire of M
Fkvnc** M. Mikolaik. East hairy. Me.

IT'

ANNIE B. BAKER
Oradiraic

OR or hatching-Barred Plymouth Rock
from Oiuuo strain. Rhode Island Rod
and Rose Com > Brown Leghorn, all good layera.
Always ready to receive callers at my
hennery. M. D. chatto, Ea*t hurry. Me.

KG

j

OFFICE.

tKM

^

ELI ABLE MAN to look after oar business
in Hancock county. A good permanent
H. H Qubhky A Oo., Nursery men.
Auburn, Me.

H

judgment

NOTICE.
wife. Ruble J. Cunningham, having
me without just cause or provocation. I hereby forbid all persons harboring or
trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no
bills of her contracting after this date.
Thu baton B. Cuwmiwuham.
Ellsworth, May 1,1906.

Sedgwick. Me.. April 21.

baa

)u*i

persons

on
roy accouut.
Francis E. Gray.
IK*.

DO

N!thf{h<

Mandolin and Violin Lessons.

1'UDnjJ

■*

Reasonable prices.
IDA L, HIGGINS
IOC Water 8t.,
Ellsworth. Me.

taught.

..

Miss

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

e*JJd

Slrmt,
MAINK.

f Ml,» Cisoum M. Cbisfield,

jv

IMIII AO.tKS LOWELL.

Subscribe for The American.

°*§
ih« »■*

<>f

"*al*A

Am late from the Sew England Conservatory of Music, and desire a limited uumb«*r of
pupils for the mandolin and violin. Up-todate
method, tlie higher positions a ml correct bowing

PrlnuliHila^

term

>-

tUmmisrauni*.

PORTLAND,

at the

to««J

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Haucock, the State of
Maine, and the Unite** States of America.
Mary C. Frits Auhtin.

05 State

recovered

w
preme Judicial Coart held at Ellsworth,
in and for said couuty of Hancock
*nd, ;Mr
of Maine, on tbe second Tuesday of April A- v190#. tbe following real estate as the props”?
of Charles B. Dlx, to wit: a certaiu lotofias*
situated in East Base Harbor, in tbe
Tremout and county aforesaid, batted »»
hounded as follows:
Begiuniug st s tis*®*
the bank of tbe shore, and bounded on is*
south by the land of Francis McMullin •**
n«n®
on the east
by the highway rosd: on ibe
by the Charles B. Dlx land; on the *****
the shore, containing one acre and one bus*
dred forty eight rods, more or less, su.l t*1?*
the same premise* described ■ « con
eteapj
Abraham Kichardson to said Charles B o*
by deed dated January S, 11*0, and recorded
the Registry of Deeds for said cottsstr®
Hancock. In Vol. VM). Page 170 Haid ]«©!
meat bears date April 20th, A. D. 1906, sad»»
in favor of William C. May and <^ 'r‘?/,„wU
both of the city aud couuty <>f I'bilade.p*
and State of Pennsylvania, ami
partners
business at said Philadelphia urn!
tb'\Blr
style of Jonathan Mav £ Hons, a*
sod against KAid Charles 1) DU.
**
hucksport. in said county of
*' * *
State of Maine, and doing businot
und?r
the firm style
Hucksport
Dix. as principal defendant, an
Hucksport National Bank a cons'*1”’
nit
gauixed under the lams of the
and having an established place v!
at said
Hucksport. and the McKay •
Verona Island Hhipbuilding Ooiup‘< >•
poration organized under the U'
btale of New York, and having f»i
place of business at said Hucksport. ** 1 ^
tees of said
principal defendant, i*
sum of Nineteen thousand one hu•
s.
euty-two dollars, debt or damag-. »»l1 bl*
teen dollars and
j
aiity cents, cost- of
•
runs against the goods and e»t*t« oi
Charles B. Dlx. and I shall, to satisfy
execution or any sum due thereon
incidental charges, soil said t***1.
taken upon execution as afore*:-*!'1- ^
all the right, title and interest wbub
said Charles B Dlx has In and to th.
bad tu and to the same on tbe eighteen!
of March A. D. 190ft, when the
tached on tbe original writ) at publi- aUi..jU
sal*, at the office of Hale A HamlinHtrect, Ellsworth, Hancock County, M*1
,s
Haturday, the second day of June A. H-*
eleven o’clock in the forenoon.
D*Ud thi* —d

MY left

hereby
trusting her

^

Hancock m:
rFVkKKX this second day of May A D
X upon an execution which i- ied

Sprdal Moiuis.

cause,
from harboring or

legal ITotios.
KHKRirrS SAI.H.
8TATB OF MAINE.

position.

MOTlCJt,
Katie A

Boy. Baa«e«

LIU worth.

Oantrti.

my wife,
Gray,
bed and board without
left
WHEREAS
therefore, 1
forbid all

Beacon Toi'ci Sokoot. Bock

CHIROPODY
Facial and Scalp Treatment
Manicuring. rtngeing, ghampooiog.
Appointment work. Leave orders with Mr*
OcorK* |’i>rter Smith, u Fntokllu street.

\

my

of

Hygienic

FANES—‘Two weathe vanes (horses) brand
fion the manufacturer
new. dlrec
Rods and fixture* complete. Will be sold
cheap. Inquire si Amkbican office-

PHYSICIAN axbSUBGEON.

No.

CO

“Clarion",
requirement.

Main Street,

On May 23, at Ellsworth,
I)r. C.C. Moriisoti will sell his entire herd of
about 45 head; over SO cows the rest heifers,

range

the Wood
Sold by

J. I*.

1

AUCTION’

Proprietor* ol Br*d>
or

Bangor.

County Publishing Co.,

ELLSWORTH,

BAILEY

to meet every

by

Made

R.

BLLSWOUTii,

Bluehill History. CLARION.

Sunday School Institute.
Sunday school institute will be held
Beautiiul, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
at Southwest Harbor
Saturday, May 5, Woolen. Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
under the auspices of the
County Sunday Carpets cleaned clean. Send for circular.
school association. Secretary Lufkin, of
L.l. MORRISON. SKOSNEBAN, ME.
the State Sunday school association, and
Miss L. G. Stock, primary worker of the
Massachusetts State Sunday school assoPTofrsstanal (Earns.

The official call has been issued for definitely.
the democratic State convention to be
The '%%aichword of Women.
held at City hall, Bangor, Wednesday,
Modesty is woman's watchword. Whatever
threatens her delicate sense of modesty
Jane 20.
frightens her. For this reason manv a woman permits diseases of the delicate
womanly
The pleasantest things in the world are organs to become aggravated because she
bring herself to submit to the ordeal
pleasant thoughts and the great art in cannot
of unpleasant questionings, offensive examilife is to have as many of them as possible.
nations and obnoxious local treatments,
—Boure.
which
some
find

PAY—Salary

THE“™

A

ciation, will be present.
Arrangements had partially been made
for a similar institute at Hancock, but it
was found, necessary to
postpone this in-

for mi-'.,mine!

incren-es with length of

KARL S. BARNES, 82 Water

the

tbe President on the situation in San !
Eastern Steamship Company.
Francisco seems to be an eminently 1
The summer schedule has gone into
sane and conservative statement of i
effect on the Eastern Steamship Co.’a lines
the situation. Like the most official
to Bar Harbor and Bluehill.
accounts of great disasters, it redaces ;
The steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harthe first excessive estimate of the bor for Seal Harbor. Northeast
Harbor,
deathroil. Hot it says that it is im
Southwest Harbor, Brooklin, Sedgwick.
poo8ible to overstate the material loss Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and
involved. Secretary Metcalf has fin ! Rockland, daily, except Sunday, at 1.30
ished the inspection of the entire o’clock, making the usual landings. Rej
burned district, and says that while turning leaves Rockland daily, except
at U0 a. m.
it will never be possible to tell ex- ! Sunday,
The steamer Monbegan haves Bar Harthe
number
of
as
of
actly
dead,
many
bor Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harthe bodies were destroyed iu the bor. Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
ruins, he thinks 300 will cover the j Stonington, Rockland and Portland, and
There are about 1,000 in- Wednesdays and Saturdays for
I number
Prospect
jured iu the hospitals, but of these ! Harbor, Milbridge and Jonesport.
Steamer
leaves
Bluehill
a
few
are
only
dsily, except
seriously hurt.
Sunday, at 2 p. m. for South BluehUl,
North
Haven
and
Stonington,
Rockland.
Our esteemed

8ERVICE.

■Strtirrti&rmrme

equally as secure.
Flying squirrels are not common in this
interest of the American National
vicinity. They are a trifle smaller than
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Red Cross, th world-famous organithe common red squirrel, and their coat is
zation whose work in great national a
silvery gray. From the fore feet to the j
calamities, whether of war, pesti- hind feet a loose fur-cove red skin
lence or famine, has been of such stretches, so that when its feet are
The Maine extended the little fellow forms a living
50 CENTS.
great value to mankind.
oranch is now thoroughly organized, aeroplane, and is thus enabled to launch j
and proposes to carry on its work by itself fearlessly from the top of one tree \
and fly, or, in reality, scale, many feet
Bub divisions, each county to consti- i
from one tree to another.
tute a sab-division. Hancock county
j The Gossiper will always regret that he SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT
must hold a leading place in this
great did not witness the interesting operation j
work, and an earnest appeal is made of moving, as conducted by the flying
OF PRICE.
j
to all public-spirited people—men and
squirrel. The little ones were certainly ]
women—to attend the meetings that too young to fly for themselves, and the;
mother must have carried them, assuming I
are about to be held.
of course that they were not carried off by
Address:
haw ks or owls, which seems unlikely.
Secretary Metcalf’s first report to j
Bveuing of Thursday, May 10. in

discharge except

For further information

How's This*
We offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward .for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cared by
Hal!'* Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Chenev for the last 1,5 year*, and believe him
perfect v honorable in all business transaction*, amt financially able to carry out aujr
obligation* made by ni» firm.
Waldixo, Kisxaw A Marviit.
Wholesale Druggirts, Toledo, O.
Hall** Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood *nd mucous surface* of the bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Fill* for constipation.

theiu.

No

PROMO TIONS—Competent

ene-

Squirrel and her little family of four
or five tiny squirrels, w hose eyes had not
yet opened on the world into which they

i

|

find

tress

any one unfortunate enough to have
married either the man or the woman
who has tied from his or her home
Btate the easier to get freedom, and,
marrying again, has brought into the
world innocent children to be thus
branded by the highest court of the
; land.

|

ould

mies.

partners.

equivocation

w

wind and storm and

rid of tbsir

republican county commitR. L. Gkindlb.
Chairman.

owl

Men Wanted

FOR STREET RAILWAY
WAfJES—I'iie highest paiil by any company.

men

The door is

beasts, of these parts, and
with the door down, even a h.iwk or

BROTHERS’

WHITING

are

now, it

new

Oil Cloths.

Red Top, Red and Alaike Clover.
Seed Peas ami small Seeds for Vegetable and flower
Gardens.

that it falls in
four-footed

and

Timothy. Hungarian,

The federal court is now in session in
It was thought the
Wilmington, N. C.
decision of the supreme court would be
rendered before the federal court convened so that if a new trial was granted
the ease could be tried, but no intimation
Even if the

tine line of

exceptionally

been announced.

has been heard

Papers

S E IDS.

fate

to do.

Wall

and

pri< ea.

Also an

hinged at the top, so at this term. Borne think that by the
place of its own weight.
supreme court not rendering its decidingle is inaccessible to ordinary sion in sufficient time to get witnesses for

ground.

at very low

The

The

Paints

in

Onr entire stock of faints. Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and
faintcrs' Materials is being cleared out at cost. A
ready,
mixed pvnt which we have been selling at U.tK a
gallon,
is now ♦ I -M».
We have a large line of wall papers in new and handsome

j

bred in Maine,—A merican Horae

TIME

is at hand, ami painting and |>ai«erlng are in order. There are
several rooms you have i*>en thinking of ‘‘doing over”, hut
you have put it off from year t» year on account of the cost.
Yon iiave no such excuse thia year : here is the golden opportunity you have iieen looking for. Whiting Hro*. offer

night-prowling
probably
combating it, sbe is still his wife; this it impossible to invade the cosy security the
present term of federal court.
despite the fact that the husband may- of Mistress Squirrel. The squirre., of
have married again and may have
course, could easily reach the nest by “flyFour Klver Drivers Killed.
There ing” or scaling from a neighboring tree* or
been the father of children.
Four river drivers employed by the Ashare also involved the property rights the roof of the camp. Then, crawling in land
Manufacturing Co., on Aroostook
that are inherent in the marriage under the loose swinging door which river, were instantly killed by an explobehind
she
as
was
as
her.
the
snug
sion of dynamite w hich was being thawed
relation; these will further entangle swung
those who have rushed pell mell into proverbial “bug in a rug”, secure from out 3'oaterday morning.

By the Governor.

Friday,

■Vtattiacaustt.

The veteran

the dav of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving credentials of delegates. In order
to be eligible to participate in the convention,
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of t he call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political affiliations may have been, who believe in
the general principles and policy of the republican party and desire its success at the
polls in the coming election in this Htate. are
cordially invited to unite under this call In
electing delegates to the convention.
Per order. Republican Htate Committee,
Seth M. Carter, Chairman.
By row Boyi», Secretary.
Lewiston, April 20,1S»6.

KY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

V

only

Good One from Maine.
Maine horseman and successful breeder, K. H. Greely. of Ellsa
worth, brought up to Boston last week
very promising three-year-old trotting
for EL K.
and
raised
he
bred
which
filly,
Her sire is Mr.
lodge, of this city.
Greely'* grandly-bred yonng stallion, Colombo, by Bingen (2.06%). dam by Allerton
12.00%), second dam by Electioneer, and a
full sister to Gov. Stanford (2.21). The
dam of this filly is by Allie Wilkes (2.1ft).
second dam by Nutwood (2.18%), and
third dam by imported Bonnie Scotland.
has been placed in the hands
j This fillyAlonio
McDonald for developof trainer
ment. She was handled a little last year
j as a two-year-* Id, and trotted a mile in
2.30on a half-mile track. Mr. Greely inus that she can now trot an eighth
| form*
in 17% seconds. Her dam is now owned
j by Mr, Greely, who has strong faith in a
good stout thoroughbred cross. close up.
Mr. Greely also believes in the practice
:»f inbreeding, when the animals are good
individuals and are from ancestor* that
He
inherited weakness.
are free from
owns the trotting mare
Bingen's First
A

POINTY GOSSIP.

be filled by residents of the county
can
ir whicli the vacancy exists.
The Htate committee will be in session in
the reception room of the hall at 9JO a. in. of

I

di'V'Z'&Ao, ’iSs*

|

Jl'jnt tinattf*.

—

n\U IIAKDOU.

BHUTHE IT.

—JUST

Passing

of the

NEW RKVKM’K ( I TTKR

FOR RKPRF.SRNTAT1VK.

Lynam llomie—Politi- Joseph

The

Doyle,
Franklin,
co! XfW#,
Candidate for Nomination.
Italians employed on the sand
g^anx
Joseph H. Doyle, of Franklin, reaffirms
|iHi|nnal Way.
fllter which ia being installed at
Eagle the fact that he is a candidate for repreor alcoholic
drugs
Uke hjr the water company were arrested
v0 dange»u»
sentative of his district, and asks the supinto tlic system
K-tions arc taken
Monday afternoon aa the result of a row at port of all republicans. He has not within
treatment!
(he
is used
tha lake. One of the Italians had bis nose drawn.
Breathed through the
Mr. Doyle was born at Franklin,
I
°. pocket inhaler that comes with ■mashed and Kotert McKay received a 30, lNiJO, and has always resided Sept.
there.
knife cut over the eye and was bruised
of
balsamic
healing
the
arerv outtit.
the most re- atMMil the body. McKay in foreman on
to
Ti,omri neoetratea
the Job, and says the Italians attacked
of the uoae. throat and him and
ffl.tr cells
threatened to kill him, bat he
catarrhal
all
germ.,
killing
from
<»t«rrh

< .ire*

In

Xatural

II.

Is

of

a

Foor

Lt»rrh.

them and started for Bar
escaped
IrriUted mucous mem- Harbor when he met a
squad of policemen
a
and
complete
effecting
and ritliens who had been notified of the
bwm. and
row.
Greatly exaggerated reports of the

the

ir

passages, or give the immediate

the use of Hyomel.
illefJthat followstreatment
Is usually

LYNAM Horn* CLOflgD.

days’

,

The Lynam house, one of Bar Harbor's
oldest hoatelries, has closed and so far as
the present proprietor. John 8. Lynam, is
concerned, for c!l time.
Its long career,
its successful management and its excellent reputation make the passing of
I^rnam s an event of interest and importance in Bar Harbor's
history.
John 8. Lynam and his capable wife

to show how
fll that Is necessary
leklv this remedy will cure catarrh.
been iu
qNl successful ha* Hyomel his
cua"

catarrh among
(5. A. 1’archer sells It
under a posltire guarantee that it
it Rices satisfacnists nothing unless
Ttie complete outfit sells for
lion
while extra bottles can he
one dollar,
pure of
the
“
„,r, that

obtain'd

for ’»0 cents.

KKKI.S ARK
Fl.*hin«

opened

well at

Opw*

Senaon

in

1tm

Branch

or more.

Among th' fortunate Eltsworth flsherat Green lake Sunday were Uollla W.

made their

oen

summer

will have three decks

consist

ex-

who has been

simply

of

two

officers.

a

light battery,

she is

also to

Fred

Weduenday of

L.

last

Pngier
week

r.

or« urr*

of

by

rifles.

sterling integrity and much r>
his umuy acquaintance*. lie

to
a

d

(l»e

man

<1
will be

were

held on Thursday afternoon at 2
o’clock, at the house. Rev. J. M. \ilmn« of
ti. iating.
Tin
Staples, A. \V. Ellis, C. J. Trew<.rg. and
Charles Dunham.
was
at
Interment

«ttnnKh f 'ream.
tMaoln oae-third of a boa of platiaa
in thrre-fourtha of a quart of milk for
one hoar, then pnt on the afore; when
boiling, etir in the jrtdka of three rgga,
beaten with tbrew-fourth* of a rwf> of
•ugar; remove from the fir* and add thn

Juniper cemetery.

beaten

missed in the community. Hr
besides his wife, one daughter,
Mrs. Alanson Jellison. Funeral *

much

leaves

towing bitts and a towing machine are to
be provided, as will also complete apparatus for destroying derelicts. The following will be the principal dimensions
of the new craft: Length over all, 210
feet; length between perpendieulars, 188
feet; beam extreme, 38 feet; depth molded,
26 feet, 3 inches; displacement to 12 feet,
6 inches, water line; 1,190 tons.
The steam machinery will consist of a
triple expansion engine of the vertical,
direct-acting inverted type, having steam
cylinders, 20% inches, 32 inches and 60
inches in diameter respectively, by 27-inch
stroke, built by the Posey & Jones Co.,
Wilmington, Del. Hhe will be fitted with
a steam windlass, steam steering engine,
steam winch on after-deck; an electric
generator of 10 k. w. capacity, which, in
addition to lighting the ship throughout
will be capeble of operating a 24-inch
searchlight located on a platform just

four

A.

L.

Wit ham

caught;

Monday.
fish

taken

at

doing well. All
wm well conditioned, but have
developed their fighting qualities
to find them

will

a

little later when

the

fish

not

yet
they

as

the water

w

cast:

|

arms

op somewhat.

<

ill RCTI \OTKS.
WOMAN

CATHOLIC.

J. O. O'/fnen, pastor.
Sunday, May 6 —High mass and sermon at 10.30.
Benediction and Sunday
acbool after mass.
Her.

j

Per. S. IV. Sutton, pastor.
—

Silas Halcomb, a farmer.Philip Wood
Hetlic, hi* daughter,
\(ln Armeda Richardson
Alvira Halcomb, sister to Silas.
Mis* Esther Higgins
Lisa Ann Tucker, a gossip.
Miss Bundle Carter
Harold Rutledge, from the city.
Mimpson Carter
Mr* Rutledge, Harold’s mother.
Miss Corinue Clark
Mr. HlUlredtb.John Ells
Isabel Carney.Miss Nellie Hhedd

Perry

Dean,

a

country

youth.

«-

aervioc at

Horace, chare boy <
Jenuing*. butler S

m.

BAPTIST.

Mr.
from

■mgg

Miller entertained a party of friends
Boston the past week with Mr. Jen-

kins.

AtWrtlMiHrmg

Sunday

a

fishermen;

special
among

train

brought many

them

Messrs.

John

It k »0M (an
U* think nt*Hrt

.Byron Brewer

POLITICAL SCOTER.
republican caucus to elect

Sunday, May 6
Morning service at | The
delegates
10JO. Sermon by the pastor.
Hunday and alternate* to attend the Hancock
•chool at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meetcounty republican convention to be held
iog»t7. Evening service at 7.30; sermon i at
Ellsworth, June 6, will be held at the
by pastor.
casino Saturday evening, May 5. There is
Bible study and prayar ser\ ica at 7.30 !
a sharp fight on between John Huminsby
Friday evening.
and Roecoe Eddy, and each man is work—

j

MKTHODUVT KPIMCOPAL.
Hew. J. p. Sxn.onton. pastor.

1

ing hi* hardest to elect a set of delegates.
of
the
At a largely attended meeting

Friday, May 4- Prayer service .t 7.30.
Huminsby supporters held Friday evening
8und«y, May 6
Morning service »t a list of delegates and alternates was de10J). Sermon
by pastor. Sunday school cided upon:
•I 11.15.
Kpworth league at 7. Evening
Delegates-C. C. Morrison, Edgar TTus»nr»« »t 7 JO.
aell, Frank Hpratt, D. W. Bunker, F. O.
r FrealoaPreaching Sunday at 2 JO p. m. Alley, George A. Phillips, Charles H.
Mr. Simonton.
Green, W. B. Higgins, L. A. Leach, F. L.
Savage, G. R. Hagerthy, Lester P. Carter,
"JMIUWJATIO.V.U..
C. B. Pineo, Percy Humor, E. A. Graham,
Mee. J. Al. Adnma, yonor.
Frank M. Conner*, Julian Emery, Harry
Sunday. May »— Morning service at M. Conner*.
WJO. Sunday school at 11.4ft.
Alternate* -A. L. Morgan. A. E. ConFrayer and eonlcrenoe meet inn oa Fri- ners. R. U. Higgins, Milton Hodick, Fred
W. O. Fogg, H. L. Graham, J.
Small.
day even,n* at 7JO.
Andrew Wood, H. M. Hodgkins, H. D.
Averill, Fred L. Hadley, Charles Bulger,
Clifford West, M. C. Foster, Eugene
—

mimic;

Welaons, European

Hayinond Findlay and
|°pe performers;
Burke, in “Btageland Satire”; Irventertainer ; the Doris
J®* Jones, coloredthe
“A
vocal

presenting

specialty,
*‘gbt in Venice;” the VsnAukeus, triple
orizontal bar performers; Kenny and
olhs, vocal and talking comedians, ami
‘Us and
Wilson, singers and dancers.
An entire new list of
comedy and intere*ting motion pictures will be shown in
the

kinetograph.

Sleepsin-That non-union man, killed
,a ®tone during the strike, had quite an
epitaph. Chappie—Yes? .Bleep*in—Here
**

°'K*Uley, he done

**®*» but

was

his best to bust the

rocked to rest.

F.rva Giles.

Mitchell, O. K. Stevens, F.
Lmwood Parsons.

J.

Brewer,

These delegates are pledged, if elected,
to vote for L. B. Deasy, for senator and
Charles H. Wood for county attorney.
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
republican caucus last evening,

G.
nominated for repreRaymond Joy
sentative to the legislature over John E.
Bunker and Franklin P. Pray. The total
Mr. Joy received 415, Mr.
vote was 630.
Bunker 200, and Mr. Pray 15.
The caucus was called to order by E. 8.
Clark, chairmau of the republican town
committee.
Joseph W. Wood, 2d, wai
elected chairman, and Harry M. Conners
secretary. B. E. Clark, H. L. Graham and
C. E. Marceys were appointed tellers.
8. J. Clement nominated Mr. Bunker;
seconded by A. E. Lawrence and Dr. Phillips. A. E. Conners nominated Mr. Pray;
E. 8. Clark
seconded by B. E. Clark.
nominated Mr. Joy; seconded by A. B.
At

a

was

Leland and E. T. Hamor
The polls were closed at 10.30, and the
result was soon known.
Mr. Joy is thirty years of age;lheisa
member of the ^.ocery firm of Filield &
He has served on the board of se-

Joy.

fisheries of

It is estimated that

by dogfish

to

Massachusetts is not less

$400,000.
dogfish as a species is actually increasing in numbers, and extermination is
impossible. The
impracticable, if not
than

commission says that it does not
that

in

New

England

developed

for

encouragement

dogfish

should

as

be

dogfish

on

the market under

halibut

or

other staple fish,

can

food,
given

and

the

name

or

to

no

Frank Cross, a son.
\SKELL—At Deer Isle, April 19. to Mr and
Joseph H Haskell, a son. I Lewis
Ed ward. J
LI'NT—At Long Island. April 24, to Mr and
Mrs Hiram A Lunt, a son.
TREADWELL—At Amherst. April 29. to Mr
and Mrs Arthur H Treadwell, a daughter.
TRUNDY—At Htonington, April 26. to Mr and
Mrs George W Trundy, a son.
WOODS—At Ellsworth. April 24. to Mr and
Mrs Will Woods, a daughter.
[Evelyn
H

of

Mrs

under any

The logical plan would appear to be the
development of some economical method
of making the catching and sale of both
large and small dogfish sufficiently re-

fishermen to
bring in the dogfish along with the cod,
haddock, pollock, mackerel and other
valuable fish. The commission concludes
that the matter is of sufficient importance
to warrant an international commission,
which may determine upon a concert of
effort to control this plague.
induce the

Alrnena.]

|

vinegar will

remove

paint from

three times and wash out in

soapsuds.
Acid spots in cotton

or

wool

..

\V orcester,
a

am

§rM

for

the

<iASOI IM

Some-

a

rrtM.

t MilM S.

may be

re-

by touching the spot with spirits
hartshorn. Spots of an alkali nature
removed by moistening with vinegar

\
a

k*mm!

Secondhand Punt, Road

Wagon,
Get

prices

Prices

or

Wagon. Express
Surrey, Light or Heavy.

and terms on my 40

Never

jobs.

I am closing out at

So

Before

L_ow.

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.
First-class order
Tires set for 25 cents.

SII-•

or

If not

job work.
satisfactory,

r~A
|
|-\
LUrvU.

no

pay.

TWKI.FTU
IN

t I Alt

BCKINKKM.

moved
of
are

tartaric acid.
To remove mildew, soak in buttermilk
or lemon juice and place in the sunshine.
To remove grease spots from silk, wool,
paper or wood, cover the spot with powdered chalk or
magnesia, then brown
paper, and cover with a hot iron, not hot
enough to burn. I^et it stand until cool.
or

Repeat

if necessary.

Scorch may be removed by applying the
following formula. The juice of two
onions added to one-half ounce white
soap cut fine, two ounces Fuller’s earth
and a half pint of vinegar. Boil together;
when cold cover the scorched places, dry,
with linen, and the spots will have disap-

DIED.
AMES-At Orland, May 1, Moses Ames, aged
91 years.
BUNKER—At Trenton, April 29, John E
Hunker, aged 86 years, 1 month, 8 days.
DUNTON—At Surry, April 24, Frank Dunton,
aged 20 years.
Ellsworth
Falls, April 25,
FRAZIER -At
Frederick Frazier, aged 72 years, 9 months.
HOLT—Aft Dover, April 90, Miss Zelda Holt,
I formerly of Ellsworth.ikged 85 years.
1 HOOKE-At Boston, April 28. Philip J Hooke,
j of Castine. aged 79 year*.
! JOYCE—At Swan * Island. April 28, William
| 8 Joyce, aged 61 years, 9 mouths.
KIMBALL-At Bosiou. April 24, Charlotte E,
J • daughter of Mr and Mrs Loren E Kimball,
of Northeast Harbor, aged 10 years,
Earl Perkins,
j PERKINS—At Caatine, April 28,
aged 1ft years, 6 month*.
POWERS- At Lakeville. Mass, April 21, Capt
Elijah R Power*, formerly of Brooklin, aged
58 years, 10 months.
1 ROBIN HON-At Somerville, Mass. April 16.
of
n Mrs Henrietta Dodge Kobtntfon. formerly
I Castine, aged 09 years, 1 month. 4 days.
H
Otis
22,
SMALL—At East Buck-port, April
Small, aged 7ft years.
1 SPRINGER
Ambrose
At Franklin. April 26,
Springer, aged 81 years. 2 months. 3 days.
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DO

PV

Brighten

up your
Home with
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and has had considerable experiEngland, the slab erected lectmen,
peared.
departed auctioneer is inscribed ence in politics.
**tha singife word: “Gone.” In Sussex
e
MARINE LIST.
|
initials and date of the death of the
Stranger (entering private office)-Say,
a few days?
ccea»* (l
are
followed by two words: can you let me have |6 for
know
even
Kllsworth
Fort.
you.
don’t
Was-” The most remarkable
inscrip- Broker-Why, I
l‘»n is at
ArApr30, sch J M Porter, New York, coal
related to you by marriage.
Cane Hill
cemetery, Belfast, Stranger—I’m
Frank Lord
week.
wife
last
here the
Hid May 1. schs J F Whitcomb, Franklin;
inscription says: “Left till I married your divorced
Thk
called for.”
Lavolta, Sullivan
Broker—Poor fellow! Here’s f 10.
At

cvpr

I

mnp Ir

Sniff around Soutli street if you are in need of

MARRIED._

ll.LIS—LI8COMB—At Bar Harbor, April 25,
by Rev Stephen Green, Miss Gizella E Illis
to George Olin Liscomb, both of Bar Harbor.
KAY—PATTEN—At Ellsworth, April 28, by
Kev J P Simonton, Miss Mina C Ray, of
Ellsworth, to Adelbert Patten, of North
Ellsworth.
SALISBURY—PATTEN-At Ellsworth, May 1,
by Rev J M Adams. Mrs Rosa A Salisbury,
of Bar Harbor, to John H Patten, of Franklin.

clothing.
Equal parts of ammonia and spirits of
turpentine will take paint out of clothing
Saturate the
no matter how dry or hard.
or

*»»

BARGAINS ON WHEELS.

chester.

cottou

spot two

Potato Planter.

*j.r»*4* <lrv««mg and ptaorti

L. W. JORDAN,

«

BLANCHARD—REED—At Bur Harbor. April
in. by Rev Angus McDonald. Miss Florence
I! Blanchard to Lewis F Reed, both of Bar
Harbor.
Bl'NKER—COLE— At West Somerville, Mass.
April 28, by Kev A Judson Hughes, of
Everett, Miss Mabel Frances Bunker, of
Franklin, to Joseph Henry Cole, of Dor-

Removing Stains.
Hot

HOW JAPS KEEP STHONG.

a*

Mrs

put

misnomer whatever.

munerative to

pHrrtoaomt

•‘Aapiawall”
Thin mmtilim
dperaiitm.

[

seem

and the

Middle States any favorable market
be

Haneoek tooamty trim pktta
aw 4l |»
onto taro

—

The

probable
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UNDERTAKING.

Dogfish Plague.

The Massachusetts fish and game commission has made an exhaustive study of

the

»•

*n«wy toy

FURNITURE

Harchetta.Nevin
Nightingale in a Wood.Knllak

caused

Ivrry farmer
a* nan)
lime ana

JORDAN,

Story.Rcinecke
Mystic Flight.Reinhokl
Carrie Morang

damage

A Hi lh*to

SEEDS- -Firm and QAMMN.

one

Learn

to*.-AI'd.
at

IrciMW

thing of Value from This.
2 to 1OO hnme-imarr,
I Such a thin)? as a weakling is hardly
Robert Carter visited his daughter, Mrs.
known in Japan. The wonderful enCharles Smith, recently, at Ellsworth.
O. W. YOt NO,
durance of the Japanese soldiers and
A son was born to Benjamin Webber
Maine
KHoworth.
sailors in the recent war lias le-en the
and wife April 24—Benjamin Franklin.
marvel of all nations. Both men and
George Fullerton is in Surry this week
women are well, happy and strum?.
at work for Mrs. Sabrina Kane Stevens.
The reason for this, so careful inMargaret Matthews leaves for Northeast vestigators tell us, is that the Japanese,
from
childhood up, know how to keep
Harbor this morning. She has employwell tlirouirli care of the digestive
ment there.
system. If they have trouble with inAdalbert Patten, of North Ellsworth,
AMD
digestion, heartburn, wind on the
and Mina C. Ray, of this place, were mar- stomach, loss of appetite, sleeplessried Thursday, April 26, at the Methodist ness,
headaches, rheumatic pains,
backaches or any of the other troubles
parsonage, by Rev. J. P. Simonton. They
have gone to housekeeping in rooms at caused by a weak stomach, they treat
some of the principal
Mrs. Delia Whitmore’s. All wish them a themselves with
I have leaned the ground
remedies that compose Miona, a stomlife.
and
prosperous
happy
floor of the Eno building
ach remedy that has already a large
sale in Ellsworth at G. A. Bare her's.
on State street, and have
MOSES’ FLO HAL WOKK I* widely kno*n
So uniformly successful has the
moved from my temporary
i*AK H AKllOK only.
Add res
been
in
all
stomach
remedy
curing
Open all ill© year’round.
location on Main street.
troubles where it is used in accordance
[ with the simple directions given with
BORN.
each box, that G. A. Parcher gives a
BOWDEN—At Penobscot, April 23, to Mr and signed guarantee with every BO-cent
Mrs Bert Bowden, a daughter.
1 package to refund the money if Miona
BKACY—At Brooklin. April 24, to Mr and fails to benelit.
Maine.
Ellsworth,
Mrs Clifton L Bracy, a sou.
■ K« >88—At Bar Harbor. April 20, to
Mr and

Albnmleaf.Kirchner

the annual

tUtot will wun ♦
will «mr Uw *

jcUJDnU&cmciUs.

Ellsworth Readers Can

-torty
itoon*

FARMING TOOLS

RIVER.

Capt. Samuel Alley is quite ill. He is
by his brother Fairfield.
I
Leander Smith, of Trenton, is visiting
his daughter, Mrs. George W. Alley.

A

The

Mail to taat*

n«. »»«r row! a ».ht»m»
gittno mrmd
HIK
%rl«lrr.«
tHKlWlH
»•!»
■
(to* («r rtodRfi
Of***

LAKE.

cared for

Play.Gurlitt
Charles Haynes

the dogfish problem.

Has. P. A. A. MUam, pastor.

Krlth** Theatre, Ho* ton.
Galore and hit band will continue to
be the
principal attraction at Keith's for
Bwcommencing May 7. No musi***1 organisation in recent
years has sucow‘<kd in drawing such audience* as have
***** at Keith’s for the
past six days.
Conspicuous on the programme will be
Morris, who exhibits a wonderful
troop* <>f trained ponies, dogs, bears, etc.,
*
capital act for the children as well as the
grown-up.; Frank Bush, Hebrew storyMlrr and
the

At

hltea

»r*

_

MOUTH OF THK

*

M.

GRKKN

hour.

Waltz .Donizetti
Waltz.C M von Weber
Fred Parker
Hcherzino.Hand rock
Jessie Morang
At the Mill.Rogers
Russell Parker
Maypole Dance.Gurlitt
Kern
Hong of the Mill.
Madeline Moon
March.Webb
Military

Capriccio—At Twilight.Gnrlitt

Chester Weacott
Asertah Keep, deaf..William Cleaves
Verbena, hired girl.
Miss Georgianna Weacott

I’NIT AIU AN.

Sunday, May 6
Morning
10JO. Sunday school at 11.45 a.

The domestic drama in (our acts, “Valwill be presented by the Junior
Dramatic club at the Casino on Wednesday evening, May 2, w ith the following

ley Farm,"

Branch pond
These arc
weigh'd about four pounds.
•one of the young fiah planted
in the
pood, and it is gratifying to the fishermen
Ail the

-»

n

Prnoharot, CL H. Bryant
Booth I Bar tola and Mtoatactaa, Joaapb
A. dark aim
Booth oral Harbor, O Cl. Barnard.
Bnllitan, M. K 'nra«
Barry and Kaat 1 m hill, rapid tad by J,
D. MrdJm*.
Hat a a I Wand, to ba anpptiad.
Wnt Tramrmt. Haro It, A. B. Uartar.

r

Webster, Baglc-y, Bay and Pierce. Other
arrivals were Mr. and Mrs. Lowell, Walter
Morse and wife, Edgar Emery and w ife.
H. C. Chapman and wife and Mr. Nutter.
has not made itself apparAi»out twenty-five salmon were caught
into the water, hut they finally secured a although agt
David A. Hooper lodge, F. and A. M.
ent in his appearance, and he wishes to be
hold on the boat, and It held them up i
Sunday. Mr. Hagley caught three, one
cares and responsibilities inuntil other fishermen came to their assist- free from the
weighing nine pounds; Mr. Chapman
1*1.ino Itcoltul.
cident to the successful management of a
act. Both lot; their rods and lines.
forward of the mainmast, and an evapor- caught four, Mr. Nutter one, Messrs. MilThe
first
of
a series of recitals for pupils
hotel. He has therefore closed the house,
At Branch pond Henry Whiting and
and parents was held at the home of Miss rating apparatus having a
capacity of ler and Jenkins four, R. I. Moore and
and will sell the property.
Mr. Grace five.
The fish averaged four
Henry W. Cushman caught three salmon
She
A. May Bonsey last Saturday afternoon, 4,000 gallons of water in 24 hours.
Hunday, and Bangor men took several,
pounds.
will have a speed of about fifteen knots an
and
was
the
following programme
given:
AMATEUR DRAMA.
bad
and

tltdrlrl at til*

ih‘«

I »al«nM».

Pal nrr

«

at hi*

eral yearn, and had been confined
house for several months.
H wi*

be

For assistance to merchant vessels large

Lynam’s, and
people have reOne prominent

m

at the age of *ev< nt v-t wo y« ar*>
Mr. Fra* ier had been in ill health for avv>

fitted for carrying six four-inch breech-

loading

the «inter

here

seventy men arm eight
In addition to being fitted for

carrying

spending

The death of
on

lor a crew ot

JOSEPH II. DOYLE.
Brtwyand Harvard Jordan, each of whom
brought in a four-pounder, ii. I. Moore,
has
been
at
the
Philadelphia lawyer
•ah • man from Bangor in his boat,
the republican ticket. He
house nearly every year for over twenty voting always
was educated in the
landed five on Sunday.
public schools of
Borne
of
the
of
members
the wellAIU g iber about twenty-five salmon years.
Franklin, after which for several years he
known
have
been
then*
Sturgis family
at Green lake on Sunday. :
wre taken
worked at stone cutting.
Feeling the
every year since 1878.
Many letters have ne
Marly all of them weighing around four
cessity of a better education, he left-the
been received by Mr. Lynam from his
(Hie Bangor man caught a nineto
attend
school at Maine Cenquarries
pound*.
guests saying kindly things and express- tral
Institute, Pittsfield, and graduated
pound flsh.
that the hotel is to la* closed.
Taro HI* worth men got a wetting and! ing regret
in the class of 1932, taking first honorp.
While the boh! has not in any one year
had a narrow escape from worse at Green
The following fall he began to read law at
a tremendous profit, it has made
K. K. Howe and George F. Newman, yielded
like
the University of Maine college of law,
in every one of the thirty-six years of its
and the degree of LL. B. was conferred
jr„ were fishing from a canvas boat. .An
It is now* closing
Mr. Newman, in j histoiy « fair profit.
oar went adrift, and
on him by that institution in 1906.
with over thirty rooms either definitely
He has served his town in the capacity
teaching for it, overturned the boat. |
for the coming season or applied
Bc<h were thrown into the water, but j engaged
of superintendent of schools, and as a
for by (tarti^s fully intending to come.
aorwded in reaching the boat. Several
teacher of twelve terms he has had reBut Mr. Lynam to no longer a young man,
times it rolled over and threw them again ;
markable success. Ho is a
member of

and M. I

tp-ui*.Bt.

IHwaat

ton, has returned and went to liar Harb
with Mr. and Mr*. Fob.

pole masts upon
which staysails can beset for steadying the
ship in a beam wind. The living quarters
will be very commodious, provision being

home at

year after year the same
turned to the
hotel.

<»i-;

tending the whole length, the spar deck
being flush forward and aft. The rig will

with

for about fifteen guests.
Three additions have been built at different times, so that the hotel now has about
seventy-five rooms. For thirty-six year*
Mr. Lynam and tits wife, who died last
September, have conducted the hotel
moat acceptably to the many guests w ho
have patronised it from year to year.
Some of the most aristocratic families of
New York, Philsdelpbia and Boston have

Pond and Green Enke.
Tbe i<t in Branch pond and Green lake
veniout Saturday, and the fi-hing season
salmon were in the
opened up well. The
bding mood, and few fishermen left th»

pond* without one

Lynam cottages

*»:TH«H»l"»r PABTORA.
his

at

a .n-

accommodations

Z/.INti.

III

the

<

\i,m

John IL Ht nailna appovt Huwday
(44 hnaa at t Maiagaa.

hr

j

affair reached town, the number of killed
being placed at from one to five.

J possibly

Kepi..

Maine

r
♦

The revenue steamer Androscoggin, to
Mn C. 4. Trow orgy m4 Mi** Lata
►
'•Is
ffrrnm of
replace the Levi Woodbury on th
f Trtwoegy were in fta*gw Tavaday.
Mathodwl rha>-h»a. MM at Vuwlhavtoi,
Maine, for winch Congress has appropriiJr 14. M. Haynes and wile went to Hoard V ,.’ay. n
tiurota of tba
»..,•*
ated t-#W,000, is now being built at T mp*
a tin
-r«l dotriou ««w anBangor Monday, retnmtMg Tueadai
p
kins Cove, N. Y.
Mm. Caroline Kenney, of law, N II *
She will te a composite vessel very Af•**. H B Rnakatt. for th. paat yanr
ferent in design from other vessels in the visiting rvlftiim hart for arwfil ««4n.
H Or.no, raa ai.;*.latad praaidlnff
Rev.
H W ( onlay, of N<smm, waa No par
intended
as as effective iceservice, being
•Ma* of IB Bnrkapnrt dwtrirt.
Mr. tlaaover Bight lam wtwh, the gwsnt of fv
S
and
to
be
fitted
in
other respect*
breaker,
k*M nan* la Ormaa from I hot it. lb k a
for work on this dangerous coast in all Moore and wilt.
•treat* rtpoama* apaakar and an abla
weathers.
Mrt. James Hough, wh>« has has ill ? -r
The bow, Instead of being !
maanpaa of pariah a da Ira. Mr. Ilaakall
several
as
ia
now
In
has
been
a
erttb-ml
randlram-shaped,
days,
customary on
nttl nakr ka braat.tnan.-ra derm* th#
other revenue steamers, is cut away under tion. Mrs. R. H. C lough, of Otdt- an. »a
water to facilitate getting through the ice j helping care for her.
Tba laOnntn* app*..ntnaanta to tlanoaak
by breaking it down rather than cutting
Mrs. W. H. Brown went toFad Mar time wonty rbnarbna arara mad*it.
through
last Thursday to spend several week* With
Bar Hnrbar, k L liana*.an and W. A.
Although wood is used for the greater Mr. Brown, who ia employed aa mill
of
the vessel, metal has been
portion
aright on tha mill being built there by
BruokavtUa, A. B. Chrtar
worked in wherever it will add to her the Hast MachUs Lunibr Co
Bamaport, dam W prim, M.
lightness and strength without detracting
Friends of Mrs. Lynwood fwrtr*-M will
garkiprl t antar and Kaat Ito. kaport,
from the object for which the wooden be
glad to know that she has recovered •nppitad hy d * Tripp
construction
was
adopted. All wack sufficiently from a recant surgical
MiratBatina, P Palladia..
beams will be of steel, as will also the
tion at the Kastern Man>> general how
Mbaattk d P Bin ant an.
hanging knees, deck stringer plates, hatch pital to return to her home in ciouUUt v.r
Franklin, Marry Iran.
coamings, etc. The stern post, rudder
a.---* Ba*»-aU
IBP
vp>«WMWri)
•MCI | rinJ*v < IlnTTOr, II. W*
Judsou Fox and wife return. «l t
ii*r
post aud rudder are to be of manganese
Harbor Monday eveuing, after spcuaii.g cmrbb
bronze
Or la nil and Waal
several weeks here. Mr*. Lu<re(ia
lVnohanot, d. K.
».
The vessel

^riiyonjcl

inU> the stomach
^mediclnetaken
reach the remote cell* of

Androscoggin
Woodbury on

Will

American

:

If your Furniture, Woodwork
or Floors are old, faded, soiled
or scratched

“L25
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WORK A TRANSFORMATION
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Ellsworth Falls,

moore,
MaltieJ

i>.
Oj
Au

has subscribers al 107
7 post-offices in Hancock county.
'her papers in the Countycom•toi reach so many. The Ameriiot the only paper printed in
coun.y, ana has neterclaimed to
is the only paper that c<*» prop

/

bi
can'

llav

be,
eri-y

called

April

’nerely
papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
.Record's summer list, is larger
t of all the other papers printed
-oc k county.

U
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-erwat County
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A

visiting her
parents, T. M. Blaisdell and wife, in East

Hal C. Bunker made

a

Ain

Verana Bunker

c

business trip to

M. Mathews has moved his family
Cherryfteld, and has charge of the
Abbott boarding-house.

home from

was at

Rile.

w

Cummings returned Saturday from Greenville, where she has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Nellie Moun-

is confined to the house
knee, which has been twice

lanced.

BlauciU & Co.,

G. is loading for W. B.
for
with dock stone

Miss

Georgia Nash

is

district.
teacher at

Ryetield.

strut mre, and a landmark for
more, has been torn down.

large

fifty

years

j

took

wedding

was

April

attired in

Harry

j

i

hand-

a

useful

they

collation.

a

be

!

at home to their friends at

of this

friends wish

her

Springer

grip,

is

making repairs

to

Clark, who has been ill with
improving.
ponds, about

ten

Charles E. Smith has purchased
of horses of Ellsworth parties.

pair

a

At the town

meeting recently held it
was voted to instruct the selectmen to
draw plane and specifications of bridges
to be rebuilt, and to receive bids for stone,

bridges, said bids to be
town meeting to be held

steel and wooden

presented

at

a

soon.

Mrs. Viola Sawyer has moved into the
Elmwood house at Egypt, where she w ill
keep boarders. On Wednesday evening a

house-warming
useful

was

presents

people played

were

held

there.

left.

tucker and

The

Many
youn

pit untJ'

„*jC

gray streaks of morning were visible in
the east. Charles J. .Smith, of
Egypt,
made appropriate
remarks. Cake and
coffee

were

April

served.

Ch’e’JBL

30._
MARLBORO.

Harvey

Albert

is

moving

his

family from
the Shea house to S. H. Remick’s house,
formerly owned by Eben Hodgkins, of
Trenton.
Q. Burnham and wife, of Ellsworth,

E.
who

called here last week to attend
the funeral of Mrs.
Burnham’s sister,
were

Sedtiia A. Ham, have returned to
their home.
Mrs.

Remick, who went to Boston to see
his daughter, Mrs. Sedelia Ham, who was
ill in the hospital and who passed away a
b. H.

few

hours before his arrival,

came

She

mother.

was

She left

laid to rest
a

father,

one

half-sister,
She

beside her

sister, one
daughters.

a husband and two
good Christian woman, a kind
a devoted mother and
daughter.

was a

wife and

She always had

a smile and a
pleasant
word for everyone. She had
many friends
in her home, who sent beautiful flowers.

Much

the

ground,

they

but

30.__R,

of

West Eden, is visiting

j
j

j

some

farming

for

sympathy is felt for her husband
daughters, who were unable to

and two

funeral. Mr. Ham has rehis home in Watertown, Mass.

to the

managed by Frank Carleton

and wife.

Rev. Mr. Barnard and his bride are
attending the East Maine conference at
Vinalhaven, and report a fine session.
Mrs.

Henry Boynton, with

her

and
her mother, is expected here soon.
Mrs.
Boynton will make her home here w ith
her mother.

pleased

son

Hinman, who has been enduring a
suspense in regard to her daughter
her family in ban Francisco since the

April

30.

jf.

ilicrrtisrmmlg.

Get

SCOTT’S
Emulsion
When you go to

and

ask

for

etc., of cod iver oil are plenti*
Ful but don’t imagine you are

last
sale.

that place.

munity. passed away at his home here
Wednesday morning. Although be had
been poorly for some months his death
came as a surprise to the neighbors and
friends.

The

death

bronchial

was

immediate

cause

of

pneumonia.
been a life-long

Sand for free sample

severely

blown

flowers

April

were

active,

thou into the

1

j

HANCOCK POINT.

SOMERVILLE.

April

bidden all

Y.
—.

The-

■'

LAMOINE.
M iss

Mary Covey

is

employed

in

worth.

F.

Jesse Alexander, of
ing at Sidney Bracy’s.

Bucksport,

is visit-

Miss Harriet Higgina is spending
here.

a

few

weeks at her home

OTTER CREEK.
John Richardson and family have moved
into their hew house.
Miss Annie Davis has gone to Southto visit her sister, Mrs. Eva

McKay.

Miss Charlotte Cross,
teaching the school in

commenced
Eden diatrict,

who
the

GREAT

Guy Chick
gone to

and

Sebois for

NORTH PENOJWarr.
Mr*. Annie l„ Hutrhin* h»» t
n «p.
pointed fxwtiniatrea, at the It
.'

on

neighbors

New Smelter

Revolutionizes

j

Mining
of

Bedford
Ex-Mayor Ashley
Heads Big Boston SyndicateStock of Maggie Murphy Copper
Has Risen Irom 25c to
Company
j
60c Share.

J
j

Bcnhoiv. April 6. Ex-Mayor ( hurl *8.
brad
Aahley. of New Medford, i.** th* « ti
of a new ayndnmt^ ju*»t form-d, f r the

purpose
»

to

n»

method for

v»

>t;-.pfet«

a

la the death of Sinter Kdlth M.
members of
Kowcn* Kebckah
the lt»i of one of their your.a
aud valued members, and her family lads- j
p rived of the love of a daughter »»<» sister:
htmaierrf, That we extend to our departed ;
sister's immediate family our sincere sympathy In this great bereavement.
Jfnvlvrd. That in memory of our departed
sister, our charter be draped in mourning for
]
the space of thirty days.
Unoivr i. That a copy of these resolution* !
be spread upon our records, a copy be sent to revolution in
mining meth *1-.
the bereaved family, and a copy he primed Boston Post lant Hunday. 'I*.
in The Hluvosth Amkkicax.
will coat only £*>,000, where
•:
to refine the same ore would
Jiua J. Gilley,
This smelter mean* «v»ry
Akvilla tv. Cum,
hi* own smelting aim that \
Kathaeixk Mason,
toforc not worked can be with 1
Committee on resolutions.
ore at a

lodge

j

mourn

.*

tbt
It*r

* ;><*»!
f*»\COO.
n

■-

do

grade

big profit.

Kx-Mavor Ashley is th-

t the

or-

neof
< •>m; .»•
the largest copper properties in W\ -nunf.
r*+c*a
Those w ho bought nt«* k at ’?*
‘ri<^
a
profit of 130 |>er cent., n*
pfice has gone to 60c, and will advance
We
r>
marks
still higher before long. The
ured
A*h!«->
story of how

Murphy ('tipper

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
I. E. Ralph and daughter Virginia spent
Sunday in Ellsworth.

Stephen Small idge, w ho has been ill for
the past few weeks, is improving.
Capt. W ill Jordan look his yacht to
Bristol last week for changes and repairs.
I). J. Manchester and wife, who have
spent the w inter in Florida, returned last

Ex-Mayor

control of the Maggie Mur; by m. .and
the big tapper strike, will l* wnt 1°*°^
one.
Address Maggie Murphy 1 PI**
Co., 16 Htate street, Boston.

Banking.

week.

Dr. Frank R. Ober retimed to his duties at Carney hospital, South Boston,

j Monday.

The crew of yacht Hesper arrived Monand have begun the work of putting
Ella-: day,
her in readiness for the coming season.

Fellows’ memorial service was
the Union church Sunday, April
29. The address was delivered by Rev.
Mr. Aldrich, of Southwest Harbor.
The Odd

held in

The
dened

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

Ellsworth Lon. aid
A
Is

now

opeu.

community has been greatly sadby the death of Charlotte E. KimWHY

xUtorrtifinimitft.

PAY RENT

wtieu >ou can borrow on > T
1
shares, give a first mxrtgi-’
>'
reduce it every tuoath?
f
payment* ku«I Interv.-t tog^i
will amount to hut llttlr U',,re
Ulan you are now pay n« , >r
rent, «nd Ju about leu years >■ 1
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

Northeast Harbor, Maine.

NEW SERIES
Share*, $1 earh. mnnllly
meats, Ml per share.

~~

RALPH',
Architect and Builder.

MWM

HOME.

particulars Inquire of
Hkxmy W. ct human

ring Nat
A. W. Ktyo. President.

*

**fa-

bins »W

SURE, lift, CIEIP Ultil

have

Sunday school was reorganized Sunday, April 29, with the following officers:
Mrs. Vienna Williams,
superintendent;
Miss Maud Archer, secretary and treasWilliams

and

Hada

Shuman, decoration committee.
30.

a

wfctehnrnana

MfiMOKlAL KKSMM'THtSS.

FAIRBANKS
STATIONARY

je.

‘•I suffered hapttually from constipation.
Doan's Regulets relieved and strengthened
the bowels, so that they have been regular
ever since.”--A. E. Davis,
grocer, Sulphur
Springs, Tex.-Advt.

PORTABLE

M**II,E

ENGINES

The

April

exploiting

POND.

Maynard Linton
driving.

Ruth

of

melting ore,

this milestone

M'hrrea*.
Ksiph the

John Laughlm, who was severely injured this spring by slipping from a load
of logs, is improving.

Misses

New

!

Ezra Williams came from the drive Saturday night. He has been working for
Howard B. Moore.

urer;

..

who has

of

Miss Agnes Higgins is visiting at Bar
Harbor.

30.

Mrs. Julia Holden, of the Dingo hotel,
spent the winter with Mrs. tram
assisting in the care of the invalid Mr.
I rani, had reached Bangor on her way to
fkiothwest Harbor when a telegram recalled bar to Boston, Mr. Cram having
died somewhat suddenly
though bis
condition bad been critical and the fatal
ending not unexpected by bis relatives.
Spit AY.
April 30.__

|

John Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with his father and sister.
Arnold,
Brookline, Mass.,
arrived here Friday. During hia week’s
Mary, little daughter of Mrs. Sadie
stay he planned to plaut his gardens, Olson, has been quite ill the past week.
besides making other preparations for the
Miss Minnie Pomroy, of Bangor, was
coming summer season, bul lute been the guest of Mrs. Benjamin Young Saturgreatly hindered by inclement weather.
day and Sunday.
At the Y. P. S. C. E. meeting in the
The sons and daughters of Lamoine,
union church Sunday there was
special w'bo reside in the devastated city of the
music. A duet by Mrs. Trask and Miss Pacific are all
unharmed, so far as can be
Knox, ’’The Beautiful Isle of Some- ascertained.
where,” and a solo by 1. T. Ober, “The
James Covey, who has been ill for
j
Migbty Deep,” were beautifully rendered the past three
weeks, is recovering.
and highly appreciated.
Others are confined to the house witu bad
April 24.
j.
colds and grip.
April 30.
H.
SOUND.

George

their friends and

merry with them
in married life.

rence.

30.
-—

Mount Desert Island local union of
Christian Endeavor societies and
Epworth
leagues will be held at Southwest Harbor,
May 5. It is desired that every society on
the island be represented.

Clifford Robbins, of Breakwater light
station, white on a visit here last week,
fitted his brother's boat w ith a naphtha
engine.
l.Ugar Robbins and his wife returned with him to the station, where
they intend to remain for the season.

make

joy

South Law

April

VV. W. Rich w ill leave this week to re< beapeot accident 1 nan
raw
r)H
the work he has been engaged in the Kelectrle Oil. Ntup* the j.aln an.! htala
th,
past year. His house has been leased for wittad. Ail drtitnriata sail u. t..
the summer to Clarence Clark, whose own i
home, WillowfUld cottage, has been again
dhS/Ttiarmoug.
rented for the season.

the reception at the home of George Harmon and wife on the evening of May 7.
the fifth anniversary or “wooden wedding’' of these young people, who have

Kdna Galliaon baa returned home from
visit in Portland.

in

employment.

sume

son, Onias

_

many other

distemper, which has been
here for the past three

K. Mason has had a rail to
government stone work at Owl's
as he is just getting out after a
severe attack of avialio rheumatism, it
will lie a week or two before he can respond to the call.

T.

Selwyn Penney and wife have returned
to their home in Bangor.

was an

resi-

LAMOINE.

Mrs. tiara Abbott is
visiting ter cW.
dren in Boston for a few
weeks.
Msry Bennett, who has been employed
in Boston for the past tew
months returned home last Monday.

William

found.

30.

industrious

here, and

had

as are

for

engage in
Head, but

new

farmer. It may be said of him: “Well done,
thou good and faithful servant; enter

dent

Springer

felt

grip,

EAST

Merton Pierre has gone to
Seal Huh.

months.

Anon.

James Buzzell, of Bangor, ha# l«een in
town the past week.

Mr.

attack of

victims of the.

up
P It, i’00(l

obtained.

is

The Congregational sewing circle held a
Through the kindness of Capt. John picnic supper at the banquet hall WednesAndrews, a mayflower party went to Han- , day of last week. It was well attended,
cock Sunday in his power boat. Those on f
considering the many cases of illness.
board were George Andrews and wife, !
Fully one-halt of the circle were abnt-lnr,
Allen Hall and wife, Frank Trundy and
j so that the work fell upon a few who well
wife, Albert and May Robertson, Elmer filled the bill and provided an appetizing
Johnson, George Bartlett, Ernest An- sapper.
drews and Walter Havey. Very few fullA pleasant social event in anticipation is

a

west Harbor

SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists
*09-413 Pearl Street,
New York
BOo. and $1.00. All druggists

of

Misa Beatrice Carroll has returned from
Houlton, where she has been attending
the academy for the winter, staying with
her sister, Mr*. Seth Thornton.
Mrs. Fannie Crockett is recovering after

house.

his

getting cod liver oil when you
Lewis Dorr spent a week visiting relai3ke them. Every year for thirty tives at W interport
recently.
we’ve been increasing
Charles Tracy and Clarence Higgins have
years
tne sales of Scott’s Emulsion. begun their spring’s work for B. C. Chndage at Seal Harbor.
Why? Because it has always April 23.
H.

trying

earthquake and lire there, has at
heard by telegram that they are all

they

that

Ambrose Springer, the oldest and one of
the most respected citizens of this com-

Sullivan.

ested friends.
Mrs.

to know

safe in their home at

trip

Phillips Eaton is again on the road, and
is spending Bui.day with his
family. His been better than any substitute
little boy is gaining from bis late severe
for it.
much
to
the
illness,
joy of a host of inter-

and

are

_

Clark.

of thy Lord.” He leaves
E. J. Clark, of East Surry, arrived Mon*
j
Springer, of this place, a day to work for C. A. Penney.
L>. G. Hall planted seven bushels of daughter, Mrs. Inez Newman, of North
Jennie Ball is working for a few weeks
Jay, an aged slater, Mrs. Mary Jane Gor- at the
potatoes April 21.
Granite hotel in Sullivan.
V. G. Wasgatt and little son Boyd vis- don, and a foster-daughter, Mrs. Mann
Men arrived last week to make some reHeed.
ited Mrs. Caroline Richards Sunday.
Funeral services were held at b«a late pairs on Crabtree ledge lighthouse.
George King has recently purchased a home
William Deane and James Board man. of
Friday, Rev. Mr. Lorimer officiatpair of bay horses, well matched and
ing. Interment was at Bayview cemetery, Bangor, are at their cottages for a few
good workers.
Franklin.
days.
8.
April 3).
M.
April 30.
j George Phillips is at home from the
Baltimore dental college for his summer
EAST BROOK.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
vacation.
There was a chopping bee at Mrs. Helen
Miss Balia Tracey has gone to GouldsWilliam Crabtree and wif have moved
Dyer's Thursday.
boro to teach.
from Livy Penney’# hou**' into their
Miss Tracy, of Sullivan, is the guest of
Miss Matt is Jell ison.
Jasper Bragdon is employed at Burn- house at the Point.
ham's mill at Egypt.
April 30.
E.
Nearly all of the men in this vicinity
Nathan Collar has gone to Bingham,
are on the drive for
Henry French.
NORTH LAMOJNK.
where he has employment.
The dance Thursday evening was a
great
Charles Brown and w ife are
occupying
Miss Grace Woodworth has gone to Bar
success and all enjoyed a
very pleasant
their new summer home.
Harbor, w here she lias employment.
evening.
Edgar Springer, who has been ill w ith
Marion Collar returned Friday from
Miss Goldie Lawrie, who has been
pneumonia, is recovering.
spending a week with her parents, re- Great Pond, where she has been visiting.
D. Y. McFarland and wife, who have
turned to Waltham Sunday.
Hervey Mureh came up from Bar Harbor
spent the winter in Massachusetts, are
B.
April 39.
Saturday for a week's stay with his family. home.
Motet Abbott loaded a car w ith hoops
Mrs. Belva Murphy, w ho is employed at
SEAL COVE.
last week at the Eastbrook siding. The
Ellsworth, is spending a week with her
Mrs. R. H. Grace, who has been
car
held about 220,000.
ill, is
parents, A. E. Sargent and wife.
better.
A few days ago, as two
boys, Dallas
Mrs. Newell Tripp and daughter Ruth
Mrs. Mildred Carver has gone to Bar Tracey and Stanley Lawrie, were
looking have been in Waterville the
past two
Harbor for the season. and will give in- for may flowers, they came upon a trap in
weeks, the guests of Mrs. A. L. Tripp.
w hich was a
struction in music.
large, live bobcat. The cat
Mrs. Daniel Champion and little son, !
Willard Norwood, jr., has shipped on showed tight and the boys went home,
who have spent several weeks with her
schooner Hattie H. Barbour, C*pi. S. W. secured a gua and went back and ahot
was joined
by her husband last
V\ebater. The Barbour loaded stone at him. The cat weighed about twenty mother,
Wednesday, and he with his family reSullivan for Philadelphia. Mrs. Webster pounds.
turned
on
Wednesday night to their home !
April 23.
Mar.
accompanied her husband on the
to

a drug store
Scott’s Emulsion
April 3ft.
Abe.
you know what you want; the
man knows you ought to have
SULLIVAN.
Capt.and Mrs. Bennis are home from It. Don’t be surprised, though,
their winter in Cambridge.
if you are offered
something
The Bristol will be opened in a few
days else. Wines, cordials, extracts,
and

come

turned to

ire

one

home

Monday In company with James Ham,
who brought his wife’s remains here for
burial.

to

Charles King is doing
Robert Higgins.

his

on

Egypt

has gone to

The ice has gone out of the
days later than last year.

shaken

Ivory Higgins,

mill

Warren

rancisco,

OBITUARY.

been received by Mrs. Annie

relatives here.

mill.

th“

family and Arthur Newman, formerly of this town, and now of San

,„*'”*"*

a

^

William Sinclair and family, of Sargentsee him out again after a long illness.
The condition of Peter McKenzie does villc, came last Friday to spend the summer.
not improve as rapidly as bis friends hope
M. H. Mason has finished the plumbing
for.
Zemro Hall and George Colson arc* ex- work on Foster’s new house. It will soon
Ik* occupied by Herbert Workman.
pected home this week from Bangor,
Mrs. Kelley and Miss White, w ho have
where both went for an operation for apbeen employed at C. W. Sargent’s, returned
pendicitis.
Owing to the stormy weather Rev. O. G. to their home in Hancock last week.
Barnard was unable to preach his farewell
J. W. Hall is in town. He has been
lermon.
A host of good wishes from away since January, and at one time was
He is in poor
many friends go with him and his bride very ill In Ellsworth.
;o their new home.
health now, not having fully recovered
Relatives and friends of Will Rams* from the shock.
s

besotir,,^
endowVt

exceedingly

,n<,
child, snd
i h
lovable qualities which
instantly
her to everyone whom she
met' T,
but ten years old she was a
child f"
reptlonal promise and will i"
missed here.
™“*T
April 3D.
M.

,.

to

tail

recently purchased

r~

li,»,,rto*

SlTItRY.
son was recently added to the
Another camp has been
Woodbury OiHey.
built on ,h
shore of Patten's pond this
Mrs. Jacob Mayo, Jr., will leave for 3act>
ywr, ,
Daniel McKay, who command*
this week to visit her son Alfred.
tis„
yacht
Emerald,
owned
p.
by
Lewi,
Henry Clark has leased his wharf to the of Spokane. Wash Is
the
owner
Eastern Steamship Co. for a term of years. j
McKay i. the acknowledged
“™mp
John Uiliey and ton left Wednesday for ! M. E. l.inniken was
boas architect
Isle au Haut, where they will be employed
illiam Davis was master
builder tv.
on stone work.
camp is delightfully situated ou the
D.J***
Miss Geneva Gilley, who spent a part of ; shore, adjoining camp
Unniken n
the winter with relatives in Boothhay, is located on a high wooded
hluft, »„'d
again clerking in the .tore of Henry! its wide veranda a broad view
Jr

SORRENTO.
John E. Kane has moved into his

pleased

are

has returned to

John Thomas has work at Bar Harbor.

FRANKLIN.

WEST

a

days,

EDEN.

B.

S. S. Scammou is

Irvin

few

a

Blaisdell of the safety of her son and
Rev. Harvey Luckenbach and
San Francisco. Their dwelling

April

town, and her many
joy in her new life.

30.

■work in

home for

escaped uninjured.

house, Dorchester.
Mrs. Cole is a daughter of Mrs. Roland

April

big goose in the

daughter,
family, in
was

the Tattle

Bunker,

a

Scammon, who has been at his

Ernest

Word has

Mr. and Mrs. Cole

of many beautiful and
After a short wedding trip

gifts.
will

Hardison shot

!

23.

was sn

Another

family

STABILITY

family

recently purchased.

of Atwood Bunker

Somesvilie.

recipients

the

F.

bay last week.
Richard Harriman goes to Bar Harbor
for the summer this morning.
old

After the ceremony those present came
forward to offer congratulations and then
were

>

a

EAST FRANKLIN.

trimmings.
of

30.

march

travelling gown of gray with silk

partook

island.

Ramsdell, of San
that they
remained in their homes for some time
after the earthquake, but were finally
driven by fire.

F. Bunker, and her nephew, MasterOarroll
She

Clark's

The letters stated

Francisco.

upon the arm of her brother, Charles R.
Bunker, and attended by her niece, Pauline
W. Banker.

for

stone

home

a

Friends

and Mrs. Helen Bunker

Lohengrin the minister and groom
their places. Then the bride entered

some

here to

the

man.

from

dimension

April

his

has

She

sttrmtlve

weeks' serious illness.

was called home by the illness of a relative, and Miss Florence Kimball, of Bedfast, has taken her place.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Pleasing news was received Friday as to
j>ers<»nal safety of Arthur Newman

Mrs. Charles R.

Somerville, was the scene
of a very pretty wedding Thursday evening, April Jti, when his sister, Miss Mabel
Frances, was united in marriage to Joseph
Henry Cole, of Dorchester. Rev. A. Judson
Hughes, of Everett, w as officiating clergyof West

To the strains of the

phia,

oth+r pntei

»M

Charles Butler has moved

cargo of curbstone for Philadelalso
schooner
Qeorgietta with

a

Schooner

BUNKER-COLE.
The home of Mr. and

*W (uMHi-onnl Ocmnty Ximm

opera-

Catherine sailed Friday with
cargo of curbstone for Fair ha van.

or

Bunker,

an

Schooner Hattie Barbour sailed Tuesday
with

a

he underwent

general hospital.

primary

The old Gerrish store, so-called,

where

tion for appendicitis at the Eastern Maine

teaching at Egypt

Miss Lula Bunker is

COUNTY NEWS.

George Colson returned Monday from

Bangor,

dark's Island.

|

>»O0.

24.

Kelliher h»« found employment
Bar Harbor.
Hiram Robbins ia out again, after three

i. severe

tain.

Schooner Robert

|

ACCURACY

ball, oldest child of Mr. and Mr.
Kimball, which occurred in

o*Aer

Frank
at

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Mrs. Letitia

.Eeaiie Swan
wi.halame

THE FIRST NATIONAL

The many friends of Howard Gordon
united in a benefit social Saturday evening, which was well patronized.

iirscy

Ervin

A.

days last week.
Carroll Dunn returned from Boston
recently, where he has bees clerking for a

«.<

horse.

proves they were wrong, and the accounts are continually growing.
If you have not already an account, we invite you to open one
on our next interest quarter, APRIL 1, likKl.

from

few

a

is

Walter Newman has returned from Bar
Harbor, where he has been employed during the winter.

on

Ban^r Saturday.
Augusta

Springer

A.

Franklin.

Bangor

in

was

Tuesday.

business

Ralph

COURTESY

A large number of people have said, “It is no use for me to try
and save, because 1 CAN’T.” That is not so, because a person
CA N if he, or she, will only try.
Quite a proportion of our depositors said the same thing when
they opened their accounts in our Savings Department a little over
two years ago, but the amount now eutered on their bank books

hall.

Omu> ITmm

SOlTirWSST HARBOR.

“Whatever your station in life.
Your duty perform 1 ke a map.
Through the toils of this world and its strife.
Not I CAN'T wins, but always I CAN."

_

Bangor.
Pythian sisterhood will give a May
ball on Tuesday evening, May 1, at K. P.
Mrs.

j

LIBERALITY

R-

30.

nUllMMl

J

The

--

COUNTY NEWS.

aftbrrtistnwnt*.

of

in

FRANKLIN.
John W. ElaiwieU

telling

NORTH SULLIVAN.

ether pages

see

letter

P. Goodwin and wife spent Saturday

W.

NEWS

Vi \

i

i

came a

havoc to

local

rest

later

their home by the earthquake, and later of its entire destruction
by fire. Henry Simpson, too, had a like
experience, and at last accounts was in
the open air at Golden Gate park, with
the large number of unsheltered ones.
the

all the

COUNTY paper;

a

days

A few

v meric an

a

start,

j
!

pairs;

run
are

fewjjj

and stop right; need
J
most economical; haye w*

exclusive advantages which make tu
SUPERIOR TO ALE. Every FairW®**
engine guaranteed faultless.
F'1^"

[ demonstrated at our store.
t parts and second-hand engines »
ways on hand. Write us your po*c
needs TO-IJAY.

The Fairbanks Company
196

Exchange 8t.t BANCOR*

NEWS.

POtrNTY
l'
J M. Vug’

pass

through many trying ordeals, which
borne with

were

rare

patience and Chris-

tian

(AHTINE.
returned on ThurwUy

fortitude, and her quiet, helpful spirit
was an
inspiration to all.
On Dec. 19, 1905, she was married
to
George A. Oakes, of Hancock, and went
to her nesr home with
happy anticipations

from

.triptoBcK'n.

forth*' future. To our finite minds the
ordering of divine providence seems often
to be shrouded in
mystery, which is only
«ew in* circle meet* l hi.
file Melh'jdi.t
dispelled in the thought that “sometime
M“ry Colli“*'
Mr*»i,h
,eet
we’ll understand”. The
memory of a sweet,
Ereciii»n w.. here iwvcrml
M -» >tyrite
; pure life is left as a rich legacy to the
oil . visit to friend..
i'cvk
sorrowing husband and to her two nieces,
4,0 [Ml
in.de . vtait to hi. Mrs.
Mary Witham and Miss Grace
n«i*n» Ahceler
.nd
Sunday.
on S.turd.y
Ward well, to whom she had given a mothfriend* here
i. «t the home of her er’s love and care.
Jlr, Ki ni*ton
Mrs. Oakes was a consistent member of
Ed. Connor, for the
Mr*.
the Methodist church in Castine. Funeral
looimcr
services were held at Hancock, conducted
ran another of hb popular
j M. Dennett
l*unch Dodger °® Sunday, by Rev. J. P. Bimonton, of Ellsworth.
rtrkcr nwd« • vi.it to tier
u„ oti»
week,
in Oriwtd l..t

JU

excar*

K> Stockton.

W. Wallace Conner is home, ill with
bad cold.

will be played thia after^ ball game
between the Dark llarbor and Uaa-

J

tiKbigb

Bucksport.
to

■

Miss Annie K. Leach returned Saturday
Portland.
I
A

(

and

daughter
w ife
April

was

bom to

a

leHtif'nal County JVetr*.

nee

other

W. Gray is painting his house.

A.

|

»r.

Boston, where she baa spent the winMr*. Dresser will remain here for

lbti<una.cr.
A. F. Adams and wife arrived Friday
from Boston, where they have spent the
winter. Tbeir many friends are pleased to
ns them again.

The schooner Erne lie Bell has gone to
Bangor with gravel.

some

time In attendance

Mrs. Ethaiinda Coombs, of Sargentville,
at J. P. Dunn’s last week.

Ernest Cloason and family are visiting
relatives in thin neighborhood.
The schooner \V. O. Nettleton arrived
with freight from Portland Sunday.

commercial school in

of the normal
achool was tendered a reception at the
botneof Principal A. F. Kichardaon. Saturday evening the F clans was given a reception

si the

Ralph

the A class

samcjdace.
ha*

Norton

taken

position 1

a

the yacht Narcissus
owned by Oliver McClintock, and they be- 1
gin work thi* morning preparatory to pot- !
ting the boat in commission.
with hia father

on

Biscuit

The schooner

Gertrude Hammond
MariavlUe to teach.

ha*

Alva Stinson, of Boston,

days

returned

to

James Carey left Saturday for a lecturing tour through the W'est.
M. D. Chat to ha* 200 chickens out, and
two incubator* now running.
Jarvis began school here April 23.
Mabel Morgan went to Bouth Burry the

day.

in town

a

Schooner M. K. Raw ley loaded paving
M. Baird Contracting Co.’s wharf and
sailed Sunday for New York.

at

Men and Degree of Pocahontas
the Methodist church Sunday in

The Red
attended
a

body,

and listened to

a

very

impressive

sermon.

served.

April

Francisco,

nothing

been heard

ley

since the earthquake there. Mr.
McKay, who is secretary of the Y. M. C.

his

as

has

from him
A.

in that

city,

is well known

part of his boyhood
April 27.

was

here,

A.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Joseph Judkins has
week

on

Spec.

23.

been in

Boston this

Josiah Stanley, of Swan’s Island, has
been the guest of Ansel Stanley this week.

Capt.

Admiral
in

Sawyer,

who has

in

Brewer with hi9 son,

came

first-class order for the

summer

H.

23.

EAST BLUEHILL.

SUNSET.
Mrs. Nathan Raynes, who suffered a
paralytic shock last week, is reported

A.

T. Cousins went to

Redstone, N. H.,

last Wednesday.

John Brown ha* returned to Massachu- better.
Luther Bridges, jr., and wife, who have
setts after being laid by several weeks
Newel Hhute, of Searsport, is in town on been at Stonington, are home.
Brown
and
Parker
OtU
left with s broken leg.
Glpt.
a visit to his sisters, Mrs. G. F. Small and
Norman Grindle and Willis Witham
this morning to attend the grand masonic i
Mr*. Frank Hamilton is .having exten- Mrs. L. B. Cole.
leave to-day for Woodbury, Vt.
of
Portland,
ledge
(apt. Brown wa* ac- sive alteration* made on her cottage at
Richard Grindle, who has been working
The foundation of a new house is being
compamed by Mr*. Brown, who will spend Contention Cove. George Wasson and
the week w ith friends in Portland.
put in for Miller Colby on a lot near his at Stonington, returned home Sunday.
Lavcrett Hellatty are doing the work.
father’s residence.
Miss May Jareny, who has been workSchooner Goiden Kod made a special
Mr*. E. E. Swett, w ho ha* been ill a
Capt. George Sylvester has purchased a ing in the state hospital at New Jersey as
trip on Saturday noon bringing J. B.
time, doe* not gain. E. C. Lord is
long
schooner and is running packet between a trained nurse, is home.
Amt* and wife and Ralph Achorn, Mr.
able to be a Unit t he house. Mrs. Sophia
Jim.
*nd Mrs.
April 30.
Achorn and son Cecil
left Hutchins and Mr*. D. W. Winchester are this place and Kockland.
this morning for
Mrs. Linnic Wilson, of Charlestown.
Belmont, where they better.
MANSET.
will spend the summer.
Mass., was called here by the illness of j
Simon Flood, an aged veteran of the
her mother, Mrs. Mary Raynes.
Capt. James Parker has enlarged his fish
E. Julian S* y bt received the engine for
Civil w*r, who has spent the winter at the
wharf.
his new launch last week, lie is in
The extension being made to“The Firs” j
hopes! soldiers’ home at Togua, lias returned
tohav* ih* launching
Mrs. Alice Moore, who has been caring
by the middle of home, and i* now visiting among bis is |fast nearing completion, and greatly
the month.
for Mrs. Maud King for the past two
The engine is a Fairbanks friend* and relatives here. All arc
both the appearance and conimproues
to
glad
|
six hors* power of the latest
weeks, is at home.
venience of the building.
type, and ia see him.
expected to drivo her in good speed.
B.
Thomas Robinson and wife, of Petit
April 22.
28.
C.
K. B.

April

The concert

last Wednesday evening by
the Colby glee club was a
grand success
*11 around. The
boys had a large and
appreciative audience, which thoroughly
•ajoysd the programme. Judging by the
voice*..f the young people on the street
since th*
concert, the number that told
•bout the trmls of the
school-boy with
his sums was the one that
caught popular

Menan

LEACH’S POINT.

BARGENTVILLE.

Harry Dority

is

visiting

friend* in tow

n.

Maurice Gray is visiting his sister at
South Surry.
Mis* Maude Blaisdcll ha* gone to New
York to visit friend* and relatives.

Schools
Miss

begin April

Louise

Buck,

monia, is

a

Brown is to teach in diswho is

little

are

in town

visiting

friends and relatives.

30.

trict 13.
Fred

light station,

very ill with pneubetter.

Lincoln Sibley, of Boston, arrived yesterday. He has bought the farm belonging to Mrs. Nettie Day, and will build a
new house this spring.
Mr. Sibley has

retired from business

on account of his
and intends to make his home
here. His many friends here are glad to
have him.
D.
April 26.

Herbert Farnsworth and wife, of Jonesboro, are visiting Mrs. Farnsworth’s parents, B. T. Dolliver and wife.
Mad.
April 30.
AMHERST.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss.:—Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court. April 25th, A. D. 1906.
following is the disposition of each
appealed case and indictment for violation of the laws regulating the use and sale of
intoxicating liquors made at the April Term
of said Court A. D. 1906, and published in accordance with the provisions of Section 71 of
Chapter 29, of the Revised Statutes of Maine.
State vs. Charles D. Gallagher. One case. Capias to issue in vacation.
Charles M. Delano. Two cases. Continued for Sentence.
Patrick Bresnahau. One case. Continued tor Sentence
Frank Carey. One case. Capias to
issue in vacation.!
J. J. Coney.
One case. Continued
for Sentence.
Harry Gilman. Two cases.
Capias
to issue in vacation.
Thomas J. Gleason. One case. Capias
to issue in vacation.
William Goggins.
One csae. Continued tor Sentence.
S. Grant.
One case. ConUlysses
liuned for Sentence.
Edward B. Healey. One case. Capias
to issue iu vacation.
Michael Kavanaugh. Two cases. Capias io issue in vacation.
Thomas K. Lee. One case. Continued
(or Sentence
James Lynch. Two cases. Capias to
issue iu vacatiou.
John Malone. One case. Continued
tor Sentence.
Michael McCauley. One case. Continued for Sentence.
John McDonald. Two cases. Capias
to issue in vacation.'
Thomas j. Phe ps. One case. Capias
to issue in vacation.
Johu H. Reyers. One case. Capias to
issue in vacation.
One case.
Joshua Sweetzer.
Continued for Sentence.
Samuel L. Treat. Jr. One case. Continued lor Sentence.
Daniel H. Herlihy. One case in Law*
Court. Two cases. Continued for
Sentence.
\N. Kane. One case in Law
Court. Two cases. Continued.
Stephen Comolii. Thiee cases. Capias to issue in vacation. One case.
Principal & Sureties defaulted.
Scire Facias ordered to issue, $5t0

Crosby leaves Monday for Rum- j Foster Richardson, of Bar Harbor, has
ford Falls, where he has employment.
deposited with the Clerk as Trusbeen in town the past week.
fancy.
tee, by the sureties, with which to
Capt. Fred Hutchings is much improved
The Turner brothers, of Waltham, are in
satisfy judgment if recovered ou
CVstim has had trouble with the
gas,
Scire Facias against bail.
a serious illness with pneumonia.
after
machine.
trouble* ith the water and various other
town with their wood
Ellison A bott. One case.
Capias
to issue in vacation.
Mrs. Asa Peavey is very anxious in reArchie Gordon, who has been spending
thing* to bother and perplex her citizens,
The cheese factory opens to-morrow.
Leslie Abbctt. Two cases. Capias to
to
her
hut tht latest
relatives living in San Fran- Mr.
issue iu vacation.
thing is the siren whistle the winter in this village, ha* returned to gard
Toleroan, of New burg, is cheesecisco.
Irving C. Bunker. One case. Con•hick (apt. Ben has had
hi* home at East Franklin.
maker.
put on his good
tinued for Sentence.
steam* r Tremont. But as
Much sympathy is felt in this commuWilliam Sinclair moved hi* family to
Jerry Cratty. Two cases. Capias to
John Johnston, who has been working
long as the capissue in vacation
lin continue* hia
present course of using Sorrento last week, where he has employ- nity for Mrs. Ira Gross, who recently lost at Island Falls tannery, returned home
Red Oray. Two cases. Capias to isj
it only on hi*
her only son.
sue in vacation.
return tripat night, no fault ment for the summer.
week.
last
E.Ghalli. One case. Capias to issue
•ill be found, but woe betide him if he
Sim.
Men engaged in the Ashing business art30.
April 30.
in vacation.
April
_D.
wakes the good citizen* of Castine with it
Dennis Hayes. One case. Continued
now busy building
Will
their weirs.
for Sentence. One case. Continued.
SOUTH SURRY.
•tG o'clock in the
OTIS.
is
and
Loach
Two casts
Nol Pros by reason of
morning,
building three.
spoils
their
convictions of principal in Nos.
All who have been 111 in the place are
Bar
to
beauty sleep.
has
Hollis
Harbor,
28.
M.
Salisbury
gone
April
1567 and 1568.
better.
w here he has employment.
Charles A. Keucher. One case. ConSARGENTVILLE.
tinued for Sentence.
OJMTUABY.
School Ugan last week, taught by Mis*
School began Monday, taught by Mrs.
Fine
One case.
John C. Herlihy.
The many friends of
were
Hooke
Miss
Sarah
Parker
has
her
returned
to
Philip
Mabel Morgan, of East Surry.
Costs #15. Paid. One Case
#100.
Herbert Salisbury, an efficient teacher.
to hear on
and if not paid in 10 d ays,
Fine
#200
of
his
death
in
school
in
Saturday
Bradley.
S. W. Wilder arrived last Friday from
Mrs. Rose Salisbury, of Brewer, came
60 days imprisonment in the Counion, where he had gone for treatment.
Paid.
One case.
ConCharles K. Foster and wife returned last
He expects to return
ty Jail
iIr
Tuesday for a few weeks’ stay in the
Hooke was about seventy-nine Newton lOenter.
tinued for Sentence.
from Boston Sunday.
today.
family of her son Willis.
Mayo H. Clement. One case. Sen
of age, and a man who for
was
years
#60
tenee Fine #100 and costs #15.
JJ***
Charles Davis, U. of M. ’07, spent his
Maurice Gray, of Sargentville, visited
^entitled with public affairs, he
George E. Webb has returned to Bradpaid on tine. Balance of tine and
having
costs miounting to #65 to be paid
•cted for years as
his sister, Mrs. W. V. Coggins, a few days Easter vacation with friends here.
town clerk and libraon or before the October Term 1906
nan until the
Fort uuate Missourians.
week.
Mrs. Henry Sargent is visiting her
or mittimus to issue.
library was moved toils last
A. L. Stafford. One case. Judgment
“When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
****•«! site in Emerson hall. Mr. Hooke
Lydia‘Young returned to Bangor last brother, Dr. E. E. Philbrook, at Caatine.
of lower Court affirmed. One case.
Mo.,” w rites T. J. Dwyer, now of Grays*** also for
Continued.
She was accompanied by her
Mrs. Ida Jordan has returned home after cale,
years telegraph operator here, Monday.
Mo., “three of my customers were
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
holding the petition until several years sister Flora, who will be employed in a short visit with her mother at Cape jR-rmanently cured of consumption by Dr.
Clerk Supreme Judicial Court.
w'ell
and
are
•tfo, when the service was discontinued.
King’s New Discovery, and
Rosier.
Bangor this season.
One was trying to sell his rpHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
si rung to-day.
fc
Tramp.
*«»aman genial and of even dis1
be
has
been
April 30.
duly appointed administraMiss Eaton, of Bluehill, who has been
property and move to Arizona, but after
tor of the estate of Thomas Milan, late of
position, quiet and unasuuniing, and nurnMrs. Byard, has returned home.
using New Discovery a short time he Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock,
visiting
SEDGWICK.
red
found It unnecessary to do so. I regard deceased, and giveu bonds as the law directs
every one in Gastine among his
BlM.
April 23.
Dr. King’s New Discovery as the most All persons having demands against the esnd** He leaves two
Miss Alice M. Stanley, of South Brewer,
sons, William, of
wonderful medicine in existence.” Surest tate of said deceased are desired to present
ATLANTIC.
and Harry, of
for settlement, and all indebted
Boston, and one has been in town the past week visiting
Cough and Cold cure and Throat and Lung the same
G. Moore, thereto are requested to make payment imaughter, Mrs. John Chaliis, of Boston; friends. She was accompanied by her
healer. Guaranteed by E.
Whist parties are the rage.
mediately.
free.
Druggist. 60c and fl. Trial bottle
Sbth W. Norwood.
V** two step-daughters, Mrs. Page, of sister Linnie.
April 3, 1906.
Mr. and Mrs. Milan arrived by steamer
ton, and Miss Lucy P. Gay, of Castine,
Miss Koch, of Portland, is in town, the Percy V. last Saturday.
NOTICK.
F0RKCL081KE
Statement*.
Insurance
ont*
step-son, Robert Gay, of Boston. guest of her brother, Rev. C. C. Koch.
Henry A. Pierce, of Ellsworth,
Seth Stock bridge, of Rose Hill farm,
C remB’na
Hancock
Maine,
county,
by his mortWHEREAS
wttl arrive here to-day, Sunday she occupied her brother’s pulpit
CONDKN“BD STATEMENT.
has a few early peas planted.
gage deed dated November 30, a. d 1888, and
l**e funeral will take
at the and delivered a tine sermon to au appreBOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY,
place
recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, regishome or.
Mrs. Flanders, of Rockland, who haw
try of deeds, in book 227, page 340, conveyed
187 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
ciative audience.
Tuesday.
in mortgage to William F. Cousins, of Frankbeen at A. C. Smith’s store doing milliApril JO.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1905.
G j
lin, Hancock county, Maine, a certain lot or
Mrs. Viola Haskell, of South Brooks15,000 00
$
Real estate,
nery, left Saturday for her home.
of land situated in Trenton, in said
parcel
1,132.916 00 county, and bounded and described as folville, and her daughter Kate, are the
Mortgage lo*cs,
NORTH CABT1NE.
William 8. Joyce, w ho has been ill all Collateral loans.
71,0M>00 lows, to wit:
guests of Rev. A. B. Carter at the east
2,262,W>1 97
died Saturday morning w ith heart Stocks and bonds,
Beginning at the east line of said Pierce’s
OBITIAKY.
side. Mrs. Haskell is teaching at North winter,
600,066 62
Cash in office and hank,
borne lot at a point 49 rods north 8*g8 east
*od Wardwell
trouble. The family has the heartfelt Agents’ balances,
260,407 72 from the southeast corner of said Pierce’s lot;
Oakes died at Hard- Sedg wrick.
1C
69.195 ?6 thence south 84Ht* east 85 and h rods; thence
receivable,
sympathy of all. Mr. Joyce was a Mason, Bills
C.
^t.,‘April 21, after one week’s ill15.890 50 north 8V east 93 rods to a corner on the south
April 29.
Interest and rents,
Qess
of pneumonia.
W» 26 side of John Ferrell’s lot; thence westerly on
belonging to Tremont lodge.
All other assets,
The sad tidings
29.
8.
April
the south line of said Ferrell’s lot 81 and 17-26
VILLE.
OCEAN
profound sorrow to her
Min* Edith Eaton is visiting her aunt.
Mrs. George Osgood, at Hluehill.
The schooner Joanna is at the Maine
Lake Ice Co’s, wharf with sawdust.

Walter

No. 8, North Division,
No. 4, North Division,
Strip N. of No. 8, North Division,
8trip N. of No. 4, North Division,
No. 7, South Division, North part,
No. 7,-South Division, South part,
No. 9. South Division,
No. 10,
No. 16, Middle Division,
No. 22, Middle Division,
No. 28, Middle Division,
No. 32. Middle Division,
No, 83, Middle Division,
No. 34, Middle Division,
No. 35, Middle Division,
No. 39, Middle Division,
No. 39, Middle Division, Tannery Lot,
No. 40, M iddle Division,
No. 41. Middle Division,
Butter Is and,

Eagle Island,
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Beach Island,
Hog Island,
Bradbury’s Island.
Pond near Little Deer Isle,

_

herfJ»
*

er’ and
rs.

in

n^°n

Oakes

many
her but to

had known
named her but to praise.
was

and

Penobscot,

^
*
*

the

daughter

Wardwell,
May 4,

1866.

of the late

and

was

She

Roy Greenlaw went away Monday
born yachting for the season.

was

the

surviving

member of her family.
niotber’s death, more than
I)l> years ago, she bad been called to

Tafe*
lJ u g

CUr*

*

gl«iJLfZE

Co,d ln °M *>»J

(iaovt's* “‘fh^lure is

***0*10 Quinine
on

_

Miss Bessie Crdckett has gone to Rockland for a few weeks.

Tan eta.
tf n
lo cure. K. W.
each boa. i*c.

to go

The Reds and Blues gave an entertainment Saturday evening followed by a sale
of ice-cream. Proceeds, fb.50.
is buying clams for
Samuel Annis
Thorndike & Hix, of Rockland. He has
quite a number of men and women

employed.
April 21.

A.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

OCEAN VLLLE.
Bewail Gross has purchased land
the bridge, and is building a house.

near

Bylvanus Fifleld, of West Btonington,
purchased Gapt. Jeremiah Hatch’s
house, and will move his family here soon.
Mrs. Fifleld is an Oceanville girl, and her
has

many
back.

friends

are

glad to

welcome

her

Mrs. Mary Greenlaw' is anxious about
her brother, Henry McKay, who lives in

$4,450,906

admitted,

20,611

28
60

$4,430,284 68
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1905.
$
287,515 06
Net unpaid losses,
1,021,812 70
Unearaed premiums,
40,479 36
other
All
liabilities.
1,000,000 uO
Cash capital,
2,180,967 51
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$4,430,294 63
P. CARROLL BURRILL,
GEO. H. GRANT CO.,
OMAR W. TAPLEY,
Agents,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

rods to a corner; thence south Hg* west about
93 rods to place of beginning, containing 48ig
And whereas the said
acres more or less.
William F. Cousins sold and assigned said
mortgage to Joseph H.ljWest as appears by
assignment dated November 80, 1889, and recorded in said Hancock county registry, in
book 407, page 82.
And whereas the said
Joseph H. West by his assignment dated May
7, a. d. 1904, sold and assigned the above described mortgage to me, the undersigned; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and I do hereby
give notice of my intention to foreclose the
Fannie B. Piekck.
same.
Dated April 18, 1906.

»«6 12
»6 12
23 58
23 53
26 16
19 20
8 64
45 87
27 55
n 06
»>d 12
it 08
44 08
714
06
<2 91
0 00
9 61
2

65

286
5

00
00

60
>

1

Western Island,
Little Spruce Island,
Marshall’s Island.
Pickering's Island,

5
3

TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LAf

60

28
20
20
25
00
30

S.

2 40
No. 3, North Division,
2 40
No. 4. North Division,
22
No. 7, South Division,
44
No. 10,
72
No. 16, Middle Division,
96
No. 22, Middle Division,
2 40
No. 28, Middle Division.
1
41
No. 32, Middle Division,
2 88
No. 34, Middle Division,
90
No. 35, Middle Division,
96
No. S9. Middle Division,
2 18
No. 40, Middle Division,
3
12
No. 41, Middle Division,
Oramandal Smith.
er.
State Treat-u
hat
subscriber hereby gives notu
ishe has been duly appointed ad.
estate
of (tilraan Jo.dan,
trator of the
ot
Kinlate of Waltham, in the county
iicock, deceased, and given bonds as the 1.
ust
All persons having demands
rects.
-rethe estate of said deceased are desired 1
-led
sent the same for settlement, and all in<<
mthereto are requested to make paynn

THE

mediateiy.
April 25. 1906.

WILFORD B. Joi

NOTICK OF FORKCLOS17BI
TITHEREA8 Ehen N. Stover, by his mort▼V gage deed dated the ninth day o < ebruarv. a. d. 1*94, recorded in the regi- ryot
deeds for Hancock county. Maine, in boo* 279.
page 38, conveyed iu mortgage to Eve: ..id H,
ain
Oreely and Alexander C Hagerthy,
real estate situated in Ellsworth. Hancock
county, Maine, said real estate being puticuaid
larly described by metes and bound*and
mortgage deed, to which mortgage de«
here
the records thereof express refeienct
made for a particular description of said teal
estate, and.
Whereas, the said Kverard H. Greetv and
asAlexander C. Hagerthy by their deed
HOC.
signment dated the seventh day of Api
ided
and acknowledged April 28. 1906, an- rt
April 23. 1906, in the registry of deeds •>. *>aid
Hancock county, Maine, dial assign and transrtfer to me, Frances L. Armstrong, said
and.
gage deed and the debt thereby secure
Whereas, the condition of said mortg .u has
been broken and now remains orokeu and un-

performed.

Now therefore, I, Frances L. Armsiro g. the
of said mortgage, do hereby * l.ii.n a
the
foreclosure of said mortgage for breach
condition thereof and hereby give this notice
of my intention to foreclose said mortg *ge for
breach of the condition thereof.
FrAncbs L. Armstrong.
Dated this 23d day of April, a. d.

assignee

1906_

NOTICE OF FORECLOSEEF

The McKay & Dix Vero a Is■\¥THEREA8
land Shipbuilding Company, a corW
organized and existing uudei the
poration
and locoed in
of the state of New

>

j

RESERVED LANDS.

UPON

THE

John

*

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
(
Augusta, April 11,19u6. {
the following townships or tracts of
land not liable to be taxed in ai>> town
the following assessments for county
x of
1*06 were made by tbe County Commissioners
of Hancock county on the 23d day of Ai irch,
1906:

Ergal Notices,

home

work.

April

_

SOUTH BLUEHLLL.

spent the

Tuesday for the summer.
Capt. Adrian Stanley left for Boston
Monday to go on the steamer Mineola.
The steamer has been thoroughly repaired,
and is

spending a few weeks here with
mother, Mrs. James Jordan.
Davis.
April 30.

health,

business.

M2 85
*2 65
27

No. 3, North Division,
■'> 00
No. 4, North Division,
6 00
No. 7, South Division.
55
No. 10,
3 60
* 80
No. 16, Middle Division,
No. 22. Middle Division,
2 40
No. 28, Middle Division,
6 00
No. 32, Middle Division,
65
No. 34, Middle Division,
7 20
No. 86, Middle Division,
2 40
No. 39, Middle Division,
7 45
No. 40, Middle Division,
5 45
No. 41, Middle Division,
7 85
Oramandal Smith,
State Treasurer.

after

as a

spent here.

0 20

00
52
62
7 00
2 50
50
60
4.05
3 00
50
60
63
12 60
8 25

Pickering’s Island,
TIMBER AND GRASS ON

San

.ft 30

lo 20

.’5

Marshall’s Island,

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

166 39
530
>8 83
58 88
<i5 40
tft 71
18 00
%\ 60
14 63
68 88
hm R8
82 85

i&l

Eagle Island,
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Beach Island,
Hog Island,
Bradbury’s Island,
Pond, near Little Deer Isle,
Western Island,
Little Spruce Island,

In a dust tight.
moisture proof package.

winter

from
McKinley
attended the dance at Herrick’s hall Wed
The
dance
was
under
the mannesday.
agement of C. U. Kus.-i, of Stonington,
with Alexander’s orchestra of five pieces
from Camden. A 12-o'clock supper was

twenty-five

Ella

mom-

was

Tannery Lot”,
No. 40, Middle Division,
No. 41, Middle Division.
Butter Island,

will surpass them all in the elements
which make a perfect world-food.

last week.

About

EAST BURRY.

Mrs. Philbrook, who Is slowly recovering

Friday uight

Uneeda

Fred Cotton has sold a thirty-dozen egg
incubator and brooder to Rev. A. B. Carter, of West Brook!in.

few

|

thereon the foods of every clime and

Capt. Ira W. Hutchinson is giving the
Adam Bowlby a thorough overhauling.
l)e Forest Gray is making improvements on his wharf at the head of the

Mrs. M. J. Stinson is in Kockland for a
few days.
Mrs. John Hardy returned from Boston
last week.

HANCOCK COUNTY WILD LANDS.

No. 3, North Division.
No. 4, North Division.
Strip North of No. 3 North Division,
Strip North of No. 4. North Division,
No. 7, South Div., North part,
No. 7, Sooth Div., 8outh part,
No. 8, South Division,
No. 9, South Division,
No. 10,
No 16, Middle Division,
No. 21, Middle Division, Moose Hill,
No. 22. Middle Division,
No. 28, Middle Division,
No. 32, Middle Divison.
No. 33, Middle Division, Great Pond,
No. 34, Middle Division,
No. 36, Middle Dlvision,
No. 89, Middle Division part of,
No. 89, Middle Division “Black Tract,

every line of

longitude from
North to South; ever/ parallel of
latitude from East to West; pile

was

returned to the

U, of M., after a short vacation with her
parent*, Joseph Perry and wife.
Robert Domansky, who is attending a

on

from her recent illness.

along

the storm of last week.

Bangor, u» visiting
his parents, E. R. Domansky and wife.
Mrs. Mary Devereux, with her babe, ha*
arrived from Florida to spend some time
Carl Leaf, who has been for the past with her father, Capt. Bennett Dunbar.
week visiting his grandparents, E. S.
Ths linemen were here Wednesday rePerkins and wife, returned to his home setting the
telephone poles that fell in
st Vinal Haven on Monday.
Tuesday’s storm and impeded travel in
Miss Grate Hutchins, of Prospect, is at the highway.
the borne of Dr. E. E. Philbrook, where
L.
April 30.
ibe will be for

Spread the World's Table

Saturday.

|

Perry

from

IT

W. C. Bates is in Bangor on business.
E. C. Mason was trying his new launch

Sarah, Capt. Nutter, of
was in the harbor through
Bert Bowden [ Gouldsboro,

23.

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer's Officf
/
Augusta. March 28 19oa. i
PON the following townships or tr csof
*
land not liable to be taxed in an\ iown,
the following assessments for »ue State
x of
T906 were made by the legislature on il.e 24th
day of March. 1905.

SOUTH BROOKS V1LLE.

The schooner Maria L Davis loaded
Isaac D. Dnnbar was home Saturday for
fordrsssmaking
stone from the Buck’s Harbor Granite Co.
a short slay with his
family.
Mrs.
and
daughter.
Mr*. Hf rf* ri Sargent
for Bangor last week.
Willis Bowden and wife, of West Pecalled here by
fbompaon, arrived Friday,
Elmer Billings and Bert Cousins, of
are
mother.
visiting their son Bert.
| nobscot,
tbeilln*-*' f Mrs. Sargent’s
North Penobscot, are working for the
Owing t- ttv ahaencc of the minister* ; The sloop Paul Revere, Cupt. Frank Buck’s Harbor Granite Co.
was in the harbor
Saturday.
of the Methodist and Unitarian chnrrhea, Hutchins,
Capt. Martin Gray, of Belfast, and Capt.
Frank Dunbar has returned from Brockt*er« «u n<> service at either on Sunday. I
Jesse B. Gray, of Harborside, visited their
where
he
Mass.,
has
w
and
of
the
inter. brother at
wife,
Portland, ton,
spent
C. B. Witherle
Gray’s Inn Saturday and Sunj
'-ml days last week w itb Dr.
i‘he schooner
sere ben
Mincola, Capt Kane, cay.
W.
II.
Witherle and cleared Tuesday from Dodge’s wharf for I
-rents,
WitbcrU
C.
April 30.
Boston.
wife.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mias Estelle
Mr* J W. Dresser returned on Saturday
ha*
rooms.

legal Wotlens.

pays*

cove.

Miss Josephine Dunbar is teaching in

*«

will go to BrookaC. F. Jonr* and wile
some of the officer*
•flk to-night to install
in the Bebekab lodf*.
Mr* Gage, of Salem, Mass., lia* rented
on Water street
tj» shop of ii.lt. Brown

s

S&btrtiitmtnta.

COUNTY NEWS.
F*e

laws

York,
said state, by its mortgage deed da<- the
eleventh day of April, a U. 1905, and recorded
in the office of the town clerk for the to %n of
Veroua, in the county of Hancock, and o ate
of Maine, book 2. pages 127-128 and 120. mortgaged to me, the undersigned, certain personal property as more particularly appears
by the description in said mortgage, as follows:
Thirteen thousaud (13,000) feet, more or less,
of hard pine timber and forty thousaud (40.000) feet, more or less, of oak timber now upon
land of The McKay & Dix Verona Island.
Shipbuilding Company in Verona, in the
county of Hancoak. arul Stale of Mai e together will all and singular the other imber,
tools and materials of every name and mure
now on said land belonging to the aforesaid
company.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken,
Now therefore, notice is hereby given of my
[
I intention to foreclose the said mortg> ge of
I said personal property for breach of coi -Ailion
thereof, and 1 hereby appoint Davis B. 1 lay,
of said town of Verona, my agent to leceive
satisfaction of said mortgage.
W. J. Me H e-os.
I Dated this eighteenth day of April, 1906.

j

This

velopment.

FORESTRY.

WOOD LOT

can

gradually,

be ’done

Simple Directions tor Caring for the
Wood Supply on the Farm.
Throughout a large part of the eastern

utilized.
improvement cutting
has brought the woodlot into businesslike sha{>e, further operations should be

states

made

the material

as

nearly every farm has its woodiot.
From that woodiot, which is often all
that remains ot the vast forests which
originally clothed the region, the farmer
his

supplies

furnishes

It

needs.

own

fuel,

him with

posts, rails, poles,

fence

and even with timber, boards and
shingles to keep the farm buildings in
is
woodiot
repair. A well-managed

very valuable part of the farm,
total of all farm woodlots
a very large national asset.

therefore

a

and

sura

tho

represents
The United States forest service has for
some years devoted special attention to
the needs of woodiot owners. Its co-operation is offered to all who would have
advice
ests

woodlots,

of

management

the

on

and many thousands of

of farm

acres

for-

cared for under pracforestry which it has

actually

are now

tical systems of
recommended.
As a gmeral rule, but little

care

is de-

It is left to shift
itself, is often used too freely for the
pasturage of live stock, and is rarely
guard* d from fire or forest enemies.
voted to the woodiot.
for

When wood is needed but little discretion
is exercised in the choice of trees, and no
need is felt of providing for the renewal
or

of the stand.

improvement

Yet it is decidedly

simple

a

matter to

The owner need not
ith any very elaborate
system. Nor need he, in most cases, reduce the amount of timber which he cuts.
Eventually, of course, he can cut more, for
for the woodiot.

care

himself

burden

ill

more w

be

require-

The first

grown.

ordinary woodiot is protecthe second, selection in cutting.

tion, and
Fire is the chief enemy of the woodiot.
Fires damage the larger trees, starting
hollows in the butts or weakening them
until they begin to die in the tops, reducing their value when cut; but the greatest

reproduction and the
growth of young trees. Running over
the forest soil, they consume the litter and
kill the seedlings. The forest soil becomes too dry to encourage the germinais

done

to

tion of tree seeds.

Even if

seedlings

suc-

finding root and begin to flourish,
destroys them.
Fires may easily be kept out of the
wood lot with a little care. They are often
started to improve the grazing and pasis
ture. This
certainly poor policy.
While the grazing may be improved for a
ceed in

the next fire

few years, the

wood lot is often perma-

nently injured. It is generally a poor plan
to expect land to produce grass and wood
at the

same

time.

Neither will do well,

the owner will be paying taxes on
land which he only half uses. Grazing
animals often do much injury to the wood
and

They browse upon young growth
and trample it down. They also pack the
soil w ith their hoofs, destroying its power
to retain moisture and encouraging the
lot.

Grazing should be
grass.
watched, and should be permitted in the

entrance of
wood lot

only

when such harm will not

result.
In

cutting, the first thing to look out for

is the young growth. The whole point of
forest management is to have new trees of

useful kind take the place of the
old, just as soon as possible after they are
the most

thoughtless stroke of
rid of a fine sapling half

One

cut.

will get
a man’s

of

wrist, if it is

a

little in

the

ax

the size

the way,

dozen years of growth is lost. On
the other hand, the cutting of a good tree

and

a

may simply open
to take its place.
In

some

room

regions

care

for worthless trees
must be

taken not

to

permit the crown cover to become too
open. In a good forest the soil will be
soft and moist, and this soil condition is
essential if the trees

are

to thrive and

good growth. Opening

the

ground
to the sun dries out the moisture, and
often burns out the young growth as
make

though by fire, while the trees tend to become branchy if they stand too far apart.
Past neglect has produced many wood
lots in which the healthy trees of the best
choked with unsound and dead
trees and trees of inferior kinds. For
kinds

are

such

cases

needed.

It

improvement cuttings
will pay to spend the time

are

and

labor necessary to
remove
the
dead,
and diseased trees,
together

crooked,

with the weed

ing

can

with

be

view to

a

reproduction

and

a

lasting supply. Care should be taken in
felling, working up, and hauling out
wood to do as little damage as possible
10

young growth.

take

place

from

If

seed,

reproduction

is

to

the proper location

seed trees must be considered.
W here the forest is composed mainly of
such trees as oak and chestnut, which
sprout well from the stump, it may be ad-

of

visable to

cut

most of the

good-sized

trees,

lot, for the purcrop of sprouts. Such

of the wood

part
pose of raising a
sprouts grow rapidly and produce good
poles, posts, and ties at a comparatively
early age. But the stumps should be cut
low and slanting, so as to prevent rotting
and secure strong and numerous shoots.
There are a number of t hinning systems,
some of which may suit the requirements
of one wood lot, but not those of another.
By a careful reading of bulletin No. 42, of
the forest service, entitled ‘‘The Woodlot”, the owner can familiarize himself
with these and choose whichever one his
own woodlore and observation suggest as
the best. Or, should the owner desire a
special plan for the management of his
make application to
w ood lot, be should
the forester, United States department of
agriculture, for the co-operation of the
over a

trees,

so

that

the remain-

may be
composed of good
trees in sufficient number, under

forest service.

When Maiindy Sings.
G’wsy an’ quit dat noise. Miss LucyPut dat music book away:
What's de use to keep on tryin’?
Ef you practice twell you're gray
You can’t sta't no notes a-flyin’,
Lak de ones dat rants and rings
From de kitchen to de big woods
When Maiindy sings.

timber

favorable

for

their

best

de-

DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable.

in

bottle.

Bunker has returned home

orphan's

an

a

Miss Adelaide

We Hit it this Season in

visit his
home and made all arrangements

arrived

nephew

30.

Mrs.

Frank

Prock

spent Sunday at McKinley.

from Calais.

Ward Weseolt has been suffering

April

30.

Sunday.
(Jeorge

Spec.

Wood has had his

Another lot of new Laces and Embroideries at popular prices.
Pretty designs in Mechlin and Vais with insertions to match.

jiarts at Bluehill-George Stevens
have been assigned as follows:
Jennie Grindle, valedictory; Clarence
Chatto, salutatory; Alice Hinckley, history; Joy Hinckley, prophecy; Belle Butler, ode.

as

May 1._

GOOD CORSETS.
Never

M.

Corsets".

__

Mr.

on

pleasant

Ixittie Williams

Mrs.

in Franklin

was

We are sole agents for Lord & Taylor’s
Onyx hosiery and .Merode
Vnderwear. Spring and Sommer Weights, iu plain Cotton, Lisle or
Lace, in Iilack, White, and Tans.

Sunday.

|

other page$

Miss Maude Jordan, who has been visiting her brother Edward in Boston for a
few days, is at home.
E. Kuswell, of East Laraoine,
who has spent the past year in Washington and California, has returned to TrenCharles

_

adapt

comes

to

the

quickly

to

unexpected conditions.

can

C. Harper,

Clement,

Eliza Hastings

Harbor,

of Seal

were

and Mrs.

arrived this week.

There was no service in the church Sunas the pastor w as visiting his home in
Massachusetts.

Invitations
the wedding of Henry Miles and Miss
Crocket Lyon, to take place in
Marshfield in May.

day,

R. B. Higgins and Harlan Murphy came
home from Deer Isle and spent Sunday
with their families.

Mrs. George Callahan, who has been
visiting ber sister, Mrs. Sadie Murphy,
has returned to her home at Tinker’s
Island.
H.
April 30.

The community

saddened Sunday
morning to hear of the death of Mrs. William PowerB. Although Mrs. Powers bad
been ill for

some

was

days,

it

was

thought

she

Much sympathy goes out
to the husband and children who feel
their loss keenly, together w ith an aged
mother, a brother and sister.
was

improving.

April

30.

B.

BROOKS VILLE.
Elnathan

Hinckley

and

wife

are

in

town.
is

teaching

Island.
Charles

R.

Staples leaves

for Bangor.
Horatio Lymburner and
moved into their new house.

at

ie«

other page*

WEST HANCOCK.

School is in session, Miss Idylene M.
Shute, is teacher.
A. E. and Henry Foren are employed at
Sunday school was organized April 29, ]
Stockton Springs.
with the following
officers:
Wallace
Mrs. W. K. Springer made a short visit
Foes, superintendent; Mrs. Sadie Gatcomb, assistant superintendent; Mrs. to Bangor recently.
Lena Stewart, secretary and treasurer;
Edgar Butterfield is making extensive
Miss Helen Butler, organist. Mrs. Lena repairs on her buildings.

J

Stewart

and

Mrs.

Vic.

Butler

were

SURRY.

dipt. Harry Wood is in the dock loading hoops for M. E. Linneken for Bangor.
Clarence Lord, who has been at home for
two weekB, returned to his yacht in Boston Monday.

Mrs. Irving McFarland is
Franklin.

spending

a

few weeks in

Foren and Misa Eva are visIn Ellsworth.
C. P. Graves has returned from a visit to
Boston and Washington, D. C.
Miss Nellie Phillips will go to Bar Harbor the coming week for the season.
Mrs. Lena

iting relatives

Malcolm H. Googina, of Concord, Mass..
for a few weeks,
his

is in town

repairing

buildings.

At the home of D. J. Curtis
Mi*. Ann. (ioogins, who bu been
.topSaturday evening, friends and neighbors ping for. Jew week, at W. K. Springer'.,
of
number
or
more
has
returned home.
thirty
gathered to the
j
to celebrate the fifteenth anniversary of j
Sherraan and Irving McFarland have
tbeir marriage. The bad condition of the !
gone to Orbno, where they are
roads
employed
prevented many from coming.
by V. R. Smith, contractor.
Those present enjoyed a pleasant evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis received many gifts.
AprH 29•
Sumac.
and wife last

Long Witham,

a

received from F. Vi.
former resident of this town

but for the last three years living in San
morning Francisco with his sons Heber and Bert.
In writing of the earthquake he says it is
the scene
impossible for him to describe
have
+
family
or the sensation during t'
tie of the

this

shock
age

was

was

April

quite

severe

there, but

no

dam-

done.
30.

.WEST EDEN.
Mrs. Agnes Mayo is suffering ith erysipelas in her foot.
C. M. Hadley has gone to the hospitalM
Bar Harbor for treatment.
Mr*. Lillian Hsmor bas gone to Northeast Harbor for a few weeks.
G. N. Rich is again confined to the
house

30.

Gracia.

PENOBSCOT.

30.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Curtis Dodge lost s horse last week.

Eugene Conary lost
week.

a

valuable

cow

last

with the

sore on

his

ankle.

Perry L. Hargcnt, of Manser, wu in
town last week, the guest of E. E. Ssf'

8PRC.

LEACH’S POINT.
of
Moses Ames, the oldest resident
Leach’B Point, died Tuesday, aged ninetytwo years.

*ui*owed.

Mm. Emily Babbidge spent the ptf*
with her sister, Mrs. M. M. Brafli*
come, at Bomesville.
Miss Marian Kittredge, who has teen
at Bar Harbor the past winter, came home
last Wednesday for a vacation.
Mm. Rodney Stover, of Waltham, Mas*
is the guest of
Charles stover
Mm.
while her husband is in Baltimore, Md.
Mm. Fred Gonya and little sou Frederick spent a few days last week with he?
mother. Mm. Ida Rich, returning to Bar
Harbor Saturday.

April 30.

aWmtismrots.

Expels

Worms

He
all

Warner, at the inn.

April 90.

S.

!“rah!'
100 miles

[ Cal.,

Issac Dow, of
Knowles,
from San Francisco.
The

i
j

j

week

_

and Mrs.

j

gent and wife.

September A ‘S0^
Raymond Carter is working for Irving
Dear Sirs:—
Caniage.
I have used the True "L. F A*'
and
Charles are
Oracie Candage
spent Saturday and Sun- wood’s Bitters for
right, and living in their house in Geary day with her
nearly a year lor i
mother at Bluehill.
street. Heber Witham lost his store, which
little girl. She used to have worms
He thinks he will
was partially insured.
Harry Conary has gone to Massachu- would be sick three or four days at
lose about |3,000.
rrue
setts to help rig the
gasoline launch he time. I began the use of the
8.
May 1.
F.” Medicine and she has not had
wili run for Dr.
Kiggs this season.
PRETTY MARSH.
Capt. Walter Small, of Milbridge, was spell since.
Yours truly,
V. D. Smith, who is at work in Bar Har- here Saturday in biAsiat the Jack. He is
MRS. IDA M. NASON,
to sail for parties at the
bor, wras at home Sunday.
point this season.
Clinton,
Haskell Herrick and Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Robinson is having quite
Chrter, his
Children who do not thrive on go**
housekeeper, while out riding, ran into a
serious trouble with her throat.
food
lor *«■*■
guy wire from a telephone
pole. Mr Her- Dse should be watchedF.” until
There has been quite a number of parrick was thrown
small doses of **I~
and
out,
quite badly get
ties at Pretty Marsh inn already.
They shaken
results.
A
up. The carriage was broken.
expect a busy season.
The True “I* F.” Atwood’s Uittc,*
Mrs
E. M. Dow and son
A. J. Daiber and wife, of Brooklyn, N.
cents.
35
spent Sunday
Y., are visiting Mrs. Daiber’s parents, Mr. w«h her mother here. She has had a letter

or the lire that
earthquake
his sons snd his brother

!

Chimbs.

n

Perkins hill Sunday school held its annual Easter concert April 29, under the
direction of Mrs. Nellie Perkins and Miss
Evelyn WTardwell, with Miss Cecil Hutchins as organist. Much credit is due those
who have worked so untiringly to make
this concert a perfect success w hich it was
in every way. An interesting
programme
of music, recitations and dialogues was

given.
April

County A’#**,

A letter has been

Carrie V. Grindle

April

Additional

Carrie

Mrs. Ethel Haskell moved
back from Deer Isle and will occupy
“Old House” this summer. Numerous
friends welcome her back.

GALLERT.

COUNTY NEWS.
for

have been received to attend

apjxiinted to purchase some new books for
the library. The sessions of the school
will begin at 1 o’clock sharj).
her family
G.
April 30.
the

SUNSET.

the Ladies' Home Journal paper patterns.

M.

guests at the Frank-

lin Road house last week.

Hamilton has gone to Rockland,

employment.

E.

Agents for

Miss Delia Clark.
Mrs.

CENTER.

and Underwear.

Hosiery

days.

newly

house

Golden is able to be out

Miss Nellie Phillijis goes to Bar Harbor
to-day, where she has employment for the
Bishop Codman, of Maine, will visit St. season.
Jude’s parish next Sunday, May 6.
Stephen Gross rode out last week for the
Charles Clement and wife, who have first time since his critical illness. He is
been in California this winter, and Warren
gaining slowly.
Whitmore, who has been down South,
Miss Edith Kief, of Hancock, is teachhave returned home.
She boards with
ing in this precinct.
P.
May 1.

Bloomer, Capt.

word of complaint do we hear of “Warner's Itust-proof
Getter try a pair. Ask for them.
Prices from #1.00 to

a

FRANKLIN ROAD.
in town

was

painted.
Mrs. Wilbur Carter has been quite ill
w ith a cold.

Schooner

the

LACES AND DRESS TRIMMINGS.

in town.

SEAL HARBOR.
Merton Pierce, of Lamoine,

stylish Fabrics for this season.
For Tailor-made walking and Shirtwaist Suits we have a fascinating assortment of new designs in Checks and Mannish Suitings.

are

Class

in Calais

was

Spring and Summer Dress Goods

In all varied assortment* of shades, colors and patterns. We have
all the season's favorites in our selections.
White good, in all quailties and Btyles. Muslins for graduating dresses.
Dimities, Lorraine
Checks. Sateens, Dragoon Chiffons, Cotton Taffetas, Ginghams and
all kinds of Wash dress goods.
In Woolen Dress Goods we are showing Serges, Henriettas,
Eoliennes,Poplins, Cashmeres. Mohairs and Veilings. These Fabrics

address.

the great council of Red-

to

boys,

Our New

George Butler, of Thomaston, has
engaged to deliver the Memorial Day

men.

being

small children.

Saturday academy

returned

Mr. Milan

re presen tat ive

price

offer the celebrated
Everybody knows these
we

the best any manufacturer can produce.
The Walkover shoe for ladies we have added to our
already extensive line.
We make a specialty of children's shoes; If you have had any
trouble lu the wear of children's shoea try ours. We are the only dealers who carry a full and complete line of shoes for misses,
and
as

from

30.

been

Mra. G. A.

and

Greenlaw

the Hurt and Patrician.
They tit
the ordinary shoes at the

Our shoes for men, for very high grades,
makes, the Craham, Stetson and Walkover.

tendent.

Mrs.

DEPARTMENT.

SHOE

special shoes for women,
better, they wear better than
they are better.
Our

of the

Jamie Abram has been attending school
winter.
the
New York

R.

Department.

__________

in

to remain

Cloak

our

Coverings

Ttie Tourist Coat is taking the lead among the young
people, the
short among th« older.
Every Suit, Skirt and Coat is original amt ills,
tlnctlvely a model as though it was made for you. It will need no
special effort on onr part to get you to appreciate what we have f«r
you in the matter of stylish, rich-looking outside garments at moderate coat.

valuable horse

Pearson

buy of us.
MATTINUS, FLOOR OIL
SQUARES and CARPETINGS ts

in the line of Curtains, Portieres. Couch
and Draperies.

Everything

last week.

juryman, went to Max- Boston April
nephew. He found him |

any

each Hug if you

on

ART

CLOTHS, LINOLEUftS.
EXTENSIVE.

M.

Curtis Dodge lost quite

good* draper than

interesting to housekeepers at the present

We will save you >HtVOO

The Ameri-

sketch

Reputation.

sell

Our line of CARPETINGS, STRAW

eek.

w

as

Mr. and Mrs. Milan

TRENTON.

i himself

ill

especially

we

Our Line of Axminster, Wilton, Brussels and
Tapestry, Large Rugs is Extensive and
Handsome.

severely for two weeks just with a felon
on her finger.
G. F. Newman has purchased s fine
Mrs. Mina Douglass spent Saturday and
horse from the Rockland Produce Go.,
Rockland.
Sunday, April 28 and 29, with her daughMiss Nellie Douglass, at Bar Harbor.
Miss Mae Stinson and Mrs. Gal Stinson ter,
Ward W’esoott, Lester Veazie and F. M.
went to Vinalhaven to attend the Methodist conference.
Veazie, Jr., returned from Stonington last
and will be employed slonc-cutting
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Greenlaw, Mr. and week,

COUNTY NEWS.

who

store in Maine.
Our store is

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Towsah, stop dat ba'kin’; hveah me?
Malindy mek dat chile keep still;
Don’t you hveah de echoes callin’
F’um de valley to de hill?
Let me listen. I can hyeah it;
Th’oo de bresh of angels’ wings.
8of* an' sweet, “Swing Low Sweet Chariot,”
Ez Malinda sings.
—Paul Lawrence Dunbar.

man

read

Bangor 1

home in

by Brother Snow.
print this historical

finely
can w

lodge next
April 30.

and

his

April

O. hit's sweetah dan de music
Of an' edicated band ;
An’ hit's dearah dan de battle's
Song o’ triumph in de lan’,
It seems holier dan evenin’
When de solemn ch’ch bell rings
Ez I sit an’ calmly listen
While Malindy sings.

Success

CONSlnr.KIN'O QUALITY

ante-room.

recess.

gation he found she was dead. The sudden
death of Mrs. Tourtelotte changed all
plans as to the future for his nephew, and
he accordingly brought him home.

Don't make any mistake, bat remember the

name. Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Rooy
toe address, Binghamton, H. Y., od evert

That is M. Gallert’s

city
past
indefinitely.
The Chase Granite is open to business
He retired for the night, asking to be
called the next morning at 4 o’clock. As again, with E. F. Hinckley superintendhe descended the stairs early in the morn- ent.
ing he saw Mrs. Tourtelotte apparently
Work has been resumed at tbe White
sitting on the lower steps, t’pon investi- Grunite, w ithG. Welland Clay, superin-

Almost everybody who reads the newspapers is sure tc know of the wonderful
ton.
cures
maae
oy ur.
Kilmer’s Swamp-Root,
Miss Bernice Jordan and Lonnie Wood- !
I the great
kidney, liver worth, of Bar Harbor, were the guests of
i and biadder remedy.
Miss Jordan's parents, Benjamin Jordan
It is the great medi*
and wife, Sunday.
cal triumph of the nineM.
May 1.
teenth century; dis!'» covered after years of
John E. Bunker, sr., died at his home
id scientific research by
*5 Dr. Kilmer, the emi- here on Sunday, aged eighty-five years.
Mr. Banker had enjoyed exceptionally
nent kidney and blad-cespecialist, and is good health for one of his years up to a
successful
in
wonderfully
promptly curing few months ago. A week ago he underlame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trou- went an
operation, from which he rallied
bles and Bright’s Disease, which is the worst
at first, but soon had a relapse and failed
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is not rec- rapidly until his death.
He leaves three sons and three daughommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found ters—Dr. L. G. Bunker, of Waterville;
Just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested Dr. D. W. Bunker and J. E. Bunker, jr.,
In so many ways, in hospital work, in private
of Bar Harbor; Miss Belle G. Bunker, of
practice, among the helpless too poor to pur- West Trenton; Mrs. George E. Chapman,
chase relief and has proved so successful in
of Augusta, and Mrs. Ernest Kenniston,
every case that a special arrangement has of Amherst.
been made by which all readers of this paper
Funeral services were held at the house
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book Tuesday, Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
LITTLE DEER ISLE.
When writing mention reading this generous
The dw elling, store and stable of Charles
offer In this paper and
send your address to
H. Hendrick were burned Thursday nignt
Dr. Kilmer Sc Co„ Bingwith contents. The origin of the lire is
N.
Y.
The
hamton,
The loss is estimated at
unknown.
cent
Home
at
and
Swimp-Rooc
regular fifty
|6,000, with insurance of |2,000.
dollar sizes are sold by ail good druggists.
aau

grounds during

nice

a

for

Who dat says dat humble praises
Wif de Master nevah counts?
Hu*h ytt' mouf, 1 hveah dat music
Ez hit rises up an’ mounts—
Floatin' by de hills an’ valleys.
Way above dis baryta* sod,
Ez hit makes its way in glory
To de very gates of (iod!

al
|jt

THE BEST REPUTATION
A STORE CAN POSSIBLY HAVE
IS TO GIVE HONEST VALUE ON
EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND.

Soon after a visiting lodge was anJohn H. Pressey is at Greenville raring I
and a “way-back’* degree team,
nounced,
of
HarNortheast
for Charles Gilpatrick.
its member# fantastically disguised, perbor, who went there hoping to benefit his
formed their evolutions with precision
health.
and dignity, and handled their tmple"
Hiram Stanley, Frank Wedge, Fred Bra- ment# of labor and warfare, from the
cy, Charles E. Stanley and Ernest Spurpitchfork to the century-old musket,
ling have each killed a wild goose during with skill. Even the “Man with the Hoe”
the past week.
The drill was conducted by
was thert*.
Mrs. Rinaldo Hsmor and Mrs. Emma I>egree Master James Ikttel, ai|d Mrs.
weeks’
from
a
two
Birlem have returned
! Ernest Osgood presided at the piano.
visit with Mrs. Eva Richardson at Cape :
Following the drill there was a piano
Elisabeth light station.
! solo by Miss Nettie Clay, music by a
of
Mrs.
Mrs. Kate Gilley, who has been at Bak- ladies* quartette, consisting
1
er’s Island for the past fifteen months as Ernest Osgood, Mis* Emma Osgood, Mis*
! housekeeper for the light keeper, is at her Fannie Stover and Miss Con forth, a readhome here on a short visit.
ing by Miss Emma C^good, music by
Mr*. P.
Rev. Mr. Barker, of Calais, preached in ladies’ quartette, and reading by
the union meeting house here Sunday in S. Parker.
Recording Secretary F. B. Snow and P.
the absence of the pastor, Rev A. P. McG. R. S. Osgood had been appointed a
Donald, who has gone to Massachusetts to
to look up facts and data convisit bis family. He expects to move here committee
Viected with the quarter century's hwtory
shortly to the bouse of the late William
of the lodge, and an interesting paper was
P. Preble.

field to

She jes' spreads huh mouf and hollahs.
“Come to Jesus”, ’twell you hvear
Sinnahs' tremblin' steps and voices,
Timid-lak. a-dr&w’n’ near;
Den she tu ns to “Rock of Ages",
Simply to de cross she cliugs.
And yo' fin' yo' teabs a-drappin’
When Malindy sings.

see

at the schoolhouse

where be served

Fiddlin' man jes' stop his fiddlin',
Lay his fiddle on the she’f;
Mockin’ bird quit tryin’ to whistle,
'Cause he jes’ so shamed hisse’f.
Folks a~playin' on de banjo
Draps dey fingahs on de strings—
Bless yo’ soul—fu'gitu to move 'em.
When Maiindy sings.

County .Yews

bu> Shell.

FEI.DOWS’ ASNIVKHHAHY.
Bluehill lodge, I. O. O. P., No. 7», celebrated tbe tw-enty-flfth anniversary of its
institution Thursday evening. April 26.
A large number of member* with their
pound boy.
families and tome invited guest* gathered
Frank Wedge is in very poor health, to celebrate the event, and all the exerand has been obliged to give up work for cise# of tbe evening were greatly eh joyed.
the summer.
Alfred Staples furnished music on the
to
has gone
Mrs. Cora Richardson
graphophone at the opening, and other
Boothbay to visit her husband, whose ! selection* were interspersed in the prohealth is very poor.
gramme. Noble Grand J. H. Morse called
Francis, son of George W. Spurting, has the lodge to order and a picked team performed their march and retired to the
a broken arm, the result of boys fooling

Mrs. Tourtelotte. Mr. Bunker,
after the session of the court in Ellsworth,

Ain’t you nevah hyeahd Maiindy?
Blessed soul, take up de cross!
Look hyeah ain't you jokin' honey?
Well, you don’t know what your lot’;
Y ought to hyeah dat girl a-wa'blin',
Robins, la'ks an’ all dem things
Hush dey tnoufs an’ hides dey faces
When Maiindy sings.
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hold a dance in the
Kelley
Ray
town hall neat Thursday night.
Charles W. Bracy and w ile are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a twelve-

by Mr.

to hollah,
Lookin’ st de lines in’ dots
one
kin sense it.
When dey ain't no
An’ de chune comes in in spots:
But fu' real melojous music.
Dat jes strikes yo’ bea’t and clings,
Jes’ yon stan’ an' listen wif me
When Maiindy sings.

where he has
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Easy 'nough fu’ folks
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bringing with him his nephew-, Charlie
Bunker, who for the last few months had
been living at Maxfleld,
having been

You ain’t got de nachel o'gans
Fu* to make de soun’ come right.
You ain’t got the tunes an' twistin's
Fu’ to make it sweet an’ light.
Tell you one thing now. Miss Lucy,
An’ I’m tellin' you fu’ true.
When hit comes to real, right singin'.
’Taint no easy thing to do.
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